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For their Motions to Compel Landowner Intervenors state as follows: 

1. On May 15, 2017, TransCanada responded to Landowner Intervenors’ 1st 

Set of Interrogatories, 1st Set of Requests for Production, 2nd Set of Interrogatories, 2nd 

Set of Requests for Production; and 1st Set of Requests for Admission predominately 

with objections, partial responses, or with responses that failed to directly answer or 

respond to the discovery posed. 

2. Here as Attachment #1 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’ 1st Set of Interrogatories and 1st Set of Requests 

for Production. 

3. Here as Attachment #2 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’  2nd Set of Interrogatories and 2nd Set of Requests 

for Production;  

4. Here as Attachment #3 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’ 1st Set of Requests for Admission. 

5. The Commission has broad discretion and authority in these proceedings to 

consider numerous factors, including but not limited to the following, when analyzing 

whether or not any proposed route is in the “public interest” and the Commission does 

not have to approve any route whatsoever: 

5.1. (a) Whether the pipeline carrier has demonstrated compliance with 

all applicable state statutes, rules, and regulations and local 

ordinances; 

5.2. (b) Evidence of the impact due to intrusion upon natural resources 

and not due to safety of the proposed route of the major oil pipeline 

to the natural resources of Nebraska, including evidence regarding 

the irreversible and irretrievable commitments of land areas and 

connected natural resources and the depletion of beneficial uses of 

the natural resources; 

5.3. (c) Evidence of methods to minimize or mitigate the potential 

impacts of the major oil pipeline to natural resources; 
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5.4. (d) Evidence regarding the economic and social impacts of the major 

oil pipeline; 

5.5. (e) Whether any other utility corridor exists that could feasibly and 

beneficially be used for the route of the major oil pipeline; 

5.6. (f) The impact of the major oil pipeline on the orderly development 

of the area around the proposed route of the major oil pipeline; 

5.7. (g) The reports of the agencies filed, [only if requested by the PSC]  

from: 

5.7.1. the Department of Environmental Quality,  

5.7.2. the Department of Natural Resources,  

5.7.3. the Department of Revenue,  

5.7.4. the Department of Roads,  

5.7.5. the Game and Parks Commission,  

5.7.6. the Nebraska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission,  

5.7.7. the Nebraska State Historical Society,  

5.7.8. the State Fire Marshal, and  

5.7.9. the Board of Educational Lands and Funds; and 

5.8. (h) The views of the governing bodies of the counties and 

municipalities in the area around the proposed route of the major oil 

pipeline. 

6. Purpose of MOPSA1: 

6.1. Ensure the welfare of Nebraskans, including protection of property 

rights, aesthetic values, and economic interests; 

6.2. Consider the lawful protection of Nebraska's natural resources in 

determining the location of routes of major oil pipelines within 

Nebraska; and 

                                              
1 http://nebraskalegislature.gov/laws/statutes.php?statute=57-1402 (1) 
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6.3. Ensure that the location of routes for major oil pipelines is in 

compliance with Nebraska law. 

7. Given the foregoing and the wide range of potential considerations and the 

incredibly high bar Applicant has for satisfying each and every of the foregoing, 

discovery in this matter is by its very nature wide-ranging and encompasses many areas. 

The discovery objected to by TransCanada is reasonably calculated to at least lead to the 

discovery of some admissible evidence on one or more of the above factors and all 

requests to compel below should be granted. 

8. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel and order 

TransCanada to fully and completely respond to the following Interrogatories No.’s in 

Attachment #1: 

8.1. “interested witnesses” - 29, 30, 31, 32 

8.1.1. Bias is a key question in this matter and all Applicant 

employee witnesses should be fully transparent with all of 

their past, current, and future likelihood of economic gain for 

their favorable testimony at the Hearing. They are each 

personally vested in the outcome of the party with the burden 

of proof and are therefore open to question about said 

economic and other bias that may affect their testimony. 

8.2. “economic impact” “general welfare” “economic interest” - 33, 34, 

35, 36, 37, 38 

8.2.1. Applicant claims its proposed KXL pipeline will have various 

economic benefits to Nebraska and the few counties were it is 

proposed to be located, therefore Applicant has opened the 

door for any inquiry into the actual dollars it has spent and is 

likely to spend in Nebraska related to its pipeline. This 

information is also necessary to show bias as to any rebuttal 

witness Applicant may proffer at the time of the Hearing who 

may have directly or indirectly benefited from “gifts” or 
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“donations” such as equipment or vehicles etc. that 

TransCanada either made directly or indirectly. 

8.3. “your definition” “your belief” “your understanding” - 40, 42, 43, 

44, 46, 47, 48, 50, 100, 105 

8.3.1. These Interrogatories seek to uncover Applicants definition, 

belief, and or understanding of certain facts or elements. 

Discovering what Applicant believe is likely to lead to the 

discovery of relevant information. What Applicant believes 

no doubt formed the basis of its entire Application submission 

and will form the basis of any relevant testimony by it at the 

time of the Hearing. These Interrogatories do not seek a legal 

interpretation or to “invade the province of the Public 

Services Commission” Landowner Intervenors did not ask – 

what TransCanada thinks the law means we simply want to 

know what TransCanada itself, the Applicant, believes. 

Further see TransCanada’s response to No. 49 – they respond 

as to Keystone I because the know such inquiry is likely to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence but fail to 

respond to KXL which is the subject of the Application – see 

No. 48. See also No. 57 where TransCanada responds to what 

it believes is an inaccurate statement of law rather than hiding 

fully behind a frivolous objection. 

8.4. “relevant facts” – 41 

8.4.1. Landowner Intervenors pose the relevant inquiry to Applicant 

who bears the burden of proof to state the ‘“facts you believe 

are determinative in answering the question whether or not 

your proposed Keystone XL pipeline is within the “public 

interest” of the State of Nebraska.”’ Inquiry as to what facts 

Applicant believes support or will assist in in satisfying its 
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burden of proof are clearly relevant grounds for inquiry. Their 

response underlies the many deficiencies in their Application 

as it fails to address all the factors the Commission is to 

weigh and consider. 

8.5. “I-90 Corridor” – 53, 54 

8.5.1. A portion of TransCanada’s Alternative I-90 Corridor route 

either parallels or closely parallels Keystone I and twining or 

closely paralleling Keystone I with Keystone XL is a 

possibility the Commission could require. Further, 

comparisons between alternative possible routes within 

Nebraska are relevant as to determine what route(s), if any, 

are more or less or at all in the “public interest” – the entire 

purpose of these proceedings. The fact that TransCanada 

prefers to enter Nebraska in Keya Paha county is irrelevant to 

the Commissions inquiry of whether or not a separate utility 

corridor, i.e. Keystone I Corridor, may be more appropriate 

for the routing of Keystone XL.  

8.6. “Relevant Comparisons to Keystone I” – 55, 56 

8.6.1. Keystone I is a near identical project as to the proposed 

Keystone XL and inquiry into what actually exists in 

Keystone I is relevant and likely to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence as to KXL. 

8.7. “State Statutes” – 58, 59, 62, 63 

8.7.1. This is a specific requirement of MOPSA and relevant inquiry 

for this commission. If Applicant is unwilling or unable to 

specifically list the laws which it must follow then it has 

failed to meet its burden of proof and its application must be 

denied. 

8.8. “Rules” – 66, 67, 70, 71 
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8.8.1. This is a specific requirement of MOPSA and relevant inquiry 

for this commission. If Applicant is unwilling or unable to 

specifically list the laws which it must follow then it has 

failed to meet its burden of proof and its application must be 

denied. 

8.9. “Regulations” – 74, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81 

8.9.1. This is a specific requirement of MOPSA and relevant inquiry 

for this commission. If Applicant is unwilling or unable to 

specifically list the laws which it must follow then it has 

failed to meet its burden of proof and its application must be 

denied. 

8.10. “Local Ordinances” – 82, 83, 86, 87, 88, 89 

8.10.1. This is a specific requirement of MOPSA and relevant inquiry 

for this commission. If Applicant is unwilling or unable to 

specifically list the laws which it must follow then it has 

failed to meet its burden of proof and its application must be 

denied. 

8.11. “Spill or Leak” – 90 through 99 inclusive 

8.11.1.  TransCanada’s Application for its proposed KXL pipeline 

extensively discusses spills and leaks. If this was not a 

relevant inquiry for the Commission to make then why did 

Applicant send so much time in its Application discussing 

foreseeable spills and leaks. Applicant clearly acknowledges 

the relevance of this inquiry and anticipated it in its 

Application. TransCanada’s Application is 403 pages long. 

The following pages of the Application discuss “spill” or 

“leak” in the context of construction, maintenance, and or 

operation of the prosed KXL as they seek to have it routed in 

Nebraska: 30, 31, 34, 35, 46, 57, 84 aka Appendix C5, 95 aka 
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Appendix D7, 97 aka Appendix D9, 105 aka Appendix D17, 

106 aka Appendix D18, 107 aka Appendix D19, 108 aka 

Appendix D20, 109 aka Appendix D21, 110 aka Appendix 

D22, 111 aka Appendix D23. Further, Federal Law does not 

preempt the PSC from reviewing, on behalf of Nebraska’s 

citizens and stakeholders, the risks and impacts of potential 

spills and leaks when determining the most prudent and 

intelligent location, if any, of such a major oil pipeline across 

Nebraska. Any law of this state purportedly restricting the 

PSC in such a manner unconstitutionally limits the power of 

the very constitutional body that is charged with the 

responsibility on behalf of the entire State of Nebraska to site 

major oil pipelines. If the PSC is prohibited from considering 

the risk and impact of foreseeable and predicable spills and 

leaks of tar sands crude oil and other dangerous chemicals, 

who exactly is looking out for Nebraska’s general welfare, 

property rights and the economic interests in this regard? 

Regardless of whether or not this may ultimately be offered 

and received at the time of the Hearing, that does not preclude 

discovery as to this topic at this time.  

8.12. “TransCanada Spends Money in Nebraska” – 121 

8.12.1.  The Commission must evaluate the economic interests and 

impacts of any proposed route of the KXL pipeline as well as 

consider the general welfare of Nebraska and Nebraskans. 

TransCanada’s argument in favor of its KXL pipeline is 

primarily centered around jobs and increase in tax revenue 

and general increase in “economic activity.” Given 

Applicant’s claims and arguments and that they state 

additional work would need to be done if they were to twin 
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Keystone XL with Keystone I, this inquiry is relevant to 

determine exactly what type of money has been spend and 

“economic activity” generated through past and current 

efforts of Applicant to obtain route approval so that we can 

discovery the relative increase in economic activity that 

would occur relative non-construction related employment 

and spending that Applicant would likely engage in should a 

route for location in an alternative utility corridor be the 

outcome of the PSC Hearing. We are entitled to have the full 

picture of economic benefit and monies spent directly into the 

Nebraska economy by way of employment associated with 

the KXL to present alternative testimony and evidence to 

Applicant and its expert Mr. Goss. 

8.13. “KXL Necessity” – 122, 123, 124, 125, and 126-147 inclusive 

8.13.1. It is difficult to image how a proposed route on, under, 

through, and across Nebraska of the proposed KXL pipeline 

is in the “public interest” if the route itself is not needed. 

TransCanada seems to suggest Nebraska “take one for the 

team” but fails to realize this is the Nebraska Public Service 

Commission which is review the Application in terms of 

Nebraska and has no duty to consider the interests, if any, of 

others in regards to what is the best for Nebraska and what is 

in Nebraska’s “public interest” therefore, we must have 

inquire into the lack of necessity and need of such a route 

within Nebraska or the Commission will be prevented from 

fully evaluating the Application and Applicant in reference to 

the numerous and broad factors of MOPSA. 

8.14. “Keystone I necessity” – 148-158 inclusive 
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8.14.1.  Landowner Intervenors incorporate the response above and 

by way of analogy of the current relevant Nebraska case 

study – Keystone I as it compares and can provide important 

parallels to the proposed Keystone XL. 

9. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel and order 

TransCanada to fully and completely respond to the following 1st Set of Requests for 

Production of Documents No.’s in Attachment #1: 

9.1. Request No. 1 – seeks documents that formed the basis to 

TransCanada’s responses to Interrogatories 1-147. This is clearly 

relevant and the objections should be stricken and Application 

should be require to fully produce all such documents. Further no 

privilege log was included to furnish the required information under 

Nebraska law for a party claiming a privilege and simply throwing 

out a privilege without substantiation via a privilege log is a waiver 

in and of itself. Full production of all documents should be 

compelled. As included in Landowner Intervenors’ discovery 

requests: “If you claim any document is privileged, please identify 

the privilege claimed, and disclose sufficient information about the 

document to allow it to be identified, located, and to identify the 

privilege claimed, and the circumstances supporting your claim of 

privilege. Please furnish a privilege log or responses sufficient to 

make a prima facie claim that any privilege applies, identify the 

privilege asserted, and set forth information sufficient to ascertain its 

applicability,  as required by Greenwalt v. Wal-Mart Stores Inc., 253 

Neb 32, 567 NW2d 560 (1997). If you object, please be informed 

that the procedure you use must comply with the requirements of 

Schropp Industries, Inc., v. Washington County Atty’s Office, 281 

Neb 152, 794 NW2d 685 (2011).” Further, TransCanada states in its 

response to No. 1 that “Keystone will produce any documents it 
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expressly referenced in its answers.” The request was not to only 

produce those documents TransCanada expressly referenced or 

choose to strategically mention – we want and are entitled to any and 

all documents Applicant relied upon or reviewed, etc, in any way to 

form their answers to No’s 1-147. 

9.2. Request No. 2 & 3 – TransCanada objects because a timeframe is 

not limited, therefore, to speed this along, Landowner Intervenors 

request the Commission compel production of documents pursuant 

to its Request No. 2 & 3 for the time period of January 1, 2010 to 

present time in any way related to TransCanada’s proposed KXL 

pipeline. 

9.3. Request No. 4 – Property Rights and Economic Interests are two of 

the key aspects the Commission will evaluate when reviewing 

whether or not the proposed KXL route(s) within Nebraska are in the 

public interest. Production of the value of the land in question, which 

will be found in the land and property Appraisals TransCanada has 

in its possession which can be easily placed on a CD or DVD and 

produced is paramount to and the cornerstone of relevant analysis 

concerning protection of property rights, economic interests, and tax 

revenue and impact. 

9.4. Request No. 5 – Documents evidencing a commitment to ship 

product on the proposed KXL through Nebraska. There can be no 

more threshold question as to whether any proposed KXL route 

through, under, and across Nebraska is in the “public interest” than 

the question of whether or not any of the proposed routes are needed. 

It is impossible to serve the “public interest” if there is no interest in 

the proposed route for the proposed KXL pipeline. In fact, if 

TransCanada does not and cannot prove full commitment for the size 

and capacity of its proposed KXL through Nebraska, then it is 
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impossible for such a route to be in the “public interest.” Further and 

more to the point, the discovery process is an incredibly flexible and 

wide reaching process that only need to be reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Such discovery here 

regarding commitments for the KXL may lead to discovery that 

reaches all of the many broad factors the Commission can consider. 

Further, TransCanada waived any objection as to privilege or 

confidential or trade secret etc. in its response and all documents 

should be produced outright. Alternatively, the Landowner 

Intervenors agree to maintain the confidentiality of such agreements, 

if any exist, subject to only use in these proceedings. 

9.5. Request No. 5 (No. 6) – TransCanada communications regarding 

KXL. This request is highly relevant to all the many broad factors 

that the Commission can consider. Since there is no objection as to 

privilege that has been waived and Landowner Intervenors will agree 

to limit such request from January 1, 2010 to present time and where 

the communication was as to the proposed KXL within, on, under, 

through or across Nebraska. 

10. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel and order 

TransCanada to fully and completely respond to the following 2nd Set of Interrogatories 

No.’s in Attachment #2: 

10.1. No. 162 – Applicant should be compelled to fully answer this 

interrogatory. It has not. For example see its responses to requests 

for admissions No’s. 95-112 which uniformly say “Deny. See 

Application.” That is not a specific statement of the denial – there is 

no explanation and further nowhere does TransCanada respond to 

the portion of the request seeing the identification of the specific 

facts and documents relieved upon. At the very least, rather than 

saying “see application’ TransCanada should have to identify 
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specifically the Section and page numbers and paragraphs that 

correspond to the answer. Applicant should have to supplement No 

162 and reference each Request for Admission No’s 1-145. 

10.2. No. 163 – same as No. 162 above. 

10.3. No. 164 – Spill Detection. See Response to 8.11.1 above. 

11. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel and order 

TransCanada to fully and completely respond to the following 2nd Set of Requests for 

Production of Documents No.’s in Attachment #2: 

11.1. No. 7 - See Response in paragraph 10.1 above. 

11.2. No. 8 - See Response to paragraph 10.1 above. 

12. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel and order 

TransCanada to fully and completely respond to the following 1st Set of Requests for 

Admissions No.’s in Attachment #3: 

12.1. “Spill or leak” No’s. 22-26, inclusive; and 29-49, inclusive. See 

Response to 8.11.1 above. 

12.2. “I-90 Corridor Route within Nebraska” No. 53-56 inclusive; 59-60, 

inclusive; and 79-86, inclusive 

12.2.1. Please see argument in paragraphs 5.5, 8.5.1, 8.6.1., above 

and 17.4.1 below. 

12.3. No’s. 95-112 – Responses as to what specific paragraphs of the 

Application apply to each answer should be provided. (See also 

related argument in paragraph 10.1 above.) 

13. On Friday May 19, 2017 TransCanada responded to Landowner 

Intervenors’ 3rd Set of Interrogatories, 3rd Set of Requests for Production, 4th Set of 

Interrogatories, 4th Set of Requests for Production; and 2nd Set of Requests for Admission 

predominately with objections, partial responses, or with responses that failed to directly 

answer or respond to the discovery posed. 
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14. Here as Attachment #4 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’ 3rd Set of Interrogatories, 3rd Set of Requests for 

Production. 

15. Here as Attachment #5 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’ 4th Set of Interrogatories, 4th Set of Requests for 

Production.  

16. Here as Attachment #6 is a true and accurate copy of TransCanada’s 

Responses to Landowner Intervenors’ 2nd Set of Requests for Admission. 

17. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel TransCanada to 

fully and completely respond to the following Interrogatories No.’s in Attachment #4: 

17.1. “Your Understanding” -  No’s 165-166 

17.1.1.  See paragraph 8.3.1 above 

17.2. “Energy Needs” – No’s 167-173 inclusive 

17.2.1.  TransCanada continually references Neb Rev Stat § 57-1403 

(3) “The construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 

the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the 

increasing need for energy.” It is important to note this 

portion of MOPSA has a qualifier and that is “to meet the 

increasing need for energy.” Therefore, unless it is proven 

there is such a need within Nebraska, a State without a 

specific increase in energy need that will be satisfied by the 

proposed route(s) of the proposed KXL pipeline would not be 

in the “public interest.” Responses therefore to these 

Interrogatories must be supplemented. 

17.3. “Property Rights” “Economic Interests, Purposes, Impacts” – No. 

215  

17.3.1.  The document which governs the property rights of affected 

Landowners is the Easement and Right-of-Way Agreement 

and therefore, the language of that contract, the Easement, is 
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crucial to form an understanding of whether or not the 

proposed route(s) for KXL will ensure the welfare of 

Nebraskans, including protection of property rights and 

economic interests. The Commission must understand all 

aspects of Applicants proposed Easement and Right-of-Way 

Agreement. Interrogatory No. 215 must be compelled. 

17.4. “I-90 Corridor Alternative A, B, and Twinning Keystone I” – No’s 

181-190 inclusive; 201-203 inclusive 

17.4.1. TransCanada overlooks the fact the Commission may 

evaluate and consider whether any OTHER utility corridor 

exists, i.e. is there any other location for the KXL pipeline 

that may be considered other than just what the Applicant 

wants. In this regard and for the same reasons articulated in 

paragraph 8.5.1 above, the potions of these Interrogatories 

regarding these Alternative Routes should be compelled. 

17.5. “Finite Purpose” – No’s 217-218 

17.5.1.  See paragraphs 8.13.1 and 8.14.1. There is no route in the 

public interest and in the general welfare of Nebraska nor that 

protects the property rights of Nebraska or Nebraskans that 

requires landowners give up perpetual rights for a pipeline 

route that is for the shipment of a finite, non-perpetual, 

product like tar sands. These Interrogatories must be 

compelled. 

17.6. “Landowner Treatment” – No’s 221-222 

17.6.1.  There is no route in the public interest and in the general 

welfare of Nebraska nor that protects the property rights of 

Nebraska or Nebraskans that is or has or will be obtained by 

the poor treatment of Nebraskans or through 

misrepresentation or deceit of any kind. Such behavior or 
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Applicant is relevant to the factors to be considered by the 

Commission. 

17.7. “Terrorist Attack” – No. 223 

17.7.1.  Placing Nebraska and Nebraskans at greater potential 

negative risk or impact from potential Terrorist Attacks is not 

in the interest of the general welfare of Nebraska nor is it 

positive to social impacts. Intervenor Landowners and the 

Commission have the right to know whether or not and to 

what degree at all such impacts have or have not been 

considered by Applicant. 

17.8. “Relevant Impacts” No’s 229-235 inclusive 

17.8.1. These Interrogatories directly incorporate the exact factors to 

be considered by the Commission and Landowner Intervenors 

request Applicant be compelled to specifically identify what 

paragraphs of its Application apply to No. 229-235 inclusive 

rather than simply vaguely and over broadly referencing 

“Keystone incorporates the application…” 

18. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel TransCanada to 

fully and completely respond to the following Request for Production of Documents 

No.’s in Attachment #4: 

18.1. No. 9 – See paragraph 9.1 above. 

18.2. No. 11 – See paragraph 17.6.1 above. This is likely to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence that will impact factors related to 

the general welfare, property rights, and economic interests. 

19. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel TransCanada to 

fully and completely respond to the following Interrogatories No.’s in Attachment #5: 

19.1. No.’s 237 and 238 - See paragraphs 9.1 and 10.1 above. 

19.2. “Energy Security” – No. 240 and 241 
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19.2.1. Applicant contents it proposed route(s) would improve energy 

security. No. 240 and 241 request how Nebraska is currently 

deficient or energy insecure. If Nebraska is not energy 

insecure any claim by Applicant its proposed KXL pipeline 

would improve energy security is irrelevant for consideration. 

19.3. “Alternative Corridors” - No.’s 246, 247, 251, 252, 253, 254, and 

255 

19.3.1. Applicant answered as to portions a) and b) of these 

Interrogatories but must be compelled as to c), d), and e). See 

argument at paragraphs 5.5, 8.5.1, and 17.4.1 above. 

19.4. “Contracts to Ship on KXL” – No. 250 

19.4.1.  See argument at paragraph 9.4 above. 

19.5. “Alternative Corridor and Application” – No.’s 256-264 inclusive 

19.5.1.  For these Interrogatories TransCanada objects to portions c), 

d), and e). See 19.3.1 above. For portions a) and b) 

TransCanada should be compelled to specifically identify the 

paragraphs of its Application that correspond to their answer 

rather than over broadly stating “Keystone’s application sets 

forth the answer…” 

19.6. “Money paid for Easement Acquisition” – No. 271 

19.6.1. Given the Commission must consider how and whether the 

proposed route(s) of KXL will ensure the welfare of 

Nebraskans, including protection of property rights and 

economic interests, it is critical to know the compensation 

being paid for such acquisition of property rights. This also is 

relevant to Applicant’s claims and the Goss Report regarding 

economic benefits and multiplier affects. 

19.7. “Protection of Property Rights & General Welfare via Easement 

Terms and Language” – No.’s 272, 273, 274, 275 
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19.7.1. See paragraph 17.3.1 above. The Easement is the only 

document that spells out the rights, responsibilities, and 

restrictions related to the land in question on the proposed 

route(s) and these inquiries are reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence concerning Property 

Rights and Economic Interests relevant to the Commissions 

review of the Application. 

19.8. “Ownership of Applicant” – No.’s 285 – 290, inclusive 

19.8.1. Ownership of Applicant is relevant to the broad factors to be 

considered by the Commission including ensuring the 

Welfare of Nebraskans, protection of property rights and 

economic interests. We must know who is behind the curtain. 

19.9. “Financial Stability of Applicant” – No.’s 291 and 292 

19.9.1.  The Financial Stability of Applicant is relevant to the broad 

factors to be considered by the Commission including 

ensuring the Welfare of Nebraskans, protection of property 

rights and economic interests. These interests cannot be 

protected unless as a State we are certain Applicant has the 

financial ability and balance sheet capable of protecting 

property rights, paying for crop damage and other potential 

damages or impacts to the property, to natural resources, to 

land, water, soil, and the environment. Financial Stability is a 

key question for approval of a route that is proposed to exist 

in Nebraska perpetually and forever. 

20. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel TransCanada to 

fully and completely respond to the following Request for Production of Documents 

No.’s in Attachment #5: 

20.1. No. 12 – See paragraph 9.1 above. 

20.2. No. 14 and 15 – See paragraphs 8.13.1 and 9.4 above.  
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20.3. No. 19 – See paragraph 9.1 above. 

20.4. “Financial Information” - No.’s 20 through 28 

20.4.1.  Any proposed route can only be in the “public interest” if the 

broad and wide-ranging factors found throughout MOPSA are 

satisfied by applicant. These requests are reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence in 

at least the areas of protection of property rights, economic 

interests and the general welfare. 

20.5. “Privilege Log for all documents withheld” - No. 30 

20.5.1. Applicant stated a comprehensive Privilege Log would be 

produced but it has not. 

20.6. “Prior Depositions by Applicant” - No. 31 

20.6.1.  Given the broad and wide-ranging factors found throughout 

MOPSA that must be satisfied by applicant, it is likely and 

reasonably calculated that prior sworn statements by 

Applicant may lead to the discovery of admissible evidence 

and as such this request should be compelled. 

21. Landowner Intervenors move the Commission to compel TransCanada to 

fully and completely respond to the following Requests for Admissions No.’s in 

Attachment #6: 

21.1. “Agreements to use KXL” - No.’s 146-161 inclusive 

21.1.1.  TransCanada forgets that no route for the KXL within, on, 

under, or through the State of Nebraska is in its public interest 

when weighed against the numerous broad factors for 

consideration under MOPSA if said route is to contain 

infrastructure that has no use and no purpose or a limited use 

or a limited purpose. The Commission does not have to 

approve any route for the proposed KXL. Need and necessity 

are critical inquiries to analyze when balancing the economic 
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interests, property right protection, and general welfare, 

among other factors, of Nebraska and Nebraskans. No route is 

in the public interest for a private for-profit proposed project 

that will not be used at all or will be minimally used. 

Additionally such information may lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. The Rules and reach of Discovery are 

extremely broad. 

21.2. No.’s 169-172 inclusive 

21.2.1.  These are simple requests to lay foundation for certain 

documents at the time of the hearing. It is premature for 

Applicant to litigate admissibility of certain evidence. 

Applicant should be compelled to admit or deny the facts 

requested in these Requests 169-172. 

21.3. No.’s 175-183 inclusive; 185 and 186 

21.3.1.  See reasons why discovery as to Easement and Right-of-Way 

terms is necessary and likely to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence in paragraphs 17.3.1 and 19.7.1 above. 

21.4. “Utility Corridor” - No. 218 

21.4.1. Please see argument in paragraphs 5.5, 8.5.1, 8.6.1., and 

17.4.1 above. 

22. For all of the reasons and arguments above and because discovery is broad 

and Landowner Intervenors have the right to discovery certain information that may or 

may not ultimately become evidence at the time of the hearing so long as there is some 

nexus to leading to the discovery of admissible evidence all of the foregoing requests 

should be sustained and Applicant should be ordered to supplement responses to each and 

every discovery request identified above. Landowner Intervenors also request any further 

relief the Commission deems reasonable and just under the circumstances. 
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May 22, 2017. 

 

Susan Dunavan, et al., Intervenors, 
 

By:  
David A. Domina, #11043 
Brian E. Jorde, #23613 
Domina Law Group pc llo 
2425 S. 144th Street 
Omaha, NE 68144 
(402) 493-4100 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
bjorde@dominalaw.com 
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 Pursuant to 291 Neb Admin Code § 015.01(b) and CMP 20(a), a copy of the 
foregoing is served upon Commission Legal Counsel and Lawyers of Record for 
Applicant as follows: 
 
 

Nichole A. Mulcahy  nichole.mulcahy@nebraska.gov  
 

James G. Powers    jpowers@mcgrathnorth.com  
 
Patrick G Pepper  ppepper@mcgrathnorth.com 
 
 

 
s/ Brian E. Jorde    
Brian E. Jorde 

 



Attachment #1

BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION ) 
OF TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE ) 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF ) 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT ) 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL ) 
PIPELINE SITING ACT ) 

) 
) 

Intervenors/Landowners ) 
) 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et aI., ) 

------------------------------) 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP'S ANSWERS TO THE 
INTERVENORSILANDOWNERS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ("Keystone") and for its answers and 

responses to the Intervenors/Landowners Susan Dunavan, et aI.' s ("Landowners") First Set of 

Interrogatories and Requests for Production states as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

1. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' First Set of Interrogatories and 

Requests for Production to the extent those discovery requests inquire into matters which are 

beyond the scope of the Public Service Commission's ("PSC") permitted inquiry under the 

Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. ("MOPSA"), which prevents 

regulation and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. 

Stat. §§ 57-1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 

57-1407(4) (may not consider "risks or impacts of spills or leaks from major oil pipeline"); 291 

N.A.C. § 023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety as to major oil pipelines and 

pipeline facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not evaluate safety considerations). 
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As expressly recognized in the PSC's February 16,2017 notification of Keystone's Application 

for approval of the Preferred Route, MOPSA "prohibits the Commission from evaluating safety 

considerations, including the safety as to the design, installation, inspection, emergency plans 

and procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, maintenance, and risk 

or impact of spills or leaks from the major oil pipeline" and the "Commission's review is limited 

to siting or choosing the route of the major oil pipeline." In view of this legal authority, all 

discovery requests seeking information beyond the scope of this proceeding as defined by 

Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, unduly 

burdensome and overbroad. 

2. Many of the Landowners' discovery requests seek to have Keystone justify that 

the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest or define terms within MOPSA. As a matter of 

Nebraska state law, it has already been determined that "the construction of major oil pipelines 

[which includes Keystone XL] in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the 

nation .... " Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). As a matter of federal law, the Keystone XL Pipeline 

has also been determined to be in the national interest of the United States. See Presidential 

Permit dated March 23,2017 and Executive Order 13337,69 Fed. Reg. 25299 (2004). The issue 

in this proceeding is not whether the Keystone XL Pipeline itself is in the public interest but is 

whether the location of the Preferred Route in Nebraska is in the public interest. Keystone 

objects to the Landowners' questions which seek to invade the province of the PSC to determine 

if the location of the Preferred Route is in the public interest, and Keystone objects to the 

Landowners' discovery requests to the extent they ask that Keystone do so. Keystone will, 
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however. provide the Landowners and the PSC with facts proving the Preferred Route is in the 

public interest. 

3. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' First Set of Interrogatories and 

Requests for Production to the extent they purport to seek information pertaining to or in the 

possession of entities other than TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P. or those acting on its 

behalf. Keystone is the entity which is applying for route approval from the PSC, and, as a 

result, discovery concerning other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, irrelevant, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Accordingly, the 

information set forth herein is provided only with respect to, and on behalf of, Keystone. 

4. Keystone reserves the right to supplement the responses to these interrogatories 

and requests for production as it discovers additional information. Keystone is engaging in a 

reasonable search to collect documents, and it will produce the documents as the documents are 

located and identified as responsive. 

INTERROGATORIES 

Interrogatory No. 1. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every person who assisted in any way with any of the answers to any of the interrogatories in this 
1 st Set ofInterrogatories to you. 

Answer: 

Meera Kothari 
Manager, US Liquids Projects 
TransCanada Corporation 
700 Louisiana Street 
Houston, TX 77002 
MeeraYothari@transcanada.com 
(832) 320-5000 

Sandra Barnett 
Environmental Specialist 
TransCanada Corporation 
700 Louisiana Street 
Houston, TX 77002 
Sandra_ barnett@transcanada.com 
(832) 320-5000 
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Nadine Busmann, Ph.D. 
Manager, Indigenous Relations 
450 1st Street SW, Rm. 1027 
Calgary, AB CA T2P 5H1 
Nadine _ busmann@transcanada.com 
(403) 920-4417 

Erin Salisbury 
Environmental Project Manager 
exp Energy Services, Inc. 
1300 Metropolitan Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32308 
erin. salisbury@exp.com 
(850) 385-5441 

Paul Fuhrer 
Project Manager, KXL Facilities 
TransCanada Corporation 
15318 California St. 
Omaha, NE 68154 
Paul_ fuhrer@transcanada.com 
(402) 492-3470 

Tony Palmer 
President, Keystone XL, Energy East & 
Prince Rupert Gas Transmission 
TransCanada Corporation 
tony ~almer@transcanada.com 

Jon Schmidt, Ph.D. 
VP, Environmental and Regulatory Services 
exp Energy Services, Inc. 
1300 Metropolitan Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32308 
J on.schmidt@exp.com 
(850) 385-5441 

Jon Beaver 
Project Manager, Ecologist and Reclamation 
Specialist 
We stech Environmental Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6045 
Helena, MT 59604 
jbeaver@westech-env.com 
(406) 442-0950 

Ernie Goss, Ph.D. 
Mac Allister Chair in Economics 
Professor of Economics, Creighton University 
5202 Burt st. 
Omaha, NE 68132 
ernieg@creighton.edu 
(402) 280-4757 

Michael B. Portnoy, P.G. 
President & CEO 
PEl 
1414 West Sam Houston Pkwy N, Suite 170 
Houston, TX 77043 
mportnoy@pei-tx.com 
(281 )705-3926 

Interrogatory No.2. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2010. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
450- 1 st Street SW 
Calgary, AB T2P 5HI 
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TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
4S0-lst Street SW 
Calgary, AB T2P SHI 

Interrogatory No.3. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2010. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
4S0- 1st Street SW 
Calgary, AB T2P SHI 

Interrogatory No.4. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2010. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
4S0- 1st Street SW 
Calgary, AB T2P SHI 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No.5. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2011. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No.6. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1, 2011. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No.7. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2011. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No.8. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2012. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No.9. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2012. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 10. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2012. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 11. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2013. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 12. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of Trans Canada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2013. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 13. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2013. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 14. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2014. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 15. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2014. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 16. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2014. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of Trans Canada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 17. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2015. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 18. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2015. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatorv No. 19. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2015. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatorv No. 20. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2016. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 21. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2016. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 22. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2016. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 23. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2017. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 24. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of January 1,2017. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 25. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of 
January 1,2017. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 26. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every owner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of the date you answered this 
Interrogatory. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
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Interrogatory No. 27. List the name, address, and contact information of each and 
every limited partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of the date you answered this 
Interrogatory. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

Interrogatory No. 28. List the name, identity, and contact information and 
percentage of ownership of the general partner of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP as of the 
date you answered this Interrogatory. 

Answer: 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC 
700 Louisiana Street 
Suite 700 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP, LLC owns 0.0200 percent of TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Interrogatory No. 29. Describe in detail the annual salary of any TransCanada 
employee who provided sworn testimony as found within your application No OP-003 as filed 
by you in February 2017, with the Public Service Commission, as of the date of their sworn 
testimony. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks information which is 
irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and this 
interrogatory is intended to harass and intimidate witnesses. 

Interrogatory No. 30. Describe in detail the number of shares of stock held within 
any publicly-traded company under the umbrella of TransCanada or for any subsidiary or related 
company as of the date of the sworn testimony of any TransCanada employee who provided 
sworn testimony as found within your application No. OP-003 as filed by you in February 2017, 
with the Public Service Commission, as of the date of their sworn testimony. 
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Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks information which is 
irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and this 
interrogatory is intended to harass and intimidate witnesses. 

Interrogatory No. 31. List the total amount of retirement funds in any account to 
which the employer(s) of any such individual, who provided sworn testimony as found within 
your application No. OP-003 as filed by you in February 2017 with the Public Service 
Commission, contributes to such account. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks information which is 
irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and this 
interrogatory is intended to harass and intimidate witnesses. 

Interrogatory No. 32. Specifically detail the terms and the amount of· 
compensation paid, at any time, to any witness who provided sworn testimony as included in 
your Application No. OP-003 as filed with this Commission in February of 2017 for their work 
on your behalf or in any related function. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks information which is 
irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and this 
interrogatory is intended to harass and intimidate witnesses. Subject to and without waiving 
these objections, pursuant to Neb. Ct. R. Disc. § 6-333(c), documents reflecting the 
compensation to non-employee witnesses are produced with these responses. 

Interrogatory No. 33. Specifically detail every dollar that you or any company 
working in concert, or on your behalf, has spent on advertising or marketing purposes of any 
kind within the State of Nebraska from January 1, 2010 to the present date and to who, whom, 
what, or where those dollars were spent, allocated, gifted, or donated. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 34. Specifically detail every dollar that you or any company 
working in concert, or on your behalf, has spent on advertising or marketing purposes of any 
kind within the State of Nebraska prior to January 1, 2010 and to who, whom, what, or where 
those dollars were spent, allocated, gifted, or donated. 
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Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 35. Specifically detail any non-cash in-kind donations, 
contributions, or gifts of any kind including, but not limited to, equipment, trucks, scholarships, 
sponsorships, or any other similar contributions that you or any company working in concert, or 
on your behalf, has spent within the State of Nebraska from January 1,2010, to the present date. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 36. Specifically detail any non-cash in-kind donations, 
contributions or gifts of any kind including, but not limited to, equipment, trucks, scholarships, 
sponsorships, or any other similar contributions that you or any company working in concert, or 
on your behalf, has spent within the State of Nebraska prior to January 1,2010. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 37. List the name, address, and contact information and 
whether such person or entity is currently under contract with you or any company related to you 
or under the TransCanada umbrella or network of associated or related companies, corporations, 
or entities who has ever lobbied in support of the KXL Pipeline or efforts in any way related to 
or beneficial to your pursuit of the KXL pipeline, within the State of Nebraska or to any elected 
or appointed official of any kind with any role within Nebraska government at level, be it local, 
county, or state, from January 1,2010, to the present time. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 38. List the name, address, and contact information and 
whether such person or entity is currently under contract with you or any company related to you 
or under the TransCanada umbrella or network of associated or related companies, corporations, 
or entities, who has ever lobbied in support of other KXL Pipeline or efforts in any way related 
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to or beneficial to your pursuit of the KXL pipeline, within the State of Nebraska or to any 
elected or appointed official of any kind with any role within Nebraska government at level, be it 
local, county, or state, prior to January, 1,2010. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant infonnation 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The 
interrogatory is also overbroad and unduly burdensome. 

Interrogatory No. 39. Specially describe each and every factor that you believe is 
to be considered by the Public Service Commission in its evaluation of the question of whether 
or not your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline is within the "public interest" of the State of 
Nebraska. For any such factor that you believe is codified in law, cite specifically to that law or 
statute. 

Answer: This interrogatory seeks to have Keystone justify that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline is in the public interest or define tenns within MOPSA. As a matter of Nebraska state 
law, it has already been detennined that "the construction of major oil pipelines [which includes 
Keystone XL] in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation .... " Neb. Rev. 
Stat. § 57-1403(3). As a matter of federal law, the Keystone XL Pipeline has also been 
detennined to be in the national interest of the United States. See Presidential Pennit dated 
March 23, 2017; Executive Order 13337, 69 Fed. Reg. 25299 (2004). The issue in this 
proceeding is not whether the Keystone XL Pipeline itself is in the public interest but is whether 
the location of the Preferred Route in Nebraska is in the public interest. Keystone objects to the 
Landowners' questions which seek to invade the province of the PSC to detennine if the location 
of the Preferred Route is in the public interest, and Keystone objects to this interrogatory to the 
extent it asks that Keystone do so. Keystone also objects because this interrogatory is overbroad, 
vague, and does not seek infonnation regarding whether the Preferred Route is in the public 
interest. 

To the extent this interrogatory is interpreted to seek infonnation regarding whether the 
Preferred Route is in the public interest, Keystone refers to all of the factors listed in Keystone's 
Application and Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1407(4). 

Interrogatory No. 40. What is your definition of "public interest" as that tenn 
applies to your burden of proof regarding your Application No. OP-003 to the Nebraska Public 
Service Commission. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because the meaning of words in a statute 
(i.e. "public interest") is a question of law and, therefore, it is exclusively within the province of 
the Public Service Commission to define that tenn consistent with its plain meaning. See 
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TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Nebraska Public Service Com 'n., 279 Neb. 426, 431 (2010). 
Keystone's Application provides its evidence of why the Preferred Route is in the public interest. 

Interrogatory No. 41. Specifically describe in detail each fact you believe may be 
determinative in answering the question of whether or not your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
is within the "public interest" of the State of Nebraska. For each fact listed please identify each 
and every portion of your application that corresponds to such fact or supports such fact and the 
each and every witness that you will call to testify as to each such fact. 

Answer: Keystone objects because whether the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public 
interest has been determined as a matter of state and federal law. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-
1403(3) and Presidential Permit (March 23, 2017). To the extent this question is interpreted to 
mean whether the Preferred Route is in the public interest, Keystone incorporates by reference its 
Application which is structured to comply with application requirements listed in Neb. Rev. Stat. 
§ 57-1405 and proves the route is in the public interest in accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-
1407. 

Interrogatory No. 42. In the context of your Application No. OP-003, what do 
you believe "economic purpose" means? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because the meaning of words in a statute 
is a question of law and, therefore, it is exclusively within the province of the Public Service 
Commission to define that term consistent with its plain meaning. See TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. 
Nebraska Public Service Com 'n., 279 Neb. 426, 431 (2010). Subject to and without waiving this 
objection, the economic benefit of the Preferred Route is detailed in Section 19 of the 
Application. It includes increased employment, tax revenue to state and local governmental 
units, the purchase of power from public power sources, and increased economic activity within 
the state and the local economies associated with the construction, operation and maintenance of 
the pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 43. Given that Nebraska has the authority as a sovereign state 
to protect its land and natural resources for economic purposes for the benefit of its residents and 
future generations of Nebraskans, please specifically describe your understanding of each and 
every "economic purpose" that is to be considered by the Public Service Commission. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory to the extent it seeks to invade the 
province of the Public Service Commission; the PSC's authority and purpose are described in 
MOPSA and this interrogatory presents an incomplete hypothetical. The economic purposes to 
be considered by the Public Service Commission are to be determined by the Public Service 
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Commission based upon the evidence presented, including the entirety of Keystone's 
Application and evidence, and Keystone's evidence regarding the economic benefit is primarily 
explained in Section 19 of its Application. 

Interrogatory No. 44. Given that Nebraska has the authority as a sovereign state 
to protect its land and natural resources for economic purposes for the benefit of its residents and 
future generations of Nebraskans, please specifically describe what you believe each and every 
"economic purpose" is that the Keystone XL Pipeline would serve in Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory to the extent it seeks to invade the 
province of the Public Service Commission; the PSC's authority and purpose are described in 
MOPSA and this interrogatory presents an incomplete hypothetical. The economic purposes to 
be considered by the Public Service Commission are to be determined by the Public Service 
Commission based upon the evidence presented, including the entirety of Keystone's 
Application and evidence, and Keystone's evidence regarding the economic benefit is primarily 
explained in Section 19 of its Application. 

Interrogatory No. 45. Specifically describe in detail each and every "economic 
purpose" of Nebraska you believe your current Keystone I Pipeline has served and quantify each. 

Answer: Keystone Mainline has been a valuable addition to Nebraska's state and local 
economies. Keystone has paid millions of dollars in taxes which have been used by state and 
local government units to fund government operations. Keystone has employed many 
individuals within the State of Nebraska, who have benefited from the work associated with the 
construction, maintenance, and operation of the Keystone Mainline Pipeline. The Keystone 
Mainline has also caused an increase in economic activity through the state and in the counties 
where it is located. The Keystone Mainline Pipeline has also provided a reliable transportation 
source for the importation of oil for the nations' economy and energy security. 

Interrogatory No. 46. In the context of your Application No. OP-003, what do 
you believe "aesthetic purpose" means? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the meaning of words in a statute is a question of 
law. See TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Nebraska Public Service Corn 'n., 279 Neb. 426, 431 (2010). 
According to MOPSA, Nebraska has the authority as a sovereign state to protect its land and 
natural resources for aesthetic purposes through approval or disapproval of the route of a major 
oil pipeline, so long as it does not regulate in the area of safety as to the design, installation, 
inspection, emergency plans and procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, 
replacement, and maintenance. Here, the Keystone XL Pipeline is an underground pipe, which, 
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therefore, has little impact on the aesthetics of property, which is currently primarily rural 
agricultural land and will remain primarily rural agricultural land following construction. 

Interrogatory No. 47. Given that Nebraska has the authority as a sovereign state 
to protect its land and natural resources for aesthetic purposes for the benefit of its residents and 
future generations of Nebraskans, please specifically describe your understanding of each and 
every "aesthetic purpose" that is to be considered by the Public Service Commission. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because by presenting an incomplete 
hypothetical it seeks to invade the province of the Public Service Commission's authority to 
make decisions based upon the statutorily-defined scope of its authority in MOPSA. Keystone 
recognizes that beauty (or aesthetics) is in the eye of the beholder, but Keystone notes that its 
proposed pipeline is primarily below ground and should have no adverse impact on the current 
aesthetic purpose of the property through which it will cross. Any above-ground facilities are 
necessary to the operation of the pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 48. Given that Nebraska has the authority as a sovereign state 
to protect its land and natural resources for aesthetic purposes for the benefit of its residents and 
future generations of Nebraskans, please specifically describe what you believe each and every 
"aesthetic purpose" is that the Keystone XL pipeline would serve in Nebraska. 

Answer: See answer and objection to Nos. 46 and 47 which are incorporated herein by 
reference. Keystone further notes that its Construction Mitigation and Reclamation Plan 
("CMRP") ensures the reclamation of the existing property in a matter which promotes aesthetic 
purposes. 

Interrogatory No. 49. Specifically describe in detail each and every "aesthetic 
purpose" of Nebraska you believe your current Keystone I Pipeline has served and quantify each 
such purpose. 

Answer: The land associated with the Keystone Mainline Pipeline has maintained its 
aesthetic qualities through the State consistent with the surrounding landscape. The land along 
the Keystone Mainline has retained its purpose (e.g. agriculture) from before construction. 
Keystone's operation of the pipeline has allowed the land to continue to flourish, produce crops, 
and otherwise retain its aesthetic properties. 

Interrogatory No. 50. In the context of your Application No. OP-003, what do 
you believe "social impact" means? 
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Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because the plain meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law for the Public Service Commission, and Keystone objects to invading 
the Public Service Commission's province. See TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Nebraska Public 
Service Com 'n., 279 Neb. 426, 431 (2010). Subject to and without waiving these objections, 
Keystone's views of the social impact are addressed in its Application. 

Interrogatory No. 51. Specifically list and describe each and every "social 
impact" of the preferred route of the Keystone XL Pipeline that you considered in your 
Application No. OP-003. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because "each and every" is overbroad. 
As stated in section 19 of the Application, employment in Nebraska and along its Preferred 
Route will be positively impacted by the Keystone XL Pipeline. Moreover, as the Application 
explains, the overwhelming majority (greater than 90%) of landowners along the route have 
already executed easements for the Keystone XL Preferred Route. Many of these landowners 
are individuals andlor family farmers. The land along the Preferred Route will remain 
productive rural agricultural land following construction of the Preferred Route, and Keystone 
has thorough Construction Mitigation and Reclamation Plan and Commitment database to ensure 
that landowners-specific concerns are addressed. 

Keystone believes that extensive environmental review (state and federal) of the 
Preferred Route plus its relationships with the overwhelming majority of landowners along the 
Preferred Route has allowed the company to keep its landowners and the communities through 
which the pipeline will pass educated about the Keystone XL Pipeline. No other proposed route 
in Nebraska has the depth of relationships that Keystone's Preferred Route currently possesses. 
As a result, any other route in Nebraska will have to establish new relationships and new 
education, which creates additional social engagement. 

Interrogatory No. 52. Specifically list and describe each and every "social 
impact" of the Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the Keystone XL Pipeline that you 
considered in your Application No. OP-003. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because "each and every" is overbroad. 
Keystone states that the Preferred Route as contrasted with the Mainline Alternative has less 
social impacts because Keystone has already acquired greater than 90% of the easements along 
the Preferred Route, whereas the Mainline Alternative would require new negotiation, education, 
and relationships with landowners and communities where the Preferred Route and Mainline 
Alternative diverge. Although the Mainline Alternative loosely parallels the Keystone Mainline, 
there will inevitably be new landowners impacted and existing landowners faced with a second 
pipeline on their property based upon the objections of other Nebraskans. The social impact of 
one set of Nebraskans (i.e. some of those on the Preferred Route) telling another set of 
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Nebraskans (i.e. those on the Keystone Mainline) that the Preferred Route group's land is more 
important than Mainline Alternative's land is an undesirable social impact. This social impact is 
particularly undesirable when the Preferred Route has been so extensively studied, analyzed, and 
widely accepted by landowners and federal regulators. 

Interrogatory No. 53. Specifically list and describe each and every "social 
impact" of the 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the Keystone XL Pipeline that you considered 
in your Application No. OP-003. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because the 1-90 Corridor Alternative 
was not considered as part of this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was 
developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its 
National Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, 
the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further 
consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk 
to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall 
environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical 
or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 54. Specifically list and describe each and every "social 
impact" of the 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of the Keystone XL Pipeline that you considered 
in your Application No. OP-003. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because the 1-90 Corridor Alternative 
was not considered as part of this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was 
developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its 
National Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, 
the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further 
consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk 
to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall 
environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical 
or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 55. Specifically describe each and every "social impact" of the 
route on which your current Keystone 1 Pipeline is located that you considered prior to its 
construction. 
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Answer: Keystone objects because MOPSA did not exist prior to the construction of the 
Keystone Mainline. As such, this question seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 56. Specifically describe each and every "social impact" of the 
route on which your current Keystone I Pipeline is located that you considered prior to its 
construction. 

Answer: Keystone objects because MOPSA did not exist prior to the construction of the 
Keystone Mainline. As such, this question seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 57. If you disagree that the Public Service Commission can 
consider each and every type of safety impact or potential affect of your proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline, other than those specifically preempted by federal law of either PHMSA or the PSA, 
please specifically describe your disagreement with the statement, if any. 

Answer: The Public Service Commission's authority is defined and limited both by 
MOPSA and federal law, which speak for themselves. It is an inaccurate statement of law to say 
the limits (including express and inherent limitations) of the Public Service Commission's 
considerations are exclusively governed by federal acts. 

Interrogatory No. 58. Identify each and every applicable Nebraska state statute 
that relates to any aspect of your purposed location for your preferred route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 
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Interrogatory No. 59. Identify each and every applicable Nebraska state statute 
that relates to any aspect of your purposed location for your Keystone Mainline Alternative route 
of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 60. Identify each and every applicable Nebraska state statute 
that relates to any aspect of your proposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of 
the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 61. Identify each and every applicable Nebraska state statute 
that relates to any aspect of your proposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of 
the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 
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Interrogatory No. 62. For each and every applicable state statute identified in 
Interrogatory No. 58 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 58. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the noxious weed control act. Compliance with the 
overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates its 
answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interrogatory No. 63. For each and every applicable state statute identified in 
Interrogatory No. 59 above, specifically describe how you have successfully complied with each 
and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 59. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the noxious weed control act. Compliance with the 
overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates its 
answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interrogatory No. 64. For each and every applicable state statute identified in 
Interrogatory No. 60 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 60. 

Interrogatory No. 65. For each and every applicable state statute identified in 
Interrogatory No. 61 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 61. 
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Interrogatory No. 66. Identify each and every applicable rule to any aspect of 
your purposed location for your preferred route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 67. Identify each and every applicable rule to any aspect of 
your purposed location for your Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the proposed Keystone 
XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 68. Identify each and every applicable rule to any aspect of 
your purposed location for your I-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the I-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 
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Interrogatory No. 69. Identify each and every applicable rule to any aspect of 
your purposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 70. For each and every applicable rule identified in 
Interrogatory No. 66 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 66. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interro2atOry No. 71. For each and every applicable rule identified in 
Interrogatory No. 67 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 67. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority oflegal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 
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Interrogatory No. 72. For each and every applicable rule identified in 
Interrogatory No. 68 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 73. For each and every applicable rule identified in 
Interrogatory No. 69 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 74. Identify each and every applicable regulation to any aspect 
of your purposed location for your preferred route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 
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Interrogatory No. 75. Identify each and every applicable regulation to any aspect 
of your purposed location for your Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire permits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those permits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 76. Identify each and every applicable regulation of any aspect 
of your purposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the proposed Keystone 
XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 77. Identify each and every applicable regulation to any aspect 
of your purposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 
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Interrogatorv No. 78. For each and every applicable regulation identified in 
Interrogatory No. 74 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 74. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interrogatorv No. 79. For each and every applicable regulation identified in 
Interrogatory No. 75 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 75. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interrogatorv No. 80. For each and every applicable regulation identified in 
Interrogatory No. 76 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 76. 

Interrogatorv No. 81. For each and every applicable regulation identified in 
Interrogatory No. 77 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 77. 
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Interrogatory No. 82. Identify each and every applicable local ordinance to any 
aspect of your purposed location for your preferred route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire pennits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those pennits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 83. Identify each and every applicable local ordinance to any 
aspect of your purposed location for your Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question as overbroad. Any valid laws (whether 
statutes, rules, regulations, or local ordinances) in the State of Nebraska could theoretically 
"apply" to the Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline. As set forth in Section 12.0 of 
Keystone's Application, Keystone will comply with all applicable state statutes, rules, 
regulations and local ordinances. Keystone will also acquire pennits whether federal, state, or 
local, and it will adhere to those pennits. Keystone obviously is complying with MOPSA, it will 
comply with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, the Noxious Weed Control Act, property and 
sales/use tax statutes, and environmental statutes. Importantly, Keystone, through Tony Palmer, 
has testified it will comply with all laws, rules, regulations and local ordinances. 

Interrogatory No. 84. Identify each and every applicable local ordinance to any 
aspect of your purposed location for your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in tenns of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 
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Interrogatory No. 85. Identify each and every applicable local ordinance to any 
aspect of your purposed location for your I -90 Corridor Alterative B route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the I-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 86. For each and every applicable local ordinance identified in 
Interrogatory No. 82 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 82. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 

Interrogatory No. 87. For each and every applicable local ordinance identified in 
Interrogatory No. 83 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objections to interrogatory no. 83. Subject to that 
objection, Keystone submits that its Application is a required step to comply with MOPSA, the 
CMRP complies with the Oil Pipeline Reclamation Act, and the CMRP, the Con Rec Units, and 
the Weed Management Plan complying with the Noxious Weed Control Act. Compliance with 
the overwhelming majority of legal requirements is prospective in nature. Keystone incorporates 
its answer and evidence proving compliance (currently and prospectively) from Section 12 of the 
Application. 
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Interrogatory No. 88. For each and every applicable local ordinance identified in 
Interrogatory No. 84 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and every one of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 84. 

Interrogatory No. 89. For each and every applicable local ordinance identified in 
Interrogatory No. 85 above, specifically described how you have successfully complied with 
each and everyone of those. 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its objection to interrogatory no. 85. 

Interrogatory No. 90. Specifically describe every document of any kind that you 
have provided to the Public Service Commission on or after February 16, 2017 regarding each 
and every spill or leak incident of any kind at any time and related in any way to the Keystone I 
Pipeline as it is located within Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 23.01, 23.07. 

Interrogatory No. 91. Specifically describe every document of any kind that you 
have provided to the Public Service Commission on or after February 16, 2017 regarding each 
and every spill or leak incident of any kind at any time and related in any way to the Keystone I 
Pipeline as it is located within the entire United States. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 23.01, 23.07. 

Interrogatory No. 92. Specifically describe every document of any kind that you 
have provided to the Public Service Commission on or after February 16, 2017 regarding each 
and every spill or leak incident of any kind at any time and related in any way to the Keystone I 
Pipeline as it is located within Canada. 
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Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 93. Specifically describe the location, size, amount, and total 
clean-up andlor remediation costs regarding each and every spill or leak of any kind related in 
any way to the Keystone I Pipeline as it is located within Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 94. Specifically describe the location, size, amount, and total 
clean-up andlor remediation costs regarding each and every spill or leak of any kind related in 
any way to the Keystone I Pipeline as it is located within the entire United States. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatory No. 95. Specifically describe the location, size, amount and total 
clean-up andlor remediation costs regarding each and every spill or leak of any kind related in 
any way to the Keystone I Pipeline as it is located within Canada. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01,023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 96. List the name, contact information, and address of each and 
every owner and lessee of any land or property where a spill or leak of any kind regarding the 
Keystone I Pipeline has occurred anywhere within Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
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Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 97. List the name, contact information, and address of each and 
every owner and lessee of any land or property where a spill or leak of any kind regarding the 
Keystone I Pipeline has occurred anywhere within the United States of America. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01,023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 98. List the name, contact information, and address of each and 
every owner and lessee of any land or property where a spill or leak of any kind regarding the 
Keystone I Pipeline has occurred anywhere within the Canada. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 99. For your Answers to Interrogatories 93, 94, and 95 above, 
describe how each and every spill or leak of any kind related to Keystone I Pipeline impacted the 
natural resources, land, and/or soil in the area in which that leak or spill occurred. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory is overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information. 
Consideration of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from consideration in this proceeding. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 NAC §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

Interrogatorv No. 100. For purposes of your Application No. OP-003, specifically 
describe and define your understanding of the phrase "orderly development of the area around 
the proposed route". 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because the meaning of words in a statute 
is a question of law and, therefore, it is exclusively within the province of the Public Service 
Commission. See TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Nebraska Public Service Com 'n., 279 Neb. 426, 
431 (2010). Keystone's Application explains the impact of construction and its permanent 
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easement showing the Preferred Route does not have any impact on the orderly development of 
land which is currently rural agricultural land and will remain rural agricultural land following 
construction. 

Interrogatory No. 101. Identify each and every potential impact on the "orderly 
development of the area around" your preferred route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because "each and every potential 
impact" is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone's Application explains the impact of 
construction and its permanent easement, and the Application shows that the Preferred Route 
does not have any impact on the orderly development of land which is primarily used as rural 
agricultural land and will remain rural agricultural land following construction. 

Interrogatory No. 102. Identify each and every potential impact on the "orderly 
development of the area around" your Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because "each and every potential 
impact" is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone's Application explains the impact of 
construction and its permanent easement, and the Application shows that the Preferred Route 
does not have any impact on the orderly development of land which is primarily used as rural 
agricultural land and will remain rural agricultural land following construction. The Keystone 
Mainline Alternative, in contrast, may have an impact on the orderly development of land 
because of the presence of multiple permanent easements in relatively close proximity to each 
other, but not perfectly parallel or immediately adjacent to one another, may impact 
development. 

Interrogatory No. 103. Identify each and every potential impact on the "orderly 
development of the area around" your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the proposed Keystone 
XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 
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Interrogatorv No. 104. Identify each and every potential impact on the "orderly 
development of the area around" your 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of the proposed Keystone 
XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatorv No. 105. Specifically describe your understanding of the phrase 
"ensure the welfare of Nebraskans" as is exists within Nebraska Revised Statutes § 57-1402(1). 

Answer: Keystone objects because the meaning of words in a statute is a question oflaw 
and, therefore, it is exclusively within the province of the Public Service Commission. See 
TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Nebraska Public Service Com 'n., 279 Neb. 426,431 (2010). 

Interrogatorv No. 106. Specifically describe each and every way the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline would "ensure the welfare of Nebraskans." 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone also objects because the question of whether a major oil pipeline is in the 
public interest is a legislative question which has been affirmatively answered. See Neb. Rev. 
Stat. § 57-1403(3). Also the Keystone XL Pipeline has been determined to be in the nation's 
interest via the Presidential Permit. Keystone's Application reflects the positive impact on the 
welfare of Nebraskans specifically as set forth in Section 19 of the Application. The welfare of 
Nebraskans is also ensured because this Preferred Route was analyzed and approved in 
conjunction with a national interest determination reflected in the Presidential Permit dated 
March 23,2017. Nebraska law also conclusively states that construction of major oil pipelines is 
in Nebraska's interest. 

Interrogatorv No. 107. Identify each and every potential impact on the "the 
welfare of Nebraskans" your preferred route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would have. 
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Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone's Application reflects the positive impact on the welfare of Nebraskans 
specifically as set forth in Section 19 of the Application. The welfare of Nebraskans is also 
ensured because this Preferred Route was analyzed and approved in conjunction with a national 
interest determination reflected in the Presidential Permit dated March 23, 2017. Nebraska law 
also conclusively states that construction of major oil pipelines is in Nebraska's interest. 

Interrogatorv No. 108. Identify each and every potential impact on the "the 
welfare of Nebraskans" your Keystone Mainline Alternative route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline would have. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone's Application reflects the positive impact on the welfare of Nebraskans 
specifically as set forth in Section 19 of the Application. The welfare of Nebraskans is also 
ensured because this Preferred Route was analyzed and approved in conjunction with a national 
interest determination reflected in the Presidential Permit dated March 23, 2017. Nebraska law 
also conclusively states that construction of maj or oil pipelines is in Nebraska's interest. 

Interrogatorv No. 109. Identify each and every potential impact on the "the 
welfare of Nebraskans" your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline would have. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 110. Identify each and every potential impact on the "the 
welfare of Nebraskans" your 1-90 Corridor Alterative B route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline would have. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
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Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 111. Specifically describe each and every protection of property 
rights of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to your preferred location of 
your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because the request for "each and every 
protection" and "each and every Nebraskan" are overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone's 
construction plan limits the property rights used to temporary and permanent easements where 
the pipe is to be located. Keystone's reclamation plan ensures that the land used for this pipeline 
is returned to its condition as close as practicable to its original condition following construction. 
(See, generally, Application Appendix D, Keystone CMRP, and the Oil Pipeline Reclamation 
Act) For the Preferred Route, the overwhelming majority of land is currently used as rural 
agricultural land, and it will remain rural agricultural land following construction. More 
importantly, the significant majority of the property rights for the Preferred Route are acquired 
whereas, for alternative routes, property right acquisition would be required. 

Interrogatory No. 112. Specifically describe each and every protection of aesthetic 
values of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to your preferred location 
of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because "each and every protection" and "each and every 
Nebraskan" are overly broad and unduly burdensome. The Keystone XL Pipeline is to be 
primarily located underground, and Keystone's CMRP and Nebraska law require the above
ground land to be reclaimed to as close as practicable to its original condition. As such, 
aesthetics are not impacted or minimally impacted after construction. 

Interrogatory No. 113. Specifically describe each and every protection of 
economic interests of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to your 
preferred location of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because "each and every protection" and "each and every 
Nebraskan" are overly broad and unduly burdensome. The Keystone XL Pipeline provides 
counties along the Preferred Route with property tax revenue, the state with use tax revenue, and 
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the state and local communities with significant increased economic activity. Moreover, each 
landowner who sells easements to Keystone is justly compensated for the property rights, and 
Keystone is obligated and will pay for any damages caused during construction or any other 
damages that exist as a result of the pipeline, including damages to growing crops. 

Interrogatorv No. 114. Specifically describe each and every protection of property 
rights of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the mainline alternative 
route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because "each and every protection" and 
"each and every Nebraskan" are overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone's construction 
plan limits the property rights used to temporary and permanent easements where the pipe is to 
be located. Keystone's reclamation plan ensures that the land used for this pipeline is returned to 
its condition as close as practicable following construction. For the Preferred Route, the 
overwhelming majority of land is currently used as rural agricultural land, and it will remain 
rural agricultural land following construction. More importantly, the significant majority of the 
property rights for the Preferred Route are acquired whereas, for alternative routes, property right 
acquisition would be required. 

Interrogatory No. 115. Specifically describe each and every protection of aesthetic 
values of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the mainline alternative 
route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and through Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because "each and every protection" and "each and every 
Nebraskan" are overly broad and unduly burdensome. The Keystone XL Pipeline is primarily 
underground and Keystone's CMRP requires the above-ground land to be reclaimed to as close 
as practicable to its original condition. As such, aesthetics are not impacted at all or minimally 
impacted after construction. 

Interrogatory No. 116. Specifically describe each and every protection of 
economic interests of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the 
mainline alternative route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout 
Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because "each and every protection" and "each and every 
Nebraskan" are overly broad and unduly burdensome. The Keystone XL Pipeline provides 
counties along the Preferred Route with property tax revenue, the state with use tax revenue, and 
the state and local communities with significant increased economic activity. Moreover, each 
landowner who sells easements to Keystone is justly compensated for the property rights, and 
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Keystone is obligated and will pay for any damages caused during construction or any other 
damages that exist as a result of the pipeline, including damages to growing crops. 

Interrogatory No. 117. Specifically describe each and every protection of 
property rights of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the 1-90 
corridor alternative route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout 
Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatorv No. 118. Specifically describe each and every protection of 
aesthetic values of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the 1-90 
corridor alternative route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and throughout 
Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the I-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative Route was developed by the US 
Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 119. Specifically describe each and every protection of 
economic interests of each and every Nebraskan that you have considered related to the 1-90 
corridor alternative route of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within and through Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor Alternative as a 
route for this Application. The I-90 Corridor Alternative Route was developed by the US 
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Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National Environmental 
Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this 
potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of 
reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in 
Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the 
preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Interrogatory No. 120. Specifically describe each and every way you believe 
the operation of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline will directly benefit the citizens of 
Nebraska in any way. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the question in this case is not whether the Keystone 
XL Pipeline directly benefits the citizens of Nebraska. That question has already been 
determined as a matter of law in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and in the Presidential Permit 
issued by the United States Department of State on March 23, 2017. As reflected in Keystone's 
Application, there are numerous benefits to the citizens of Nebraska through the Keystone XL 
Pipeline including increased economic activity along the preferred route and in the State, 
generally, increased property tax revenue for the counties along the Preferred Route, increased 
tax revenue to the State for use taxes, increased employment for construction of the pipeline, and 
assisting the nation and its citizens in fulfilling its energy needs for a reliable trading partner. 

Interrogatory No. 121. Specifically describe each and every way either you 
directly or through any person or entity compensated by you, or any parent company or 
corporation, subsidiary, or related company or corporation, in any way participated in the 
development of any of the language as found in each and every statute that makes up the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory as irrelevant and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 122. Describe the specific need(s) the United States has for 
your specifically proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by the United States is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, and taking into consideration the 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which includes the Preferred Route), has 
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concluded that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 123. Describe the specific need(s) the United States has for 
your specifically proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by the United States is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, and taking into consideration the 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which includes the Preferred Route), has 
concluded that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatorv No. 124. Describe the specific need(s) Nebraska has for your 
specifically proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Nebraska is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, and taking in to consideration the Final 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which includes the Preferred Route), has 
concluded that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatorv No. 125. Describe the specific need(s) that Nebraska has for your 
specifically proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Nebraska is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
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conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 126. Describe the specific need(s) Keya Paha County, Nebraska, 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Keya Paha County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatorv No. 127. Describe the specific need(s) that Keya Paha County, 
Nebraska has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Keya Paha County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Keya Paha County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 128. Describe the specific need(s) Boyd County, Nebraska, has 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline route. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Boyd County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatorv No. 129. Describe the specific need(s) that Boyd County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across Boyd 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Boyd County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 130. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) Holt County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Holt County is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatorv No. 131. Describe the specific need(s) that Holt County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across Holt 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Holt County is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatory No. 132. Describe the specific need(s) Antelope County, Nebraska, 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Antelope County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 133. Describe the specific need(s) that Antelope County, 
Nebraska has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Antelope County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Antelope County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 134. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) Boone County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Boone County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatory No. 135. Describe the specific need(s) that Boone County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across Boone 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Boone County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 136. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) Nance County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Nance County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 137. Describe the specific need(s) that Nance County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across Nance 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Nance County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatory No. 138. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) Polk County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Polk County is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 139. Describe the specific need(s) that Polk County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across Polk 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Polk County is beyond the 
scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 140. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) York County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by York County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatory No. 141. Describe the specific need(s) that York County, Nebraska 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed across York 
County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by York County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 142. Describe the specific need(s) Fillmore County, 
Nebraska, has for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Fillmore County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 143. Describe the specific need(s) that Fillmore County, 
Nebraska has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Fillmore County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Fillmore County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatory No. 144. 
for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Describe the specific need(s) Saline County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Saline County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatorv No. 145. Describe the specific need(s) that Saline County, 
Nebraska has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Saline County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Saline County is beyond 
the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential Permit, the 
Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone XL 
Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 146. Describe the specific need(s) Jefferson County, Nebraska, 
has for your Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Jefferson County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Interrogatorv No. 147. Describe the specific need(s) that Jefferson County, 
Nebraska has for your Keystone XL Pipeline that will not be met unless KXL is constructed 
across Jefferson County, Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of need by Jefferson County is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, Presidential 
Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that the Keystone 
XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (which 
includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska law has 
conclusively found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
in the nation's interest and the State's. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 148. Describe the specific need Keya Paha County, Nebraska, 
has for your existing Keystone I route. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 149. 
your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Boyd County, Nebraska, has for 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 150. 
your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Holt County, Nebraska, has for 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 151. Describe the specific need Antelope County, Nebraska, has 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Interrogatory No. 152. 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Boone County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 153. Describe the specific need Nance County, Nebraska, has 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 154. 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Merrick County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 155. 
your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need York County, Nebraska, has for 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 156. Describe the specific need Fillmore County, Nebraska, has 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 157. 
your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Saline County, Nebraska, has for 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Interrogatory No. 158. 
for your existing Keystone I route. 

Describe the specific need Jefferson County, Nebraska, has 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 159. In the context of the State of Nebraska, please describe 
the public purpose for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of public purpose for the Keystone 
XL Pipeline is beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, 
Presidential Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that 
the Keystone XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (which includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska 
law has already established that major oil pipelines serve a public purpose when it conclusively 
found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is in the nation's 
interest and the State's, and when it granted pipeline companies the authority of eminent domain. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3); Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1101. 

Interrogatory No. 160. In the context of the each specific county within the State 
of Nebraska, please describe the public purpose as it relates to each specific county for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this question as irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of public purpose for the Keystone 
XL Pipeline is beyond the scope of this proceeding. But, as reflected in the March 23, 2017, 
Presidential Permit, the Department of State, on behalf of the United States, has concluded that 
the Keystone XL Pipeline in accordance in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (which includes the Preferred Route) is in the nation's interest. Moreover, Nebraska 
law has already established that major oil pipelines serve a public purpose when it conclusively 
found that the construction of major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is in the nation's 
interest and the State's, and when it granted pipeline companies the authority of eminent domain. 
See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3); Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1101. 
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Interrogatorv No. 161. Please describe in detail what public interest, in the 
context of the State of Nebraska, was served by your filing an approximately $15 billion dollar 
lawsuit against the United States? 

Answer: Keystone objects because this question does not seek relevant information nor 
is it reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

For its responses to the Landowner Intervenors' First Set of Requests for Production, 

Keystone responds as follows: 

Keystone generally objects to the Requests for Production to the extent they attempt to 
impose a burden upon Keystone beyond the requirements of the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. 
Keystone will produce responsive documents as they are located and deemed responsive. 
Keystone is engaging in a reasonable search of its records to identify responsive documents, and 
it reserves the right to supplement its production of documents as the documents are identified 
and deemed responsive. 

Request No.1: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, 
electronically stored documents and data ("ESI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your 
responses to all Interrogatories served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied upon, or that 

formed the basis for any response included in any of your Answers to Intervenors' 1st Set of 
Interrogatories numbers 1-147 inclusive. When you produce these documents please identify 
per Interrogatory number which documents produced apply. 

Response No.1: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner beyond or in 
excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone further objects 
to identifying a corresponding interrogatory number because it may invade the attorney-client 
privilege or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving these 
objections, Keystone will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 

Request No.2: Produce any correspondence of any kind you have ever received 
from any person who was or is employed by the State of Nebraska. When producing this please 
identify the State employee and then provide the correspondence in chronological order per 
identified State employee. 
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Response No.2: Keystone objects because this request is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. The request is unlimited in date, time or subject matter and, therefore, seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. In addition, the request seeks to impose a duty upon Keystone to produce documents 
in a manner which is not consistent with the Nebraska Rules of Civil Discovery and impose upon 
Keystone a tremendous burden to produce considerable irrelevant information. 

Request No.3: Produce any correspondence of any kind you have ever sent, 
transmitted, or delivered to any person who was or is employed by the State of Nebraska. When 
producing this please identify the State employee and then provide the correspondence in 
chronological order per identified State employee. 

Response No.3: Keystone objects because this request is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. The request is unlimited in date, time or subject matter and, therefore, seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. In addition, the request seeks to impose a duty upon Keystone to produce documents 
in a manner which is not consistent with the Nebraska Rules of Civil Discovery and impose upon 
Keystone a tremendous burden to produce considerable irrelevant information. 

Request No.4: Produce the appraisals of each and every Intervenors' property 
that you used to calculate the alleged fair market value of the your proposed taken that you relied 
upon prior to filing your respective 2015 Condemnation Petitions against each of them. Please 
produce these in order of how the Intervenors are listed in the caption above. 

Response No.4: Keystone objects because this request seeks irrelevant information and 
is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence; it is overbroad, and 
it is unduly burdensome. Questions of eminent domain are addressed within eminent domain 
proceedings. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 76-701 et. seq. In addition, the request seeks to impose a 
duty upon Keystone to produce documents in a manner which is not consistent with the 
Nebraska Rules of Civil Discovery and impose upon Keystone a tremendous burden to produce 
considerable irrelevant information. 

Request No.5: Produce true and accurate copies of every written contract, 
agreement, understanding, commitment, or promise between you and any other person or entity 
of any kind regarding shipping of or placement of product with the proposed KXL pipeline that 
are valid as of May 1,2017. 

Response No.5: Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Request No.5: Produce true and accurate copies of every memo, note, email, text, 
instant message, correspondence, communication or writing or document of any kind in any way 
having any communication regarding the Keystone XL pipeline within Nebraska where at least 
one party to the memo, note, email, text, instant message, correspondence, or communication of 
any kind or writing of any kind or document of any kind was a TransCanada employee. 

Response No.5: Keystone objects because this request is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. The request is unlimited in date, time or subject matter and, therefore, seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. 

Dated May lS-, 2017. 

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 
LP 
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es G. Powers (#17780) 
Patrick D. Pepper (#23228) 
McGrath North Mullin & Kratz, PC LLO 
First National Tower, Suite 3700 
1601 Dodge Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
(402) 341-3070 
(402) 341-0216 fax 
James G. Powers -
jpowers@mcgrathnorth.com 
Patrick D. Pepper
ppepper@mcgrathnorth.com 



VERIFICATION 

STATE OF TEXAS ) 
) 
) COUNTY OF HARRIS 

The Amant, Meera Kothari, being first duly sworn, hereby declares: 

1. I am the manager, US Liquids Projects for TransCanada Corporation. 

2. I have read the foregoing Answers to the Intervenors/Landowners Susan 

Dunavan, et al.'s First Set of Intelmgatories. 

3. The Interrogatories ask for information in the possession of TransCanada 

Keystone PipeIine,L.P. No one individual has personal knowledge of an the mfmmation so as 

to pelmit that individual to fully and completely respond to all the Interrogatories. 

4. Upon information and belief, r state that the facts set forth in the answers to 

foregoing Intenogatol'les are true and conect. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I declare that the foregoing is true and coneet and that this 

declaration was executed on this 11~y of May, 2017. 

Meera Kothari 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORt"'\f to before me a notary public on this _1_'_ day of May, 

2017. 

Notary Public 

My Commission Expires: ",\\I~t~'II'" SARA TAlE 
~,!>. .. t\ ••• ~1I. ~ 
t!{::.A~~~ Notary PubliC. stote 01 Texas 
t~ .. ~ ... ~s Comm, ExpIres 11·2<1·2019 
",,~~;~f.~~~# NolOlV lD 130450901 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served 
on the Intervenor Landowners' attorneys via email and United States mail, postage prepaid, this 
~day of May, 2017. 

David A. Domina 
Brian E. Jorde 
Domina Law Group, PC, LLO 
2425 S. 144th St. 
Omaha, NE 68144-3267 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
BJ orde@dominalaw.com 
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Attachment #2

BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION ) 
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE ) 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF ) 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT ) 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL ) 
PIPELINE SITING ACT ) 

) 
) 

Intervenors/Landowners ) 
) 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et ai., ) 

------------------------------) 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP'S ANSWERS TO THE 
INTERVENORS/LANDOWNERS' SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ("Keystone") and for its answers and 

responses to the Intervenors/Landowners Susan Dunavan, et ai.' s ("Landowners") Second Set of 

IntelTogatories and Requests for Production states as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

1. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' Second Set of IntelTogatories and 

Requests for Production to the extent those discovery requests inquire into matters which are 

beyond the scope of the Public Service Commission's ("PSC") permitted inquiry under the 

Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. ("MOPSA"), which prevents 

regulation and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. 

Stat. §§ 57-1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 

57-1407(4) (may not consider "risks or impacts of spills or leaks from major oil pipeline"); 291 

N.A.C. § 023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety as to major oil pipelines and 

pipeline facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not evaluate safety considerations). 

As expressly recognized in the PSC's February 16,2017 notification of Keystone's Application 



for approval of the Preferred Route, MOPSA "prohibits the Commission from evaluating safety 

considerations, including the safety as to the design, installation, inspection, emergency plans 

and procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, maintenance, and risk 

or impact of spills or leaks from the major oil pipeline" and the "Commission's review is limited 

to siting or choosing the route of the major oil pipeline." In view of this legal authority, all 

discovery requests seeking information beyond the scope of this proceeding as defined by 

Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, unduly 

burdensome and overbroad. 

2. Many of the Landowners' discovery requests seek to have Keystone justify that 

the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest or define terms within MOPSA. As a matter of 

Nebraska state law, it has already been determined that "the construction of major oil pipelines 

[which includes Keystone XL] in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the 

nation .... " Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). As a matter of federal law, the Keystone XL Pipeline 

has also been determined to be in the national interest of the United States. See Presidential 

Permit dated March 23,2017 and Executive Order 13337,69 Fed. Reg. 25299 (2004). The issue 

in this proceeding is not whether the Keystone XL Pipeline itself is in the public interest but is 

whether the location of the Preferred Route in Nebraska is in the public interest. Keystone 

objects to the Landowners' questions which seek to invade the province ofthe PSC to determine 

if the location of the Preferred Route is in the public interest, and Keystone objects to the 

Landowners' discovery requests to the extent they ask that Keystone do so. Keystone will, 

however, provide the Landowners and the PSC with facts proving the Preferred Route is in the 

public interest. 
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3. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' Second Set of Interrogatories and 

Requests for Production to the extent they purport to seek information pertaining to or in the 

possession of entities other than TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P. or those acting on its 

behalf. Keystone is the entity which is applying for route approval from the PSC, and, as a 

result, discovery concerning other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, irrelevant, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Accordingly, the 

information set forth herein is provided only with respect to, and on behalf of, Keystone. 

4. Keystone reserves the right to supplement the responses to these interrogatories 

and requests for production as it discovers additional information. Keystone is engaging in a 

reasonable search to collect documents, and it will produce documents as documents are located 

and identified as responsive. 

INTERROGATORIES 

Interrogatory No. 162: For any of the Requests for Admission served upon you 
No's 1- 145 that you denied please state by referencing each one of your denials specifically why 
you denied that Request and the specific facts and documents you relied upon to deny such 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its responses and objections to the Landowners' 
requests to admit as though set forth fully herein. Keystone explained its bases for its partial or 
full denials, as appropriate, in its answers. 

Interrogatory No. 163: For any of the Requests for Admission served upon you 
No's 1-145 that you partially denied please state by referencing each one of your denials 
specifically why you partially denied that Request and the specific facts and documents you 
relied upon to partially deny such request(s). 

Answer: Keystone incorporates its responses and objections to the Landowners' 
requests to admit as though set forth fully herein. Keystone explained its bases for its partial or 
full denials, as appropriate, in its answers. 
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Interrogatory No. 164: Based upon the maximum number of barrels of product 
you would be allowed to transport through your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would flow 
through Nebraska and based on the known limitations of your spill detection technology system, 
what is the worst case scenario of possible leak or spill that could occur within Nebraska from 
your proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects because this Interrogatory is overbroad, unduly 
burdensome, not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant 
information. Consideration of the risk or impact of spills and leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, and 1407(4); 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

For its responses to the Landowner Intervenors' Second Set of Requests for Production, 

Keystone responds as follows: 

Keystone generally objects to the Requests for Production to the extent they attempt to 
impose a burden upon Keystone beyond the requirements of the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. 
Keystone will produce responsive documents as they are located and deemed responsive. 
Keystone is engaging in a reasonable search of its records to identify responsive documents, and 
it reserves the right to supplement its production of documents as documents are identified and 
deemed responsive. 

Request No.7: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, 
electronically stored documents and data ("ESI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your 
responses to all Interrogatories served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied upon, or that 
formed the basis for any response included in any of your Answers to Intervenors' 1st Set of 
Interrogatories numbers 148-161 inclusive and Intervenors' 2nd Set of Interrogatories numbers 
162-164. When you produce these documents please identify per Interrogatory number which 
documents produced apply. 

Response No.7: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner beyond or 
in excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone further objects to 
identifying a corresponding interrogatory number because it may invade the attorney-client privilege 
or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving these objections, Keystone 
will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 
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Request No.8: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, 
electronically stored documents and data ("ESI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your 
responses to all Requests for Admissions served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied 
upon, or that formed the basis for any response included in any of your Responses to 
Intervenors' 1 st Set of Requests for Admissions numbers 1-145 inclusive. When you produce 
these documents please identify per Admission Request number which the document(s) 
produced apply to. 

Response No.8: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner beyond or 
in excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone further objects to 
identifying a corresponding request to admit number because it may invade the attorney-client 
privilege or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving these objections, 
Keystone will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 

Dated: May Jf!:;017. 

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 
LP 

BY: T-~~~~~== ______________ __ 
es G. Powers (#17780) 

Patrick D. Pepper (#23228) 
McGrath North Mullin & Kratz, PC LLO 
First National Tower, Suite 3700 
1601 Dodge Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
(402) 341-3070 
(402) 341-0216 fax 
James G. Powers -
jpowers@mcgrathnorth.com 
Patrick D. Pepper -
ppepper@mcgrathnolih.com 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF TEXAS ) 
) 
) COUNTY OF HARRIS 

The Affiant, Meera Kothari, being first duly sworn, hereby declares: 

1 . 1 am the manager, US Liquids Projects for TransCanada Corporation. 

2. I have read the foregoing Answers to the Intervenors/Landowners Susan 

Dunavan, et aL 's Second Set ofInterrogatories. 

3. The Interrogatories ask for information U1 the possession of TransCanada 

Keystone Pipeline, L.P. No one individual has personal knowledge of all the information so as 

to permit that individual to fully and completely respond to all the Interrogatories. 

4. Upon information and belief, I state that the facts set forth in the answers to 

foregoing Interrogatories are true and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 declare that the foregoing is true and correct and that this 
Yn \ '\ t 

declaration was executed on this LL_ day of May, 2017. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORl"l" to before me a notary public on this -il- day of May, 

2017. 

My Commission Expires: 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served 
oJ1 the Intervenor Landowners' attomeys via email andUnitedStatesmail.postageprepaid. this 
I ::>=t"ciay of May, 2017. 

David A. Domina 
Brian E. Jorde 
Domina Law Group, PC, LLO 
2425 S. 144th St. 
Omaha, NE 68144-3267 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
BJ orde@dominalaw.com 
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Attachment #3

BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICA nON ) 
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE ) 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROV AL OF ) 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT ) 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL ) 
PIPELINE SITING ACT ) 

) 
) 

Intervenors/Landowners ) 
) 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et aI., ) 

-----------------------------) 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP'S RESPONSES TO THE 
INTERVENORSILANDOWNERS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ("Keystone") and for its Responses 

to Intervenors/Landowners' First Set of Requests for Admission, states as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' First Set of Requests for 

Admission to the extent they inquire into matters which are beyond the scope of the Public 

Service Commission's ("PSC") permitted inquiry under the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. 

Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. ("MOPSA"), which prevents regulation and evaluation of safety of 

major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1403(1) (may not regulate 

safety of the major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 57-1407(4) (may not consider "risks or 

impacts of spills or leaks from major oil pipeline"); 291 N.A.C. § 023.01 (regulations do not 

intend to regulate safety as to major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 

(Commission shall not evaluate safety considerations). As expressly recognized in the PSC's 

February 16, 2017 notification of Keystone's Application for approval of the Preferred Route, 

MOPSA "prohibits the Commission from evaluating safety considerations, including the safety 

as to the design, installation, inspection, emergency plans and procedures, testing, construction, 



extension, operation, replacement, maintenance, and risk or impact of spills or leaks from the 

major oil pipeline" and the "Commission's review is limited to siting or choosing the route of the 

major oil pipeline." In view of this legal authority, all discovery requests seeking information 

beyond the scope of this proceeding as defined by Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence, unduly burdensome and overbroad. 

2. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' First Set of Requests for 

Admission to the extent they purport to seek information pertaining to or in the possession of 

entities other than TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P. or its authorized representatives. 

Keystone is the entity which is applying for route approval from the PSC, and, as a result, 

discovery concerning other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, irrelevant, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

Request No.1: Admit that the preferred Keystone XL Pipeline route as 
identified on the map in your Application to the PSC would not serve the public interest of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. As set forth in the Application, the Preferred Route serves the 
public interest. 

Request No.2: Admit that the Sandhills Alternative Route in place of your 
proposed route as identified on the map in your Application to the PSC would not serve the 
public interest of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. As set forth in the Application the Sandhills Alternative Route, 
although not as favorable as the Preferred Route, would serve the public interest of Nebraska. 

Request No.3: Admit that the Mainline Alternative Route as identified on the 
map in your Application to the PSC would not serve the public interest of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. As set forth in the Application the Mainline Alternative Route, 
although not as favorable as the Preferred Route, would serve the public interest of Nebraska. 
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Request No.4: Admit that the present location of Keystone I is not a route that 
serves the public interest of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. The Keystone Mainline serves the public interest. Among 
other things, the tax revenue and economic activity have been beneficial to the area of the 
Keystone Mainline. 

Request No.5: Admit that your I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route would not 
serve the public interest of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the I-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. The I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route was 
developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its 
National Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, 
the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further 
consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk 
to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall 
environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical 
or feasible. 

Request No.6: Admit that your I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route would not 
serve the public interest of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the I-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. The I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was 
developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its 
National Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, 
the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further 
consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk 
to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall 
environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical 
or feasible. 

Request No.7: Admit that you know of no Nebraska citizen that can use, or that 
has a use for product that is placed within your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline at its origin at 
Alberta, Canada. 

Response: Keystone IS without sufficient information to admit or deny this 
Request; as such Keystone denies it. 
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Request No.8: Admit that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of 
route across Nebraska, does not, and would not have any off ramps or any ability for a Nebraska 
citizen to extract product from the pipeline within Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. Under existing Nebraska law (Neb. Rev. Stat. § 75-503), such 
an "off ramp" is possible if conditions are satisfied. 

Request No.9: Admit that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of 
route across Nebraska, does not have the ability for any Nebraska citizen to on-load or place 
product into the pipeline a any location within the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. If a Nebraska citizen desires to load acceptable product into 
the Keystone XL project, and the Nebraska citizen has a commercially appropriate proposal, an 
on-load location is possible, just as it is proposed in Montana. 

Request No. 10: Admit that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of 
route, would not generate any tax or revenue for the citizens of Nebraska as calculated on a per 
barrel of tar sands calculation. 

Response: Deny. The meaning of tax or revenue "as calculated on a per barrel 
of tar sands calculation" is unclear. However, a Nebraska shareholder in TransCanada, for 
example, could receive revenue and incur tax liability in part due to transportation service 
provided by the Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Request No. 11: Admit that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of 
route across Nebraska, would not generate any excise tax for the benefit of the citizens of the 
State of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone lacks sufficient information to admit or deny this request, 
and as such, Keystone denies it. The question requires speculation as to who is paying the excise 
tax, who is collecting it, what specific good is subject to the excise tax, in addition to other 
incomplete factors in the question. 

Request No. 12: Admit that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of 
route across Nebraska, would not generate any sales tax for benefit of the citizens of the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. The Keystone XL Pipeline project will generate sales tax, as 
reflected in Keystone's Application and the testimony of Dr. Goss. 
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Request No. 13: Admit that the pipe and related fixtures themselves of proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline, regardless of route across Nebraska, is only subject to personal property 
tax. 

Response: Deny. The pipe and related fixtures in the Keystone XL Pipeline are 
subject to other tax, including, for example, use tax estimated to exceed $16 million. 

Request No. 14: Admit that the only real estate property tax derived from any 
aspect of your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline within Nebraska, regardless of route across 
Nebraska, would be from land and/or buildings actually owned by you. 

Response: Deny. Keystone's real estate is subject to real property taxes. In 
addition, the companies or individuals who provide services to the pipeline may also own real 
estate necessary to service the pipeline, which is subject to real estate tax. For example, during 
the construction aspect of the pipeline, lodging facilities for construction workers may be owned 
by others, and those facilities would be subject to real estate property taxes. 

Request No. 15: Admit that the only land on the proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
route actually owned by you would be limited that land upon which the proposed pumping 
stations would exist. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 16: Admit that you know of no study that suggests the citizens of 
the State of Nebraska require tar sands oil to meet any increased energy need for the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. In Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3), the Nebraska Legislature 
codified its finding of the need during the 2011 Special Session of the Legislature, which was 
called specifically for the Keystone XL Pipeline. Additionally, on March 23, 2017, the United 
States Department of State, after extensive and exhaustive study, determined the Keystone XL 
Pipeline is in the national interest. The State Department's Record of DecisionlNational Interest 
Determination (RODINID) found that "the proposed Project will meaningfully support US 
energy security ... " See RODINID at page 27. Nebraska is part of the United States. 

Request No. 17: Admit that you know of no study that suggests the citizens of 
the State of Nebraska require tar sands oil to meet any increased energy need for the State of 
Nebraska above and beyond that energy that is presently available to State of Nebraska as of 
February 16,2017. 
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Response: Deny, and see answer to Request No. 16. 

Request No. 18: Admit that you know of no study that suggests the citizens of 
the State of Nebraska require tar sands oil to meet any increased energy need for the State of 
Nebraska above and beyond that energy that is presently available to State of Nebraska as of 
May 1,2017. 

Response: Deny, and see answer to Request No. 16. 

Request No. 19: Admit that you are required to sign a Road Haul agreements 
with every county in which the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline were to pass through within the 
State of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone's practice is to enter into road haul agreements with 
counties through which the pipeline will pass. But each county may have different requirements 
for those road haul agreements, therefore, Keystone denies this request as written. 

Request No. 20: Admit that as of February 16, 2017, you did not have fully 
executed Haul Road agreements with each and every county that the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline would pass through within the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone has road haul agreements with multiple counties, but not all 
counties along the path of the Preferred Route. The agreement is one which is prospective in 
nature and Keystone will fulfill all applicable requirements before construction. 

Request No. 21: Admit that as of May 1, 2017, you did not have fully executed 
Haul Road agreements with each and every county that the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
would pass through within the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone has road haul agreements with multiple counties, but not all 
counties along the path of the Preferred Route. The agreement is one which is prospective in 
nature and Keystone will fulfill all applicable requirements before construction. 

Request No. 22: Admit that the Keystone I Pipeline has had nineteen (19) or 
more identified spills or leaks since it was placed into use. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 23: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be an intrusion upon the natural resources of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 24: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be an intrusion upon the land of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 25: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be an intrusion upon the soil of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 26: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be 
an intrusion upon the natural resources of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 27: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be 
an intrusion upon the land of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 28: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be 
an intrusion upon the soil of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 29: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be a negative impact upon the natural resources of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 30: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be a negative impact upon the land of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 31: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be a negative impact upon the soil of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 32: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be a 
negative impact upon the natural resources of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 33: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be a 
negative impact upon the land of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 34: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be a 
negative impact upon the soil of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 35: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be a negative impact upon the welfare of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 36: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be a 
negative impact upon the welfare of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 37: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the 
chemicals transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would 
be a negative impact upon the aesthetic of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 38: Admit that any spill or leak occurring in Nebraska of the tar 
sands transported within your presently existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska would be a 
negative impact upon the aesthetic of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 39: Admit the spill technology detection system, which you propose 
to utilize for the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, as located within Nebraska, is not more 
technologically advanced than the spill detection system currently employed in the Keystone I 
Pipeline within Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 40: Admit the spill technology detection system, which you utilize 
in the Keystone I Pipeline, as located within Nebraska, is inferior to the spill technology 
detection system currently utilized by you with the Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 41: Admit the spill technology detection system, which you utilize 
in the Keystone I Pipeline, as located within Nebraska, cannot detect 100% of any spill or leak 
that may occur. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 42: Admit the spill technology detection system, which you intend 
to utilize in your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, as it would be located within Nebraska, cannot 
detect 100% of any spill or leak that may occur. 
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Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
infonnation, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 43: Admit that pipelines spill or leak. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
infonnation, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 44: Admit that major oil pipelines spill or leak. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
infonnation, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 45: Admit that tars sands pipelines spill or leak. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
infonnation, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 46: Admit that your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, if built and 
allowed to operate within Nebraska, will spill or leak at some point. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
infonnation, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 
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Request No. 47: Admit that it is foreseeable that your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline, ifbuilt and allowed to operate in Nebraska, will spill or leak at some point. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 48: Admit that your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, if built and 
allowed to operate, will spill or leak at some point. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 49: Admit that it is foreseeable that your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline, if built and allowed to operate, will spill or leak at some point. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 50: Admit that the groundwater and the surface water within the 
State of Nebraska are hydrologically connected. 

Response: Deny. While some groundwater and surface waters are connected, 
not all ground and surface waters are hydrologically connected. 

Request No. 51: Admit that the Mainline Alternative Route for the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline could feasibly be used within Nebraska. 

Response: Admit but the Preferred Route is the superior route for the Keystone 
XL Pipeline as set forth in Keystone's Application. 
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Request No. 52: Admit that the Mainline Alternative Route for the proposed 
Keystone XL Pipeline could be beneficially used within Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone admits the Mainline Alternative has some beneficial uses, 
but as compared to the Preferred Route, the Mainline Alternative is not superior. Keystone, 
therefore, denies that the Mainline Alternative is beneficial when it is compared to the Preferred 
Route. 

Request No. 53: Admit that the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline could feasibly be used within the state of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 54: Admit that the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline could beneficially be used within the state of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 55: Admit that the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline could feasibly be used within the state of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 56: Admit that the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline could beneficially be used within the state of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 57: Admit that you have not studied the impact of your proposed 
Preferred Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline on the orderly development of every single area 
around your proposed Preferred Route. 

Response: Deny, see Keystone's Application in its entirety and specifically 
Section 21. 
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Request No. 58: Admit that you have not studied the impact of the proposed 
Mainline Alternative Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline on the orderly development of every 
single area around that proposed Mainline Alternative Route. 

Response: Deny, see Keystone's Application in its entirety and specifically 
Section 21. 

Request No. 59: Admit that you have not studied the impact of the proposed 1-90 
Corridor Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline on the orderly development of every single area 
around that proposed 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 60: Admit that you have not studied the impact of the proposed 1-90 
Corridor Route of the Keystone XL Pipeline on the orderly development of every single area 
around that proposed 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 61: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of your Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline, that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality to perform 
any evaluation related to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 62: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of your Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources to perform any 
evaluation related to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 63: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
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that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Revenue to perform any evaluation related 
to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 64: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Roads to perform any evaluation related to 
your preferred route .. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 65: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Game & Parks Commission to perform any evaluation 
related to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 66: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission to perform any 
evaluation related to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 67: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska State Historical Society to perform any evaluation related 
to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 68: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska State Fire Marshal to perform any evaluation related to 
your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 
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Request No. 69: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Board of Educational Lands & Funds to perform any 
evaluation related to your preferred route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 70: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of your Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline, that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality to perform 
any evaluation related to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 71: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of your Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources to perform any 
evaluation related to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 72: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Revenue to perform any evaluation related 
to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 73: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Roads to perform any evaluation related to 
your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 74: Admit that since the filing of your Application of request for 
approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that you have not asked 
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the Nebraska Game & Parks Commission to perform any evaluation related to your Mainline 
Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 75: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission to perform any 
evaluation related to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 76: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska State Historical Society to perform any evaluation related 
to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 77: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska State Fire Marshal to perform any evaluation related to 
your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 78: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Board of Educational Lands & Funds to perform any 
evaluation related to your Mainline Alternative route. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 79: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of your Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources to perform any 
evaluation related to either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 
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Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 80: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Revenue to perform any evaluation related 
to either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 81: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Department of Roads to perform any evaluation related to 
either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 82: Admit that since the filing of your Application of request for 
approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that you have not asked 
the Nebraska Game & Parks Commission to perform any evaluation related to either your 1-90 
Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 83: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission to perform any 
evaluation related to either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 84: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
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that you have not asked the Nebraska State Historical Society to perform any evaluation related 
to either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 85: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska State Fire Marshal to perform any evaluation related to 
either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 86: Admit that since the filing of your February 16, 2017 
Application of request for approval of the Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline 
that you have not asked the Nebraska Board of Educational Lands & Funds to perform any 
evaluation related to either your 1-90 Corridor Alterative A or B routes. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 87: Admit that you have not obtained statements or testimony, 
whether sworn or otherwise, of the views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
through Nebraska, of each and every member of each and every governing body or board or 
commission of each and every county and each and every municipality in the areas around your 
Preferred Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 88: Admit that you have not obtained statements or testimony, 
whether sworn or otherwise, of the views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
through Nebraska, of each and every member of each and every governing body or board or 
commission of each and every county and each and every municipality in the areas around your 
Mainline Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 
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Request No. 89: Admit that you have not obtained statements or testimony, 
whether sworn or otherwise, of the views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
through Nebraska, of each and every member of each and every governing body or board or 
commission of each and every county and each and every municipality in the areas around your 
Sandhills Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 90: Admit that you have not obtained statements or testimony, 
whether sworn or otherwise, of the views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
through Nebraska, of each and every member of each and every governing body or board or 
commission of each and every county and each and every municipality in the areas around your 
1-90 Corridor Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 91: Admit that you have not obtained an official consensus 
statement or statement of majority approval views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline through Nebraska, by and each and every governing body, board of commissioners, city 
council, or any other governing body of each and every county and each and every municipality 
in the area around the Preferred Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 92: Admit that you have not obtained an official consensus 
statement or statement of majority approval views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline through Nebraska, by and each and every governing body, board of commissioners, city 
council, or any other governing body of each and every county and each and every municipality 
in the area around the Mainline Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 93: Admit that you have not obtained an official consensus 
statement or statement of majority approval views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline through Nebraska, by and each and every governing body, board of commissioners, city 
council, or any other governing body of each and every county and each and every municipality 
in the area around the Sandhills Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across 
Nebraska. 
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Response: Admit. 

Request No. 94: Admit that you have not obtained an official consensus 
statement or statement of majority approval views, regarding your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline through Nebraska, by and each and every governing body, board of commissioners, city 
council, or any other governing body of each and every county and each and every municipality 
in the area around the 1-90 Corridor Alternative Route for the Keystone XL Pipeline across 
Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 95: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the welfare of each 
and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 96: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the welfare of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 97: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the protection of 
property rights for each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 98: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the protection of 
property rights of each directly affected Nebraska landowner. 
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Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 99: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the protection of 
property rights of each directly affected Nebraska landowner's tenant or lessee. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 100: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure aesthetic values for 
each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 101: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure aesthetic values of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 102: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the economic interests 
of each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 103: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would ensure the economic interests 
of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 
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Request No. 104: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the welfare of each 
and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 105: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the welfare of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 106: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the protection of 
property rights for each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No.1 07: Admit that nowhere in your February 16, 2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the protection of 
property rights of each directly affected Nebraska landowner. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 108: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the protection of 
property rights of each directly affected Nebraska landowner's tenant or lessee. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 109: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
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location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance aesthetic values for 
each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 110: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance aesthetic values of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 111: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the economIC 
interests of each and every Nebraskan. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 112: Admit that nowhere in your February 16,2017 Application for 
a pipeline route across the State of Nebraska do you have any evidence that your preferred 
location for the route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would advance the economic 
interests of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 113: Admit that under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act that a factor for considering whether a proposed route, or any alternative route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, to be deemed in the public interest that any such location for the 
pipeline must ensure the welfare of the people, land, water, soil, and natural recourses around 
that proposed Preferred Route. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Request No. 114: Admit that under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act that a factor for considering whether a proposed route, or any alternative route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, to be deemed in the public interest that any such location for the 
pipeline must ensure the welfare of the people, land, water, soil, and natural recourses around 
that proposed Mainline Alternative Route. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Request No. 115: Admit that under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act that a factor for considering whether a proposed route, or any alternative route for the 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, to be deemed in the public interest that any such location for the 
pipeline must ensure the welfare of the people, land, water, soil, and natural recourses around the 
proposed 1-90 Corridor Alternative Routes A and B. 

Response: Keystone objects because it did not propose the 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as a route for this Application. See also response to Request Nos. 5 and 6. 

Request No. 116: Admit that, under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act, Neb Rev Stat § 57-1402(1), a factor for considering whether the proposed route or 
any alternative route for the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest that any 
such location for the pipeline must ensure the welfare of all Nebraskans. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Request No. 117: Admit that, under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act, Neb Rev. Stat § 57-1402(1), a factor for considering whether the proposed route or 
any alternative route for the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest that any 
such location for the pipeline must ensure the protection of property rights for all Nebraskans. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Request No. 118: Admit that, under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act, Neb Rev. Stat § 57-1402(1), a factor for considering whether the proposed route or 
any alternative route for the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest that any 
such location for the pipeline must ensure the protection of esthetic values for every Nebraskan. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Request No. 119: Admit that, under the requirements of the Major Oil Pipeline 
Siting Act, Neb Rev Stat § 57-1402(1), a factor for considering whether the proposed route or 
any alternative route for the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest that any 
such location for the pipeline must ensure the protection of the economic interests of every 
Nebraskan. 

Response: Keystone objects to the Request because the meaning of words in a 
statute is a question of law, the interpretation of which is the exclusive province of the Public 
Service Commission. As such, this Request seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Request No. 120: Admit you are aware of no law that would prevent you, or 
make it unlawful, to twin or closely parallel your existing Keystone I Pipeline within Nebraska 
with your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Admit, but pursuant to MOPSA the Preferred Route should be 
selected for the Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Request No. 121: Admit you have 100% of the easements from each and every 
landowner who owns land upon which your present Keystone I Pipeline is located within and 
throughout the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 122: Admit you have all infrastructure needed for the operation of 
your currently existing Keystone I Pipeline within and throughout Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 
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Request No. 123: Admit you have relationships with each and every first 
responder and corresponding departments or local and state entities that would be involved, if 
there was a spill incident anywhere along the Keystone I Pipeline as it is located within and 
through the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Keystone objects to this request because it does not seek relevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Consideration of safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from 
this proceeding. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 
023.07. 

Request No. 124: Admit your company has relationships with each and every 
relevant local and county governing board, commission, and/or city council for each and every 
community through which the current Keystone I Pipeline passes throughout the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 125: Admit that it is physically possible for you to twin or closely 
parallel from the South Dakota-Nebraska border to the Nebraska-Kansas border a second 
pipeline along or near the route of your currently existing Keystone I Pipeline within and through 
the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. South Dakota's fixed exit point for Keystone XL is 
approximately 100 miles to the west of the Keystone I Pipeline. Plus, it is not possible to "twin" 
or "closely parallel" the line because deviations due to features such as wellhead protection 
zones, existing residences, and placing the route at optimal stream crossing locations, among 
others, are required. Keystone Mainline used the optimal route, and any attempt to "twin" that 
route would lead to a less optimal route than the proposed Keystone Mainline Route. 

Request No. 126: Admit that it is feasible for you to twin or closely parallel from 
the South Dakota-Nebraska border to the Nebraska-Kansas border a second pipeline along or 
near the route of your currently existing Keystone 1 Pipeline within and through the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. South Dakota's fixed exit point for Keystone XL is 
approximately 100 miles to the west of the Keystone I Pipeline. Plus, it is not possible to "twin" 
or "closely parallel" the line because deviations due to features such as wellhead protection 
zones, existing residences, and placing the route at optimal stream crossing locations, among 
others, are required. Keystone Mainline used the optimal route, and any attempt to "twin" that 
route would lead to a less optimal route than the proposed Keystone Mainline Route. 
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Request No. 127: Admit that it is beneficial for you to twin or closely parallel 
from the South Dakota-Nebraska border to the Nebraska-Kansas border a second pipeline along 
the route of your currently existing Keystone I Pipeline within and through the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. South Dakota's fixed exit point for Keystone XL is 
approximately 100 miles to the west of the Keystone I Pipeline. Plus, it is not possible to "twin" 
or "closely parallel" the line because deviations due to features such as wellhead protection 
zones, existing residences, and placing the route at optimal stream crossing locations, among 
others, are required. Keystone Mainline used the optimal route, and any attempt to "twin" that 
route would could lead to a less optimal route than the proposed Keystone Mainline Route. 

Request No. 128: Admit that the Fifth Amendment to our federal Constitution 
states as follows: 

as follows: 

"No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous 
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in 
cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual 
service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject 
for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be 
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall 
private property be taken for public use, without just compensation." 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 129: Admit that Article I, § 21 of the Nebraska Constitution states 

"The property of no person shall be taken or damaged for public use 
without just compensation therefor." 

Response: Admit. 

Request No. 130: Admit there is no "public use" of your proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline regardless of its potential route within and throughout the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See, e.g. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
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Request No. 131: Admit that not one of the landowners whose property would 
be impacted on any proposed route of your proposed Keystone XL route through Nebraska could 
use the Keystone XL Pipeline within the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. 

Request No. 132: Admit that only the shareholders of TransCanada directly 
benefit from any profits TransCanada generates through its ownership of any proposed Keystone 
XL Pipeline located within and throughout the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. 

Request No. 133: Admit that the State of Nebraska does not directly benefit 
from any profits TransCanada generates through its ownership of any proposed Keystone XL 
Pipeline located within and throughout the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. 

Request No. 134: Admit that none of the landowners whose land is on any of 
your proposed Keystone XL routes through Nebraska would directly benefit from any profits 
TransCanada generates through its ownership of any proposed Keystone XL Pipeline located 
within and throughout the State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. 

Request No. 135: Admit that the profits of TransCanada from its operation and 
ownership of any proposed Keystone XL Pipeline through the State of Nebraska are distributed 
only to its shareholders and owners. 

Response: Deny. 

Request No. 136: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no detrimental impact or intrusion upon the local governments of the 
State of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 
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Request No. 137: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no detrimental impact or intrusion upon the state government of the State 
of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 138: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no detrimental impact or intrusion on the value of any landowner directly 
affected by your proposed Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 139: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no detrimental affect or impact to the decrease of the local property tax 
collected by the communities affected by your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Keystone objects because the question as written is capable of 
multiple interpretations and, therefore, it is vague and ambiguous. Keystone, therefore, denies. 

Request No. 140: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no detrimental affect or impact to the decrease in state taxes of any kind 
of the communities affected by your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Keystone objects because the question as written is capable of 
multiple interpretations and, therefore, it is vague and ambiguous. Keystone, therefore, denies. 

Request No. 141: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no negative impact or intrusion upon the local governments of the State 
of Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 
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Request No. 142: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no negative impact or intrusion upon the state government of the State of 
Nebraska. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 143: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no negative impact or intrusion on the value of any landowner directly 
affected by your proposed Preferred Route of the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Deny. See Application. 

Request No. 144: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no negative affect or impact to the decrease of the local property tax 
collected by the communities affected by your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Keystone objects because the question as written is capable of 
multiple interpretations and, therefore, it is vague and ambiguous. Keystone, therefore, denies. 

Request No. 145: Admit that you have provided no evidence with your February 
16, 2017 Application for Keystone XL Pipeline route within and throughout Nebraska to 
guarantee there will be no negative affect or impact to the decrease in state taxes of any kind of 
the communities affected by your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 

Response: Keystone objects because the question as written is capable of 
multiple interpretations and, therefore, it is vague and ambiguous. Keystone, therefore, denies. 

Dated: May 15r-'-, 2017. 
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TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 
LP 

By: __ ~~~~~-=~ ____________ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served 
on the Intervenor Landowners' attorneys via email and United States mail, postage prepaid, this 
~dayofMay, 2017. 

David A. Domina 
Brian E. Jorde 
Domina Law Group, PC, LLO 
2425 S. 144th St. 
Omaha, NE 68144-3267 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
BJ orde@dominalaw.com 
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BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL
PIPELINE SITING ACT

Intervenors/Landowners

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et al.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP S ANSWERS TO THE
INTERVENORS/LANDOWNERS  THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ( Keystone ) and for its answers to

the Intervenors/Landowners  Susan Dunavan, et al.’s (“Landowners ) Third Set of

Interrogatories and Requests for Production states as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

1. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners’ Interrogatories and Requests for

Production to the extent those discovery requests inquire into matters which are beyond the

scope of the Public Service Commission’s (“PSC ) permitted inquiry under the Major Oil

Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. (“MOPSA ) which prevents regulation

and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-

1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 57-1407(4)

(may not consider “risks or impacts of spills or leaks from major oil pipeline ); 291 N.A.C. §

023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety as to major oil pipelines and pipeline

facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not evaluate safety considerations). As

Attachment #4

BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION ) 
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE ) 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF ) 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT ) 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL ) 
PIPELINE SITING ACT ) 

Intervenors/Landowners 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et aI., ~ 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP'S ANSWERS TO THE 
INTERVENORSILANDOWNERS' THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ("Keystone") and for its answers to 

the Intervenors/Landowners' Susan Dunavan, et al.'s ("Landowners") Third Set of 

Interrogatories and Requests for Production states as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

1. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' Interrogatories and Requests for 

Production to the extent those discovery requests inquire into matters which are beyond the 

scope of the Public Service Commission's ("PSC") permitted inquiry under the Major Oil 

Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. ("MOPSA") which prevents regulation 

and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-

1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 57-1407(4) 

(may not consider "risks or impacts of spills or leaks from major oil pipeline"); 291 N.A.C. § 

023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety as to major oil pipelines and pipeline 

facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not evaluate safety considerations). As 



expressly recognized in the PSC's February 16, 2017 notification of Keystone's Application for 

approval of the Preferred Route, MOPSA "prohibits the Commission from evaluating safety 

considerations, including the safety as to the design, installation, inspection, emergency plans 

and procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, maintenance, and risk 

or impact of spills or leaks from the major oil pipeline" and the "Commission's review is limited 

to siting or choosing the route of the major oil pipeline." In view of this legal authority, all 

discovery requests seeking information beyond the scope of this proceeding as defined by 

Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, unduly 

burdensome and overbroad. 

2. Many of the Landowners' discovery requests seek to have Keystone justify that 

the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the public interest or define terms within MOPSA. As a matter of 

Nebraska state law, it has already been determined that "the construction of major oil pipelines 

[which includes Keystone XL] in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the 

nation .... " Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). As a matter of federal law, the Keystone XL Pipeline 

has also been determined to be in the national interest of the United States. See Presidential 

Permit dated March 23,2017 and Executive Order 13337,69 Fed. Reg. 25299 (2004). The issue 

in this proceeding is not whether the Keystone XL Pipeline itself is in the public interest but is 

whether the location of the Preferred Route in Nebraska is in the public interest. Keystone 

objects to the Landowners' questions which seek to invade the province of the PSC to determine 

if the location of the Preferred Route is in the public interest, and Keystone objects to the 

Landowners' discovery requests to the extent they ask that Keystone do so. Keystone will, 

however, provide the Landowners and the PSC with facts proving the Preferred Route is in the 

public interest. 
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3. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners' Interrogatories and Requests for 

Production to the extent they purport to seek information pertaining to or in the possession of 

entities other than TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P. or those acting on its behalf. Keystone 

is the entity which is applying for route approval from the Nebraska Public Service Commission, 

and, as a result, discovery concerning other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, 

irrelevant, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Accordingly, the information set forth herein is provided only with respect to, and on behalf of, 

Keystone. 

4. Keystone reserves the right to supplement the responses to these interrogatories 

and requests for production as it discovers additional information. Keystone objects to the 

untimely service of this discovery on it. The CMP expressly provides that Keystone has ten 

business days to respond to discovery requests, and Landowner Intervenors' untimely service of 

this discovery fails to provide Keystone with its mandated time. Keystone is engaging in a 

reasonable search to collect documents, and it will produce the documents as the documents are 

located and identified as responsive. 

INTERROGATORIES 

Interrogatory No. 165: Specifically describe your understanding of Nebraska's 
energy needs as of February 16,2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 
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Interrogatory No. 166: Specifically describe your understanding of Nebraska's 
energy needs as of May 5, 2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 167: Specifically describe Nebraska's energy needs that are 
not currently being met by Nebraska's existing energy supply. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 168: Specifically describe Nebraska's energy needs that are 
not currently being met by Nebraska's available energy supply. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 169: Specifically describe Nebraska's energy needs that are 
not currently being met by Nebraska's existing energy supply that the proposed preferred route 
of the Keystone XL pipeline would fulfill. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
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States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 170: Specifically describe the Nebraska's energy needs that 
the proposed preferred route of the Keystone XL pipeline would fulfill. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 171: Specifically describe the Nebraska's energy needs that 
the proposed Mainline Alternative route of the Keystone XL pipeline would fulfill. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question 
of energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 172: Specifically describe the Nebraska's energy needs that 
your proposed 1-90 Corridor Alternative A route of the Keystone XL pipeline would fulfill. 

Answer: Keystone objects because Keystone did not propose an 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as part of this application. The I -90 Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by 
the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National 
Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS 
evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for 
a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater 
overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage 
over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Keystone also objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information which 
is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of 
energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major Oil 
Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
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States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 173: Specifically describe the Nebraska's energy needs that 
your 1-90 Corridor Alternative B route of the Keystone XL pipeline would fulfill. 

Answer: Keystone objects because Keystone did not propose an 1-90 Corridor 
Alternative as part of this application. The 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by 
the US Department of State (DOS) as an alternative route and considered in its National 
Environmental Policy Act review. In its 2011 Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS 
evaluated this potential route at a screening level and eliminated it from further consideration for 
a number of reasons: (i) there was no environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater 
overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage 
over the preferred route; and (iii) the route was not technically practical or feasible. 

Keystone also objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information which 
is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The question of 
energy needs for the State is not within the ambit of the proceedings established by the Major Oil 
Pipeline Siting Act. Moreover, the question of Nebraska's energy needs has been answered 
affirmatively by the State of Nebraska in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3) and within the United 
States' determination that the Keystone XL Pipeline is in the national interest in the Presidential 
Permit dated March 23,2017. 

Interrogatory No. 174: Do you believe the fair market value of the intervenor 
landowners' property that would be affected by your proposed Keystone XL pipeline would 
increase or decrease as a direct and proximate result of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
being located on, under, across, and/or through their land? Please explain the basis for your 
answer. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it seeks information 
beyond the scope of the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Subject to that objection and without 
waiving it, Keystone states that it pays all landowners just compensation for any limited property 
rights acquired for the purpose of building and operating a pipeline, including the Keystone XL 
pipeline. Keystone does not believe the fair market value of the intervenor landowners' property 
will change as a result of the Keystone XL pipeline because the land at issue is used as rural 
agricultural land before construction, and it will be returned to its productive capability and used 
as rural agricultural land after construction and during operation of the Keystone XL pipeline. 
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Interrogatory No. 175: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that it is more 
likely than not that a potential buyer of two identical tracts of land, one without your proposed 
Pipeline affecting it and one with your proposed pipeline affecting it, that the reasonable person 
would be willing to pay less for the land affected by your proposed KXL pipeline than the land 
not affected? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it seeks information 
beyond the scope of the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act. Subject to that objection and without 
waiving it, Keystone states that it disagrees with the hypothetical question posed in interrogatory 
number 175 because the land impacted by the Keystone XL pipeline will retain its prior use 
following construction and operation of the pipeline. On the Preferred Route, the overwhelming 
majority of land at issue is used as rural agricultural land, and it will be returned to its productive 
capability and used as rural agricultural land after construction and during operation of the 
Keystone XL pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 176: Describe the type and quantify the amount per county 
for each Nebraska County, where your Keystone I pipeline crosses through, the total amount of 
county taxes you paid per year by year since January 1, 2009. Please list each county and then 
the years and then the amounts and types of tax paid. 

Answer: See attached schedule that lists the total property taxes paid by tax year 
for each county that the TransCanada Keystone system (Keystone) currently crosses through. 
The property tax payments represent both the personal property and real property portion of the 
assessed value for those counties, as determined by the Nebraska Department of Revenue (NE 
DOR). 

Interrogatory No. 177: Describe the type and quantify the amount per county 
for each Nebraska County, of total personal property taxes paid, where your Keystone I pipeline 
crosses through, per year by year since January 1,2009. 

Answer: See attached schedule that lists the total personal property taxes paid by 
tax year for each county that the TransCanada Keystone system (Keystone) currently crosses 
through. The property tax payments represent only the personal property of the assessed value 
for those counties, as determined by the Nebraska Department of Revenue (NE DOR). No 
personal Property Tax was paid in 2010. 

Interrogatory No. 178: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that the 
recovery period for personal property used in business activities such as pipeline related storage 
facilities, compression or pumping equipment is seven (7) years? 

Answer: Keystone disagrees with the statement that the recovery period for personal 
property used in business activities such as pipeline related storage facilities, compression, or 
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pumping equipment is only seven (7) years. 98.84% of Keystone's personal property has a 
recovery period of 15 years as supported by IRS Publication 946, Table B-2, Asset Class 49.24. 
This recovery period was verified with the NE DOR and is consistent with how all interstate 
pipelines are valued in the state of Nebraska. 

Interrogatory No. 179: What are the recovery periods for each and every type of 
personal property that would be owned by you within the state of Nebraska that would in any 
way related to your ownership of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: According to the Keystone 2016 FERC Form 6 pgs. 212-13, Keystone 
currently owns the following types of personal property (FERC Account in parentheses): 

Line Pipe (153) 
Line Pipe Fittings (154) 
Pipeline Construction (155) 
Pumping Equipment (158) 
Other Station Equipment (160) 
Oil Tanks (161) 
Communications Systems (163) 
Office Furniture and Equipment (164) 
Vehicles and Other Work Equipment (165) 

The Keystone XL pipeline would be expected to have most if not all of the same 
types of personal property as the currently operating Keystone system. Per IRS Publication 946, 
Table B-2, the recovery period for all of the above listed asset groups is 15 years, except for 
Communications Systems and Office Furniture & Equipment, which both have recovery periods 
of 7 years. As explained above in the response to Interrogatory No. 178, almost all of the 
personal property (98.84%) for Keystone has a 15 year recovery. 

Interrogatory No. 180: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that the 
approximate total amount of local property tax collection related to your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline within Nebraska for the first two years of the construction process would be about 
$490,000. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as vague and ambiguous. As 
reflected in Keystone's application, which is incorporated herein by reference, there are direct 
and indirect property taxes associated with the Project. Subject to and without waiving that 
objection, Keystone disagrees with the statement that the approximate total amount of local 
property tax collection related to the proposed Keystone XL pipeline within Nebraska for the 
first two years of the construction process would be about $490,000, and references the socio
economic report attached to the application as Appendix H. 
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Interrogatory No. 181: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please describe the type and quantify the total amount of 
likely personal property taxes in the first year that would be generated from construction of each 
such route within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for personal property taxes to be incurred in the first full year after 
completion of construction is $18.2 Million. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of personal property is estimated to be 95% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) All ofthe system's personal property is assumed to be on a 15 year recovery. 

3) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

4) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

5) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 182: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please quantify the total amount of likely real property 
taxes that would be generated in the first year from each such route within Nebraska if they were 
to be constructed: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for real property taxes to be incurred in the first full year after 
completion of construction is $800,000. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of real property is estimated to be 5% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

3) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

4) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 183: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please describe the type and quantify the total amount of 
likely personal property taxes in the second year that would be generated from construction of 
each such route within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for personal property taxes to be incurred in the second full year 
after completion of construction is $16.3 Million. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of personal property is estimated to be 95% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) All of the system's personal property is assumed to be on a 15 year recovery. 

3) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

4) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

5) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 184: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please quantify the total amount of likely real property 
taxes that would be generated in the second year from each such route within Nebraska if they 
were to be constructed: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for real property taxes to be incurred in the second full year after 
completion of construction is $800 Thousand. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of real property is estimated to be 5% of the total system capex. 

2) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

3) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

4) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 185: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please describe the type and quantify the total amount of 
likely personal property taxes in the third year that would be generated from construction of each 
such route within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for personal property taxes to be incurred in the third full year after 
completion of construction is $14.7 Million. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of personal property is estimated to be 95% ofthe total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) All ofthe system's personal property is assumed to be on a 15 year recovery. 

3) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

4) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all ofthe counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

5) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 186: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please quantify the total amount of likely real property 
taxes that would be generated in the third year from each such route within Nebraska if they 
were to be constructed: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for real property taxes to be incurred in the third full year after 
completion of construction is $800 Thousand. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of real property is estimated to be 5% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

3) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

4) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 
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Interrogatory No. 187: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please describe the type and quantify the total amount of 
likely personal property taxes in the fourth year that would be generated from construction of 
each such route within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates ofa 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for personal property taxes to be incurred in the fourth full year after 
completion of construction is $13.2 Million. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of personal property is estimated to be 95% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) All of the system's personal property is assumed to be on a 15 year recovery. 

3) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

4) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 
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5) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 

Interrogatory No. 188: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please quantify the total amount of likely real property 
taxes that would be generated in the fourth year from each such route within Nebraska if they 
were to be constructed: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for real property taxes to be incurred in the fourth full year after 
completion of construction is $800 Thousand. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of real property is estimated to be 5% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 

3) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all ofthe counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 
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4) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 

Interrogatory No. 189: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please describe the type and quantify the total amount of 
likely personal property taxes in the fifth year that would be generated from construction of each 
such route within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for personal property taxes to be incurred in the fifth full year after 
completion of construction is $11.9 Million. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of personal property is estimated to be 95% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) All of the system's personal property is assumed to be on a 15 year recovery. 

3) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 
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4) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

5) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 

Interrogatory No. 190: For the following potential routes for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline across Nebraska, please quantify the total amount of likely real property 
taxes that would be generated in the fifth year from each such route within Nebraska if they were 
to be constructed: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) your proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Section 19 and Appendix H of the application contain estimates of a 
variety of socio-economic impacts of the pipeline, including state and local tax collections. That 
evidence is incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, based on the most recent capital expenditure forecast for the United States 
portion of the Keystone XL pipeline system, it is expected to cost approximately $8.02 Billion 
overall to build, with approximately $5.8 Billion and $1.7 Billion of this cost expected to be 
incurred in the United States and the state of Nebraska respectively. At this time, the cost of 
construction between the proposed Preferred Route and the proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
is not known and is assumed not to materially affect property tax estimates. 

The current estimate for real property taxes to be incurred in the fifth full year after 
completion of construction is $800 Thousand. This estimate is determined with the following 
assumptions: 

1) The percentage of real property is estimated to be 5% of the total system capital 
expenditure. 

2) The estimated unit value is expected to be discounted 20% due to obsolescence. The 
actual income that results from Keystone XL costs may be such that this obsolescence 
percentage would be more or less than the estimated 20%. 
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3) The tax rate used for this estimate is an overall blended tax rate for all of the counties 
affected by Keystone XL. Depending on exact jurisdictions in which Keystone XL 
assets will be located, this tax rate could change. 

4) No inflation/deflation factor has been assigned to the tax rate for years 2 through 5. 

Interrogatory No. 191: How many permanent jobs located within the state of 
Nebraska have you created? 

Answer: Keystone has created 34 jobs within Nebraska working specifically on 
behalf of Keystone. However, as Dr. Goss explains on page 27 of Appendix H, the number of 
permanent jobs created by economic activity from direct, indirect, and induced economic 
impacts exceeds that number of employees acting on behalf of Keystone. 

Interrogatory No. 192: As of May 5, 2017 how many people do you employ on 
a permanent basis within the state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Presently, Keystone has 34 employees in the TransCanada Omaha 
office working on behalf of the applicant, and there are 7 full-time TransCanada field technicians 
in Nebraska working on behalf of Keystone. 

Interrogatory No. 193: For any time you have ever either in writing or orally 
stated your estimation of the total number of new permanent jobs that would result from the 
existence of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, please identify the date of such statement or 
publication, the source or speaker, and the amount of permanent jobs claimed. 

Answer: Keystone objects because this interrogatory is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone has provided a detailed socio-economic analysis as part of its 
application, and that analysis is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth fully herein. 
The Department of State in the Final Environmental Impact Statement also provided a thorough 
analysis of the socio-economic impacts. Keystone will rely upon those studies in support of its 
application. 

Interrogatory No. 194: For any time you have ever either in writing or orally 
stated your estimation of the total number of new permanent jobs within Nebraska that would 
result from the existence of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, please identify the date of such 
statement or pUblication, the source or speaker, and the amount of permanent jobs claimed. 

Answer: Keystone objects because this interrogatory is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone has provided a detailed socio-economic analysis as part of its 
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application, and that analysis is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth fully herein. 
The Department of State in the Final Environmental Impact Statement also provided a thorough 
analysis of the socio-economic impacts. Keystone will rely upon those studies in support of its 
application. 

Interrogatory No. 195: How many temporary jobs located within the state of 
Nebraska have you created? 

Answer: Keystone has created 70 jobs for contractors within Nebraska working 
specifically on behalf of Keystone during the period of2008 to 2016. For the construction of 
the Keystone Mainline in 2009 and 2010, on each spread there approximately 700 
construction personnel, 15 surveyors, and 40 inspectors. There were two spreads in 
Nebraska totaling approximately 1,510 employees. 

F or completion of surveys (environmental, cultural, civil, geotechnical, etc.) in Nebraska 
for the Keystone Mainline and Keystone XL Project over the past 11 years, 30-60 and 
120-150 employees, respectively, were used (second number represents peak employees). 

However, as Dr. Goss explains on page 27 of Appendix H, the number of 
temporary jobs (e.g., construction) created by economic activity from direct, indirect, and 
induced economic impacts will greatly exceed that number of employees currently acting on 
behalf of Keystone. 

Interrogatory No. 196: As of May 5, 2017 how many people do you employ on 
a temporary basis within the state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone currently employs one temporary worker in the State of 
Nebraska. 

Interrogatory No. 197: For any time you have ever either in writing or orally 
stated your estimation of the total number of new temporary jobs that would result from the 
existence of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, please identify the date of such statement or 
publication, the source or speaker, and the amount of temporary jobs claimed. 

Answer: Keystone objects because this interrogatory is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone has provided a detailed socio-economic analysis as part of its 
application, and that analysis is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth fully herein. 
The Department of State in the Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement also provided a thorough analysis of the socio-economic 
impacts. Keystone will rely upon those studies in support of its application. In addition, the 
Department of State's March 23, 2017 Record of DecisionlNational Interest Determination 
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concluded that the project would support a combined total of approximately 42,100 jobs 
throughout the United States for the two year construction period. About 12,000 jobs would be 
supported in Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. 

Interrogatory No. 198: For any time you have ever either in writing or orally 
stated your estimation of the total number of new temporary jobs within Nebraska that would 
result from the existence of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline, please identify the date of such 
statement or publication, the source or speaker, and the amount oftemporary jobs claimed. 

Answer: Keystone objects because this interrogatory is overbroad and unduly 
burdensome. Keystone has provided a detailed socio-economic analysis as part of its 
application, and that analysis is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth fully herein. 
The Department of State in the Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement also provided a thorough analysis of the socio-economic 
impacts. Keystone will rely upon those studies in support of its application. In addition, the 
Department of State's March 23, 2017 Record of DecisionlNational Interest Determination 
concluded that the project would support a combined total of approximately 42,100 jobs 
throughout the United States for the two year construction period. About 12,000 jobs would be 
supported in Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. 

Interrogatory No. 199: If your proposed preferred Route for your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline was constructed, how many new people, above and beyond those already 
employed by you in Nebraska, would you employ on a permanent basis within the state of 
Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone anticipates it would employ approximately 6-10 new 
individuals in the State of Nebraska if Keystone XL was constructed on the Preferred Route. 

Interrogatory No. 200: If your proposed Mainline Alternative Route for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline was constructed, how many new people, above and beyond 
those already employed by you in Nebraska, would you employ on a permanent basis within the 
state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone antIcIpates it would employ approximately 6-10 new 
individuals in the State of Nebraska if Keystone XL was constructed on the Mainline Alternative 
Route. 
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Interrogatory No. 201: If you were to twin or closely parallel Keystone I with 
you proposed Keystone XL pipeline was constructed, how many new people, above and beyond 
those already employed by you in Nebraska, would you employ on a permanent basis within the 
state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because a complete twinning of 
or closely paralleling the Keystone Mainline route is not proposed in the application; accordingly 
the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 202: If the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline was constructed, how many new people, above and beyond 
those already employed by you in Nebraska, would you employ on a permanent basis within the 
state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because Keystone did not 
propose an 1-90 Corridor alternative route in the application; accordingly the interrogatory seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. See also Response to Interrogatory No. 172. 

Interrogatory No. 203: If the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline was constructed, how many new people, above and beyond 
those already employed by you in Nebraska, would you employ on a permanent basis within the 
state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because Keystone did not 
propose an 1-90 Corridor alternative route in the application; accordingly the interrogatory seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. See also Response to Interrogatory No. 173. 

Interrogatory No. 204: Why have you not offered to compensate the affected 
landowners more than with a one-time easement payment? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it seeks irrelevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Subject to and without waiving this objection, Keystone offers to compensate affected 
landowners with an easement payment that reflects the fair market value of the easement while 
reclaiming and returning that property to its previous productive capability. Thus, the 
landowners retain the benefits of their property that is subject to the subsurface easement. In 
addition, Keystone offers to compensate affected landowners for damages resulting from 
construction, including crop loss damages. 
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Interrogatory No. 205: What are your projected annual revenues for the 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act, is a set of statutes which authorizes the Public Service Commission to 
determine the route of a major oil pipeline; it is not a procedure to determine whether a pipeline 
should be allowed in the first place. The State of Nebraska has answered that question 
unequivocally in the affirmative in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 206: What have your annual revenues been for your Keystone 
I pipeline from each year for the last five (5) years (please list the amount per year)? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The Major 
Oil Pipeline Siting Act, is a set of statutes which authorizes the Public Service Commission to 
determine the route of a major oil pipeline; it is not a procedure to determine whether a pipeline 
should be allowed in the first place. The State of Nebraska has answered that question 
unequivocally in the affirmative in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 207: Is it true that you would be able to sell your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline after it was constructed and operating? 

Answer: Yes. 

Interrogatory No. 208: Is it true that you could sell your Keystone I? 

Answer: Yes. 

Interrogatory No. 209: Is it true that you could sell any of your presently owned 
easements that affect any Nebraska property? 

Answer: Yes. 

Interrogatory No. 210: Is it true that you could sell any pumpmg station 
presently owned by you within the state of Nebraska? 

Answer: Yes. 
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Interrogatory No. 211: What is the total number of major oil pipelines currently 
owned and operated by you? 

Answer: One system consisting of approximately 2,700 miles of major oil 
pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 212: What is the total number of major oil pipelines currently 
owned and operated by you located within the United States? 

Answer: One system consisting of approximately 2,700 miles of major oil 
pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 213: What is the total number of oil pipelines thirty- six (36) 
inches in diameter or more currently owned and operated by you? 

Answer: The system referenced in response to Interrogatory No. 212 includes 
approximately 785 miles ofthirty-six inch pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 214: What is the total number of oil pipelines thirty- six (36) 
inches in diameter or more currently owned and operated by you located within the United 
States? 

Answer: The system referenced in response to Interrogatory No. 212 includes 
approximately 785 miles of thirty-six inch pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 215: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that your 
proposed easement terms as found in your easements as proposed by you to the landowner 
intervenors' would allow you to hold the landowners liable for any negligent act by them that 
proximately caused damage to your proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory does not seek relevant 
information and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Keystone also objects to the interrogatory as a speculative and incomplete hypothetical. 

Interrogatory No. 216: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that your 
proposed easement terms as found in your easements as proposed by you to the landowner 
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intervenors' would allow you abandon your proposed Keystone XL pipeline in place underneath 
their land? 

Answer: Yes, if (as stated in the easement) Keystone complies with the 
applicable federal and state laws, rules, and regulations in place at the time. 

Interrogatory No. 217: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that tar sands 
fields of Alberta Canada contain a finite supply of tar sands? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 218: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that if the tar 
sands fields of Alberta Canada contain a finite supply of tar sands, at some point your proposed 
Keystone XL tar sands pipeline will cease to ship tar sands? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 219: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that perpetual 
is equivalent to forever? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it is unintelligible as 
written and because it is seeking information which is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. The terms in their plain meaning may have similar 
definitions, but if the terms are used specifically with regard to a specific contract or within a 
specific legal context, the terms may have different meanings and may be subject to contractual 
or legal modifications. For example, Keystone may have a perpetual easement for its pipeline, 
but the easement terms may limit the duration of the easement to something short of "forever" in 
the event the easement is no longer used for purpose it was acquired. 

Interrogatory No. 220: If you can provide the name and location of a tar sands 
or oil pipeline that has had a perpetual existence please do so? 

Answer: Any pipeline that is currently in operation has operated perpetually (at 
least through the time of this response). 
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Interrogatory No. 221: Do you agree or disagree, and if so, why, that how 
Nebraska landowner citizens are treated by you or your agents or contractor is reasonable to be 
considered in evaluating whether or not a pipeline project proposed by you that would affect 
these Nebraska landowner citizens is or is not in the public interest of Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone objects because this interrogatory seeks information which is 
irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 222: Why did you or your agents utilize a priest or pastor to 
talk to landowners to help you secure signed easements for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
within Nebraska? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as irrelevant and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 223: Have you done any analysis ofthe potential effect of the 
existence of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline on possible terrorist attacks along the proposed 
pipeline route? If yes, please explain your analysis and findings. Ifno, why not? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence because 
pipeline safety is expressly excluded from consideration in this matter. 

Interrogatory No. 224: Describe specifically each and every way how the 
aesthetic values within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your 
proposed preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad. 
Keystone also objects because this question seeks irrelevant information, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving the 
objection, as stated in response to previous interrogatories propounded by the Landowner 
Intervenors, Keystone believes that, because the pipeline will be located underground through 
the Preferred Route, the Preferred Route is likely to have zero to minimal impact on the aesthetic 
values within the state of Nebraska. If the Public Service Commission were to insist on the 
Mainline Alternative Route with an additional pump station and associated infrastructure, then 
there would be additional above ground facilities. Keystone declines to say whether above
ground facilities improve or harm aesthetic values because those particular values are in the eye 
of the beholder. But, regardless, Keystone does not believe the Preferred Route will impact the 
aesthetic values of Nebraska. 
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Interrogatory No. 225: Describe specifically each and every way what negative 
social impacts will result within Nebraska if your PSC application for your proposed preferred 
route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad. 
Keystone also objects because this question seeks irrelevant information, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving the 
objection, as stated in response to previous interrogatories, Keystone believes the Preferred 
Route, as contrasted with the alternatives proposed in the application, is likely to have the least 
negative social impacts within Nebraska because Keystone has acquired approximately 90% of 
necessary easements along the Preferred Route at this point. 

Interrogatory No. 226: Describe specifically each and every way how the 
welfare of Nebraskans will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad. 
Keystone also objects because this question seeks irrelevant information, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving the 
objection, as explained in the application, the Preferred Route is the superior route for a number 
of reasons, including the fact that Keystone has been able to spend years refining the route with 
the landowners, the Preferred Route has been fully scrutinized by the Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality, the Preferred Route has undergone a thorough and exhaustive review by 
the Department of State (including a number of federal agencies including the EPA and 
PHMSA), Keystone has acquired easements from approximately 90% of landowners along the 
Preferred Route, the counties along the Preferred Route benefit from the project, the Preferred 
Route disturbs the least number of acres, the Preferred Route avoids the Sand Hills as defined by 
the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality, and Preferred Routes uses the least number 
of pump stations and above ground facilities. Any route other than the Preferred Route fails to 
maximize the positives associated with the Preferred Route. No other route has undergone 
separate, independent scrutiny from the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality or the 
Department of State including all of the federal agencies reporting through the Department of 
State. In short, any alternative to the Preferred Route harms the welfare of Nebraskans because 
the Preferred Route is the superior site for the Keystone XL pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 227: Describe specifically each and every way how the 
orderly development of localities within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC 
application for your proposed preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the phrase "each and every" is overbroad. 
Subject to and without waiving that objection, as stated in response to prior interrogatories, the 
Preferred Route is the optimal route because the of land along the Preferred Route will retain its 
primary use following construction and during operation of the Keystone XL Pipeline. Land 
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which is currently used as rural agricultural land, will continue to be used as rural agricultural 
land following construction. In contrast, the alternative routes proposed by Keystone are less 
optimal than the Preferred Route. For example, for the Mainline Alternative, the exact location 
of the pipeline easements will not always be able to be immediately adjacent or parallel to the 
Mainline. In those situations, the land between the permanent easements, in addition to the 
easement land, may be impacted in a development situation. 

Interrogatory No. 228: Describe specifically each and every way how property 
rights within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone states that because it has 
acquired property rights from more than 90% of the landowners along the Preferred Route, a 
shift to another route would impact an entirely new group of landowners and their property 
rights. 

Interrogatory No. 229: Describe specifically each and every way how plants 
within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed preferred 
route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Kc:ystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on plants between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the application and 
associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 230: Describe specifically each and every way how wildlife 
within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed preferred 
route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on wildlife between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the application 
and associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 231: Describe specifically each and every way how surface 
water within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 
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Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on surface water between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the 
application and associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 232: Describe specifically each and every way how 
groundwater within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on groundwater between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the 
application and associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 233: Describe specifically each and every way how soil 
within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed preferred 
route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on soil between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the application and 
associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 234: Describe specifically each and every way how natural 
resources within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on natural resources between the various routes. Keystone incorporates the 
application and associated testimony into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 235: Describe specifically each and every way how the 
environment within Nebraska will suffer or be harmed if your PSC application for your proposed 
preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the phrase "each and every" because it is 
overbroad. Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone's application addresses the 
relative impacts on the environment between the various routes. The Preferred Route has passed 
two thorough, separate environmental reviews. The first review was conducted as part of 
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Keystone's Presidential Permit process whereby the Department of State completed a review 
consistent with the National Environmental Policy Act of the entire pipeline route, including the 
Preferred Route. The Preferred Route passed that review. The second was the Nebraska 
Department of Environmental Quality review as part of the siting process in Neb. Rev. Stat. 57-
1501 et. seq. Again, Keystone satisfied that review. No other site for the Keystone XL pipeline 
in Nebraska will have had the benefit of this level of environmental scrutiny, and Nebraska will 
not receive those benefits if an alternative route is selected. Keystone incorporates the 
application and associated testimony discussing these reviews and the environmental benefits of 
the Preferred Route into this answer as set forth herein. 

Interrogatory No. 236: Describe specifically each and every way how the fair 
market value of the Landowner Intervenors' land will suffer or be harmed if your PSC 
application for your proposed preferred route for the proposed Keystone XL is denied. 

Answer: Keystone denies that the fair market value of the Landowner 
Intervenors' land will be harmed or suffer if the Preferred Route is approved. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

For its responses to the Landowner Intervenors' Third Set of Requests for Production, 

Keystone responds as follows: 

Keystone generally objects to the Requests for Production to the extent they attempt to 
impose a burden upon Keystone beyond the requirements of the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. 
Keystone will produce responsive documents as they are located and deemed responsive. 
Keystone is engaging in a reasonable search of its records to identify responsive documents, and 
it reserves the right to supplement its production of documents as the documents are identified 
and deemed responsive. 

Request No.9: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, electronically 
stored documents and data ("BSI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your responses to all 
Interrogatories served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied upon, or that formed the basis for any 
response included in any of your answers, responses, or objections to Intervenors' Interrogatories 
numbers 165 through 236 inclusive. When you produce these documents please identifY per Interrogatory 
number which documents produced apply. 

Response No.9: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner 
beyond or in excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone 
further objects to identifying a corresponding Interrogatory number because it may invade the 
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attorney-client privilege or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving 
these objections, Keystone will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 

Request No. 10: Any and all documents, of any kind, that you have ever used in any 
way for training or educating land or easement acquisition agents employed by you or contracted by you 
for any work within Nebraska for land acquisition efforts related to Keystone I. 

Response No. 10: Keystone objects because this request is overbroad, it seeks 
irrelevant information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. 

Request No. 11: Any and all documents, of any kind, that you have ever used in any 
way for training or educating land or easement acquisition agents employed by you or contracted by you 
for any work within Nebraska for land acquisition efforts related to your proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response No. 11: Keystone objects because this request is overbroad, it seeks 
irrelevant information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. 

Dated: May 19,2017. 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 
LP 

BY: __ -+-k=-~ ____ ~ ______________ __ 

Ja stG. Powers (#17780) 
Pat· k D. Pepper (#23228) 
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VERIFICATION 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA ) 
) 

CITY OF CALGARY ) 

The Affiant, Meera Kotha11, being first duly sworn, hereby declares: 

1.. I am the manager, US Liquids Projects for TransCanada Corporation. 

2. I have read the foregoing Answers to the Intervenors/Landowners' Susan 

Dunavan, et a1.'s Third Set of Interrogat0l1es. 

3. The IntClTogatm1es ask for inf01111ation in the possession of TransCanada 

Keystone Pipeline, L.P. No one individual has personal knowledge of all the infonnation so as 

to permit that individual to fully and completely respond to all the Intenogatories. 

4. Upon information and belief, I state that the facts set fmih in the answers to 

foregoing Intenogatories are true and coneeL 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I declare that the foregoing is true and correct and that this 

declaration was executed on this l11' day of May, 2017. 

2017. 

Meera Kothari 

f":1 H'\ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a notary public on this _r_~ _ day of May, 

Notary 'Publi~ , _ 

My Commission Expires: 
8FDCv\,IVL 
Barrister &. SoliCitor 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on May 19, 2017, a copy of the foregoing was served bye-mail and 
United States mail, postage prepaid to the individuals and entities listed below: 

David A. Domina 
Brian F. Jorde 
Domina Law Group PC LLO 
2425 S. 144th Street 
Omaha, NE 68144 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
bj orde@dominalaw.com 
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BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL
PIPELINE SITING ACT

Intervenors/Landowners

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et al.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP S ANSWERS TO
INTERVENORS/LANDOWNERS  FOURTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ( Keystone ) and for its answers to

Intervenors/Landowners Susan Dunavan, et al. s Fourth Set of Interrogatories and Requests for

Production states as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

1. Keystone objects to the Interrogatories served by Landowner Intervenors on May

5, 2017 at 6:19 p.m. because under the Case Management Plan all written discovery was to be

served by intervenors between April 5, 2017 and 3:00 p.m. central on May 5, 2017. These

intervenors, along with others, served in excess of 200 interrogatories, 62 requests for

production, and 138 requests for admission following the 3:00 p.m. deadline specified by the

PSC in paragraph 14 of the CMP.

2. Keystone generally objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they inquire into

matters which are beyond the scope of the Public Service Commission s (“PSC ) permitted

inquiry under the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. (“MOPSA ),

Attachment #5

BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION ) 
OF TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE ) 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF ) 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT ) 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL ) 
PIPELINE SITING ACT ) 

Intervenors/Landowners 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et aI., ~ 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP'S ANSWERS TO 
INTERVENORSILANDOWNERS' FOURTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP ("Keystone") and for its answers to 

Intervenors/Landowners Susan Dunavan, et al.' s Fourth Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 

Production states as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS & RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

1. Keystone objects to the Interrogatories served by Landowner Intervenors on May 

5, 2017 at 6:19 p.m. because under the Case Management Plan all written discovery was to be 

served by intervenors between April 5, 2017 and 3:00 p.m. central on May 5, 2017. These 

intervenors, along with others, served in excess of 200 interrogatories, 62 requests for 

production, and 138 requests for admission following the 3:00 p.m. deadline specified by the 

PSC in paragraph 14 of the CMP. 

2. Keystone generally objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they inquire into 

matters which are beyond the scope of the Public Service Commission's ("PSC") permitted 

inquiry under the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et seq. ("MOPSA"), 



which prevents regulation and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities. 

See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil pipelines and 

pipeline facilities); 57-1407(4) (may not consider "risks or impacts of spills or leaks from major 

oil pipeline"); 291 N.A.C. § 023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety as to major oil 

pipelines and pipeline facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not evaluate safety 

considerations). As expressly recognized in the PSC's February 16, 2017 notification of 

Keystone's Application for approval ofthe Preferred Route, MOPSA "prohibits the Commission 

from evaluating safety considerations, including the safety as to the design, installation, 

inspection, emergency plans and procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, 

replacement, maintenance, and risk or impact of spills or leaks from the major oil pipeline" and 

the "Commission's review is limited to siting or choosing the route of the major oil pipeline." In 

view of this legal authority, all discovery requests seeking information beyond the scope of this 

proceeding as defined by Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence, unduly burdensome and overbroad. 

3. Keystone generally objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they purport to seek 

information pertaining to or in the possession of entities other than TransCanada Keystone 

Pipeline, L.P. or its authorized representatives. Keystone is the entity which is applying for route 

approval from the Nebraska Public Service Commission, and, as a result, discovery concerning 

other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, irrelevant, and not reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

4. Keystone reserves the right to supplement the responses to these interrogatories 

and requests for production as it discovers additional information. Keystone objects to the 

untimely service of this discovery on it. The CMP expressly provides that Keystone has ten 
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business days to respond to discovery requests, and Landowner Intervenors' untimely service of 

this discovery fails to provide Keystone with its mandated time. Keystone is engaging in a 

reasonable search to collect documents, and it will produce the documents as the documents are 

located and identified as responsive. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and in an effort to avoid 

discovery disputes over relevant discovery, Keystone responds as follows: 

INTERROGATORIES 

Interrogatory No. 237: For any of the Requests for Admission served upon you 
in Intervenors 2nd Set of Requests for Admissions that you denied please state by referencing 
each one of your denials specifically why you denied that Request and the specific facts and 
documents you relied upon to deny such request(s). 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome. Subject to and without waiving this objection, Keystone incorporates its 
responses and objections to the Landowners' requests to admit as though set forth fully herein. 
Keystone explained its bases for its partial or full denials, as appropriate, in its answers. 

Interrogatory No. 238: For any of the Requests for Admission served upon you 
in Intervenors 2nd Set of Requests for Admissions that you partially denied please state by 
referencing each one of your denials specifically why you partially denied that Request and the 
specific facts and documents you relied upon to partially deny such request(s). 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome. Subject to and without waiving this objection, Keystone incorporates its 
responses and objections to the Landowners' requests to admit as though set forth fully herein. 
Keystone explained its bases for its partial or full denials, as appropriate, in its answers. 

Interrogatory No. 239: What is your definition and understanding of the phrase 
"energy security" as it relates to your claim your proposed Keystone XL pipeline "would 
improve energy security?" 

Answer: Improved "energy security" is a key element of the State Department's 
finding that the Keystone XL Pipeline Project is in the national interest of the United States. In 
its March 23, 2017 Record of DecisionlNational Interest Determination (RODINID), the State 
Department specifically found that: 
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[TJhe proposed Project will meaningfully support energy security by providing 
additional infrastructure for the dependable supply of crude oil. Global energy 
security is a vital part of U.S. national security. Moreover, crude oil is vital to the 
u.s. economy and is used to produce transportation fuels, fuel oils for heating and 
electricity generation, asphalt for our roads, and petrochemical feedstocks used 
for the manufacturing of chemicals, synthetic rubber, and a variety of plastics. 
Accordingly, the Department works closely with our international partners to 
ensure that adequate supplies of energy reach the global economy and to help 
manage geopolitical changes arising from shifting patterns of energy production 
and consumption. Whether promoting national and regional markets that 
facilitate financing for transformational and clean energy or inspiring civil society 
and governments to embrace the transparent and responsible development of 
natural resources, the Department works to ensure energy is employed as a tool 
for stability, security, and prosperity. For U.S. policy makers, this has often 
translated into an acute focus on oil markets. Historically, oil has been a major 
source of u.s. energy security concerns due to our relatively high volume of net 
imports, and oil's economic importance and military uses. Such concerns are well 
founded. Over the past year, crude oil supply disruptions internationally have 
trended noticeably higher when controlling for Iran's return to the international 
oil market. Largely attributable to political instability and manipulative market 
tactics on the part of OPEC, when compared to disruptions at [November 2015], 
today unplanned disruptions are over 500,000 bpd higher, having reached a peak 
high of nearly one million bpd in September 2016. Moreover, OPEC's spare 
capacity remains at or below two million bpd, which provides very little cushion 
for fluctuations in supply in a context of rapidly rising demand or further 
geopolitical disruptions. While U.S. oil imports have abated sharply in recent 
years, the United States remains a net oil importer. Moreover, even if the United 
States were self-sufficient in terms of meeting its domestic energy needs, because 
oil is traded globally, the United States would stay integrated with global oil 
markets and subject to global price volatility. Accordingly, the U.S. national 
interest in ensuring access to a stable, reliable, and affordable energy supplies will 
persist in the future. 

RODINID at pp 27-28 (emphasis added). This finding clearly demonstrates the importance of 
the Keystone XL project to improving U.S. energy security. As part of the United States, 
Nebraska benefits from this improved energy security. This finding is fully consistent with the 
finding of the Nebraska Legislature that major oil pipelines are in the public interest of the State. 
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 240: Describe how, as of February 16, 2017, Nebraska is 
energy insecure or in any way lacks "energy security" and include what facts do you base your 
answer on? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to 
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and without waiving this objection, Keystone notes that the United States Department of State's 
rationale (set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining that the Keystone XL 
pipeline is in the national interest because it enhances the energy security of the United States 
applies to the State of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United States of America. 
This finding is fully consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature that major oil 
pipelines are in the public interest of the State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 241: Describe how, as of May 5, 2017, Nebraska is energy 
insecure or in any way lacks "energy security" and include what facts do you base your answer 
on? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question because it seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.. Subject to 
and without waiving this objection, Keystone notes that the United States Department of State's 
rationale (set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining that the Keystone XL 
pipeline is in the national interest because it enhances the energy security of the United States 
applies to the State of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United States of America. 
This finding is fully consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature that major oil 
pipelines are in the public interest ofthe State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 242: Specifically describe how your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline "would improve energy security" within Nebraska any different than how energy 
security would purportedly be improved with in Nebraska if a competitor of yours were instead 
to propose a competing pipeline transporting Canadian tar sands? 

Answer: Keystone objects because this question because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence 
insofar as it seeks information regarding whether major oil pipelines are in the public interest 
rather than the proper siting for a major oil pipeline. Keystone also objects because the 
interrogatory is an incomplete hypothetical and calls for speculation. Subject to and without 
waiving these objections, Keystone notes that the United States Department of State's rationale 
(set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining that the Keystone XL pipeline is 
in the national interest because it enhances the energy security of the United States applies to the 
State of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United States of America. This finding is 
fully consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature that major oil pipelines are in the 
public interest of the State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 243: Do you believe a TransCanada owned tar sands pipeline 
would "improve energy security" of Nebraska any better than any other identical pipeline owned 
by a competing company to TransCanada? 
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Answer: Keystone objects to the question because itis an incomplete 
hypothetical and calls for speculation. Keystone also objects because this question seeks 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible 
evidence insofar as it seeks information regarding whether major oil pipelines are in the public 
interest rather than the proper siting for a major oil pipeline. Subject to and without waiving 
these objections, Keystone notes that the United States Department of State's rationale (set forth 
in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining that the Keystone XL pipeline is in the 
national interest because it enhances the energy security of the United States applies to the State 
of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United States of America. This finding is fully 
consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature that major oil pipelines are in the public 
interest of the State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 

Interrogatory No. 244: How would your proposed preferred Keystone XL 
pipeline running through Nebraska "improve energy security" of Nebraska any better than 
Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion Tar Sands Pipeline or than Enbridge's Line 3 Tar 
Sands Pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question because it calls for speculation. 
Keystone also objects because this question seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information regarding 
whether major oil pipelines are in the public interest rather than the proper siting for a major oil 
pipeline. Subject to and without waiving these objections, Keystone notes that the United States 
Department of State's rationale (set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining 
that the Keystone XL pipeline is in the national interest because it enhances the energy security 
of the United States applies to the State of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United 
States of America. This finding is fully consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature 
that major oil pipelines are in the public interest of the State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
Further, neither the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain pipeline, nor the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline 
replacement has received such a State Department finding. 

Interrogatory No. 245: How would your proposed preferred Keystone XL 
pipeline running through Nebraska "improve energy security" of the United States any better 
than Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion Tar Sands Pipeline or than Enbridge's Line 3 
Tar Sands Pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the question because it calls for speculation. 
Keystone also objects because this question seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information regarding 
whether major oil pipelines are in the public interest rather than the proper siting for a major oil 
pipeline. Subject to and without waiving these objections, Keystone notes that the United States 
Department of State's rationale (set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 239) in determining 
that the Keystone XL pipeline is in the national interest because it enhances the energy security 
of the United States applies to the State of Nebraska in its capacity as a State within the United 
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States of America. This finding is fully consistent with the finding of the Nebraska Legislature 
that major oil pipelines are in the public interest of the State. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). 
Neither the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain pipeline, nor the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline 
replacement has received such a State Department finding. 

Interrogatory No. 246: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
"improve energy security" of Nebraska differently, if there is any difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Keystone states that the Preferred Route is superior for all of the 
reasons set forth in the application and in response to Landowner Intervenors' interrogatories. 
The Preferred Route was analyzed as part of the FSEIS, which the State Department considered 
in issuing the Presidential Permit and the RODINID, including the energy security rationale 
described in response to interrogatory No. 239. 

Interrogatory No. 247: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
"improve energy security" ofthe United States differently, ifthere is any difference 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
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seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Keystone states that the Preferred Route is superior for all of the 
reasons set forth in the application and in response to Landowner Intervenors' interrogatories. 
The Preferred Route was analyzed as part of the FSEIS, which the State Department considered 
in issuing the Presidential Permit and the RODINID, including the energy security rationale 
described in response to interrogatory No. 239. 

Interrogatory No. 248: Have you entered into a contract with the State of 
Nebraska whereby you promise any portion of the any of the proposed tar sands to be shipped 
will be specifically allocated to and delivered to the State of Nebraska? 

Answer: No. 

Interrogatory No. 249: Describe each and every agreement or contract of any 
kind that you have entered into with the State of Nebraska in any way related to your hope or 
plan of constructing and operating your proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: The only agreement responsive to this question is the Expense 
Reimbursement Agreement provided at the conclusion of Keystone's Application. 

Interrogatory No. 250: Describe each and every agreement or contract of any 
kind that you have entered into with any person, corporation, company, partnership or entity of 
any kind related to commitments to ship or transport any product of any kind within you 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline? 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory because it seeks. irrelevant 
information, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 251: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
serve the public interest of Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 
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e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, Keystone submits that the Preferred Route is the superior route and 
better serves the public interest because Keystone has been able to spend years refining the route 
with the landowners, the Preferred Route has been fully scrutinized by the Nebraska Department 
of Environmental Quality in the route approval process per Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1501 et. seq., 
the Preferred Route has undergone a thorough and exhaustive review by the Department of State 
(including a number of federal agencies including the EPA and PHMSA), Keystone has 
acquired easements from approximately 90% of landowners along the Preferred Route, the 
counties along the Preferred Route benefit from the tax receipts and economic activity associated 
with construction along the Preferred Route, the Preferred Route disturbs the least number of 
acres, the Preferred Route avoids the Sand Hills as defined by the Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality, and Preferred Routes uses the least number of pump stations and above 
ground facilities. Any route other than the Preferred Route fails to maximize the positives 
associated with the Preferred Route. No other route has undergone separate, independent 
scrutiny from the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality or the Department of State 
including all of the federal agencies reporting through the Department of State. In short, any 
alternative to the Preferred Route is less beneficial to Nebraskans because the Preferred Route is 
the superior site for the Keystone XL pipeline. 

Interrogatory No. 252: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the aesthetic values of Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial 
difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, as stated in response to previous interrogatories propounded by the 
Landowner Intervenors, Keystone believes that, because the pipeline will be located 
underground through the Preferred Route, the Preferred Route is likely to have zero to minimal 
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impact on the aesthetic values within the state of Nebraska. If Keystone XL were constructed on 
the Mainline Alternative Route with an additional pump station and associated infrastructure, 
then there would be additional above-ground facilities. Keystone declines to say whether above
ground facilities improve or harm aesthetic values because those particular values are in the eye 
of the beholder. But, regardless, Keystone does not believe the Preferred Route will impact the 
aesthetic values of Nebraska. 

Interrogatory No. 253: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the aesthetic interests of Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial 
difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to those objections 
and without waiving them, as stated in response to previous interrogatories propounded by the 
Landowner Intervenors, Keystone believes that, because the pipeline will be located 
underground through the Preferred Route, the Preferred Route is likely to have zero to minimal 
impact on the aesthetic values within the state of Nebraska. If Keystone XL were constructed on 
the Mainline Alternative Route with an additional pump station and associated infrastructure, 
then there would be additional above-ground facilities. Keystone declines to say whether above
ground facilities improve or harm aesthetic values because those particular values are in the eye 
of the beholder. But, regardless, Keystone does not believe the Preferred Route will impact the 
aesthetic values of Nebraska. 

Interrogatory No. 254: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the social interests of Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial 
difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 
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c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, as stated in response to previous interrogatories, Keystone believes the 
Preferred Route, as contrasted with the alternatives proposed in the application, is the superior 
route within Nebraska. The Preferred Route has been fully scrutinized by the Nebraska 
Department of Environmental Quality in the route approval process per Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-
1501 et. seq., which included extensive public comment relating to many factors including social 
impacts; the Preferred Route has undergone a thorough and exhaustive review by the Department 
of State (including a number of federal agencies such as the EPA and PHMSA and including 
extensive public comment), Keystone has acquired easements from approximately 90% of 
landowners along the Preferred Route, the counties along the Preferred Route benefit from the 
increased employment, tax receipts and economic activity associated with construction along the 
Preferred Route, the Preferred Route disturbs the least number of acres, the Preferred Route 
avoids the Sand Hills as defined by the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality, and 
Preferred Routes uses the least number of pump stations and above ground facilities. 

Interrogatory No. 255: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the orderly development of the areas around each potential route within 
Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, as stated in response to previous interrogatories, Keystone believes the 
Preferred Route, as contrasted with the alternatives proposed in the application, is the superior 
route within Nebraska. Keystone has acquired easements from approximately 90% of the 
landowners along the Preferred Route. In contrast, any alternative route will inevitably impact 
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other, new landowners and the development of their property will be impacted. Along the 
Mainline Alternative, where the Keystone XL Pipeline is incapable of "twinning" or "closely 
paralleling" the Mainline, the property between the permanent easements and the permanent 
easements themselves could be impacted from a development perspective. 

Interrogatory No. 256: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the quality of surface water within Nebraska differently, if there is any 
substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 257: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the accessibility of surface water within Nebraska differently, if there is any 
substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
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admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that infonnation herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 258: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the quality of groundwater within Nebraska differently, if there is any 
substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant infonnation which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that infonnation herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 259: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the accessibility of groundwater within Nebraska differently, if there is any 
substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant infonnation which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
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waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 260: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the wildlife of Nebraska differently, ifthere is any substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 261: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote the plants of Nebraska differently, ifthere is any substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 
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Interrogatory No. 262: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote property rights of Nebraska citizens with the State of the Nebraska 
differently, if there is any substantial difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, as stated in response to previous interrogatories, Keystone believes the 
Preferred Route, as contrasted with the alternatives proposed in the application, is the superior 
route within Nebraska. Keystone has acquired easements from approximately 90% of the 
landowners along the Preferred Route. In contrast, any alternative route will inevitably impact 
other, new landowners and the property rights ofthat new group oflandowners. 

Interrogatory No. 263: Describe the relative differences in how each of the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska would 
advance or promote natural resources of Nebraska differently, if there is any substantial 
difference: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the I-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the I-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone I route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 
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Interrogatory No. 264: Describe the total length in number of miles for each the 
below potential routes for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline running through Nebraska, if 
they were to be constructed within Nebraska: 

a) your proposed Preferred Route 

b) you proposed Mainline Alternative Route 

c) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative A Route 

d) the 1-90 Corridor Alternative B Route 

e) twinning or closely paralleling your existing Keystone 1 route 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory subparts c) - e) because those are 
not routes which have been proposed as part of this application and, therefore, the interrogatory 
seeks irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence; it is overbroad; and it is unduly burdensome. Subject to and without 
waiving the objection, Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. 

Interrogatory No. 265: Identify the name, address, and contact information of 
each and every person whom you may to call to testify at the time of the August 2017 Hearing in 
this matter. 

Answer: Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. Keystone further identifies Nadine 
Busmann and Erin Salisbury as potential witnesses who may respond to cultural issues raised in 
connection with Keystone's Application. Keystone reserves the right to call anyone identified in 
prior interrogatories and to supplement this answer and to add rebuttal testimony or as otherwise 
appropriate. 

Interrogatory No. 266: Identify the name, address, and contact information of 
each and every person whom you expect to call to testify at the time of the August 2017 Hearing 
in this matter. 

Answer: Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. Keystone further identifies Nadine 
Busmann and Erin Salisbury as potential witnesses who may respond to cultural issues raised in 
connection with Keystone's Application. Keystone reserves the right to call anyone identified 
in prior interrogatories and to supplement this answer and to add rebuttal testimony or as 
otherwise appropriate. 
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Interrogatory No. 267: Other than those sworn statements provided with your 
Application, if you intend to produce any other person to testify at the time of the August 2017 
Hearing in this matter identify by person the substance of their testimony and the facts and 
documents they will rely upon to provide such testimony. 

Answer: Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. Keystone further identifies Nadine 
Busmann and Erin Salisbury as potential witnesses who may respond to cultural issues raised in 
connection with Keystone's Application, and Keystone will provide any testimony from Ms. 
Busmann or Ms. Salisbury in accordance with the April 5, 2017 Order Entering Case 
Management Plan, as amended. Keystone reserves the right to call anyone identified in prior 
interrogatories and to supplement this answer to add rebuttal testimony or as otherwise 
appropriate. 

Interrogatory No. 268: List each and every exhibit you may attempt to offer 
into evidence at the time of the August 2017 Hearing. 

Answer: Keystone's application sets forth the answer to this interrogatory and 
Keystone incorporates that information herein by reference. Keystone reserves the right to use 
any document identified or produced in the application or in discovery as an exhibit and to 
supplement this answer and to add rebuttal testimony or as otherwise appropriate. 

Interrogatory No. 269: If you have a proposal or suggestion for how the Public 
Service Commission should attempt to reconcile the competing language within MOPSA of what 
types of safety concerns, issues, and/or considerations can be considered by the PSC in its 
evaluation of your Application No. OP-003, please explain. (*Note - this is in reference to the 
competing language regarding "safety" in § 57- 1402(2), § 57-1403(1), and § 57-1407(4) and 
(4)(b» 

Answer: The language of the statues is not "competing." The language is 
consistent, and it defines the scope of the Public Service Commission's inquiry in the Major Oil 
Pipeline Siting Act. The scope of this inquiry is to identify where the route of the major oil 
pipeline should be located based upon the public interest. It is not to decide whether a major oil 
pipeline itself is in the public interest because that has already been answered affirmatively as a 
matter of state law. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3). Importantly, the scope of the inquiry is not to 
involve consideration of pipeline safety including the risk or impact of spills or leaks from the 
major oil pipeline. Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1402, and1407. 

Interrogatory No. 270: When you constructed your currently existing Keystone 
I pipeline, how many Nebraska residents were employed on a temporary basis during its 
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construction either through direct employment by you or through employment by any contractor 
that you hired? For each separate category of employment list the number. 

Answer: Keystone objects to this Interrogatory because it is overbroad, unduly 
burdensome and seeks information that is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving these objections, as provided 
in the Department of State's Final Environmental Impact Statement for Keystone I Pipeline, a 
workforce of approximately 500 to 600 construction personnel per spread was required with an 
additional 20 to 30 workers for construction of each pump station. There were three spreads in 
Nebraska and five pump stations. Taking into account the number and length of each spread 
within Nebraska, the number of pump stations, and considering that ten to fifteen percent of hires 
were local, Keystone estimates it hired approximately 125 temporary Nebraska residents. 

Interrogatory No. 271: List of the name and address of each and every 
Nebraska Landowner who owns land upon your proposed Keystone XL route with whom you 
have obtained any Easement and state the total amount of money you paid each to acquire any 
such Easement currently held by you. 

Answer: Keystone objects to the interrogatory as overbroad, unduly burdensome, 
seeking irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 272: In Attachment #5 to Landowner intervenors' 2nd Set of 
Requests for Admissions to you, the exemplar Easement and Right of Way Agreement on page 
two, how and what do you define as "commercially reasonable costs?" 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states the Easement and Right of Way Agreement 
speaks for itself. 

Interrogatory No. 273: In Attachment #5 to Landowner intervenors' 2nd Set of 
Requests for Admissions to you, the exemplar Easement and Right of Way Agreement on page 
two, how and what do you define as "commercially reasonable expenses" as found in paragraph 
1 (A)? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states the Easement and Right of Way Agreement 
speaks for itself. 
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Interrogatory No. 274: In Attachment #5 to Landowner intervenors' 2nd Set of 
Requests for Admissions to you, the exemplar Easement and Right of Way Agreement on page 
three, how and what do you define as "substantially the same condition" as found in paragraph 
2? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states the Easement and Right of Way Agreement 
speaks for itself. 

Interrogatory No. 275: In Attachment #5 to Landowner intervenors' 2nd Set of 
Requests for Admissions to you, the exemplar Easement and Right of Way Agreement on page 
four, how and what do you define as "the extent reasonably possible" as found in paragraph 9? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states the Easement and Right of Way Agreement 
speaks for itself. 

Interrogatory No. 276: What IS your definition of "unreasonably heavy 
equipment"? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 277: How much does the largest combine available for 
purchase as of May 5, 2017, in the Unites States weight? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 278: How much did the largest combine available for 
purchase as of May 5, 1967, in the Unites States weight? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Interrogatory No. 279: What is your best estimation of what the largest combine 
that will be available for purchase as of May 5, 2067, in the Unites States will weight? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 280: Why isn't your tar sands oil defined as oil for tax 
purposes within the U.s.? 

Answer: Keystone does not own the oil that is transported in its pipeline. 
Definitions of oil for federal tax purposes in the United States are within the purview of the 
Internal Revenue Service. 

Interrogatory No. 281: For each year from 2012 to present, how much money 
and for what pipelines have you paid into the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund? 

Answer: Keystone objects to this Interrogatory as seeking irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Issues related 
to spills are precluded from Commission consideration under MOPSA. 

Interrogatory No. 282: At the May 3, 2017 Public Hearing held by the PSC in 
York, NE, an individual testifying in support of your proposed Keystone XL pipeline across 
Nebraska testified that any construction work done on the pipeline will meet and exceed State 
and Federal requirements. Please describe which State and Federal Requirements you will 
exceed. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Moreover, 
Keystone did not provide any testimony at the Public Hearing. 

Interrogatory No. 283: State the identities of the Nebraska residents that you 
will hire to perform the pipe fitting and pipe welding tasks for construction of you proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline within Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states that the interrogatory is premature because 
Keystone has not yet hired its construction contractors. 
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Interrogatory No. 284: What is the name and address of the Nebraska based 
Union you will hire to perform the pipe fitting and pipe welding tasks for construction of your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline within Nebraska. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objections, Keystone states that the interrogatory is premature because 
Keystone has not yet hired its construction contractors. 

Interrogatory No. 285: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or convertible note whatsoever 
within TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC as of February 16,2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 286: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or convertible note whatsoever 
within TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC as of May 5, 2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 287: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or convertible note whatsoever 
within TransCanada Keystone Pipeline CP, LLC as of February 16,2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 288: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or conveliible note whatsoever 
within TransCanada Keystone Pipeline CP, LLC as of May 5, 2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 
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Interrogatory No. 289: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or convertible note equal to 
whatsoever of one (1 %) percent or more of TransCanada Corporation as of February 16, 2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 290: Identify by name and supply the address and contact 
information of each and every person, company, corporation, partnership, fund or entity of any 
kind that held any ownership stake or option or right or warrant or convertible note equal to 
whatsoever of one (1 %) percent or more of TransCanada Corporation as of May 5,2017. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 291: As of February 16, 2017, list and describe the type and 
value of each asset of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 292: As of May 5, 2017, list and describe the type and value 
of each debt of TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

Interrogatory No. 293: Has any consulting expert been contacted by you or on 
your behalf in this case, who will not be asked to give expert testimony at trial of this matter? If 
so, please identify this consulting expert by name, address, area of specialty, and date of 
consultation. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Keystone also 
objects because this interrogatory is an attempt to invade the attorney client and attorney work 
product privileges. 
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Interrogatory No. 294: Identify, including name and current address, of each 
person you mayor expect to call as an expert witness at trial in this action and in connection with 
any motion, and with respect to each such expert witness, disclose all information discoverable 
by written interrogatory as set forth at Neb Ct R Disc § 6- 326(b)( 4), including but not limited to: 

(a) The expert's qualifications to serve as an expert witness in this matter including their 
credentials, resume or CV of the witness and identification of each case, court or tribunal 
in which the expert has testified orally or in writing in the last four years, and whether the 
testimony was given on behalf of plaintiff or defendant. (See: State ex rei Acme Rug 
Cleaner, Inc. v Likes, 256 Neb. 34, 588 N.W.2d 783 (1999». 

(b) A complete statement of all opinion(s) the witness does and will express and the basis 
and the reasons for each of them including all theories, grounds, and analysis to the 
extent necessary for you to survive a DaubertlSchcifersman challenge. Please supply 
sufficient information to fully answer this question and to permit decision about whether 
a deposition is required. 

(c) The facts and data considered by each expert witness in forming each opinion, including 
a description and identification of any documents whether physical or electronic or any 
exhibit or evidence of any kind that the witness was provided, or reviewed, or will be 
used to summarize or support any of their opinions, including any literatnre or 
publications describing the methods or techniques the expert uses or which fonn part of 
the basis for any opinion(s). 

(d) Any assumptions your lawyers or you or anyone working on your behalf provided to any 
expert witness that any expert relied upon in forming any opinion to be expressed. 

(e) Whether he or she has written or contributed to any medical articles which he or she 
contends are pertinent to this case, and if so, the names and citations of such articles 
including a list of any publications authored in the previous ten (10) years. 

(f) A listing of all cases in which he or she has testified as an expert witness either by 
deposition or at trial or conducted independent medical examinations or prepared reports 
or otherwise furnished evidence, in the last five years, including the name of the case, the 
jurisdiction, and the name, address and phone number of the attorney who retained 
himlher in such case. 

(g) A statement of the compensation to be paid to the expert for their review, study, 
meetings, investigation, and testimony in this case. 

(h) The percentage of the expert's time and annual income that consists of fees or charges for 
expert testimony or expert work or expert consultancy. 

(i) How the expert witness became involved in the review of this case, including whether he 
or she was located through the use of an expert witness service or referral from another 
attorney. 

(j) Whether he or she has ever been sued for malpractice, and if so, the name and jurisdiction 
of the case; 
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Answer: Keystone objects to this interrogatory because all intervenors have 
Keystone's direct evidence and testimony in support of this matter. This is not standard civil 
litigation where an expert witness's testimony is unknown, and as such this is interrogatory is 
overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone also objects to the extent this interrogatory 
deviates from the CMP for purposes of the timing of disclosures, and Keystone will comply with 
any required disclosures found in the CMP. 

Interrogatory No. 295: Has any consulting expert been contacted by you or on 
your behalf in this case, who will not be asked to give expert testimony at trial of this matter? If 
so, please identify this consulting expert by name, address, area of specialty, and date of 
consultation. 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Keystone also 
objects because this interrogatory is an attempt to invade the attorney client and attorney work 
product privileges. 

Interrogatory No. 296: What were your public expressions of estimated taxes to 
be paid by Keystone I to governmental subdivisions in Nebraska and list these estimated taxes 
for each individual governing body listed in Neb. Rev. Stat. 57-1407(4)(h). 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. Keystone also 
objects as overbroad and unduly burdensome. Keystone has provided a detailed socio-economic 
analysis as part of its application, and that analysis is incorporated herein by reference as though 
set forth fully herein. The Department of State in the Final Environmental Impact Statement also 
provided a thorough analysis of the socio-economic impacts, Keystone will rely upon those 
studies in support of its application. 

Interrogatory No. 297: For the forty years of each year of pipeline operation 
(assuming the PSC would grant your application) from year 1 through year 30, as well as for 
each individual year of the 10 years prior to year 1, for each individual governing body listed in 
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1407(4)(h) list the actual taxes to be paid or the estimated taxes owed by 
applicant by type of tax and by tax totals. 

Answer: Keystone objects because "actual" taxes are dependent upon local tax 
rates, property valuation analyses, and other factors outside of Keystone's control. However, 
Keystone has provided its best estimate of the state and local tax impacts associated with the 
Keystone XL pipeline along the Preferred Route, in Appendix H to its application. Keystone 
incorporates that evidence and the associated testimony herein by reference. 
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Interrogatory No. 298: Have you every contributed any money to any politician 
or group or organization of any kind serving in or based in Nebraska with the purpose of 
influencing that politician or group or organization to be sympathetic or supportive of your 
companies goals? 

Answer: Keystone objects because the interrogatory seeks irrelevant information 
which is not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

For its responses to the Landowner Intervenors' First Set of Requests for Production, 

Keystone responds as follows: 

Keystone generally objects to the Requests for Production to the extent they attempt to 
impose a burden upon Keystone beyond the requirements of the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. 
Keystone will produce responsive documents as they are located and deemed responsive. 
Keystone is engaging in a reasonable search of its records to identify responsive documents, and 
it reserves the right to supplement its production of documents as the documents are identified 
and deemed responsive. 

Request No. 12: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, 
electronically stored documents and data ("ESI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your 
responses to all Interrogatories served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied upon, or that 
formed the basis for any response included in any of your answers, responses, or objections to 
Intervenors' Interrogatories numbers 237 through 298 inclusive. When you produce these 
documents please identify per Interrogatory number which documents produced apply. 

Response No. 12: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner 
beyond or in excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone 
further objects to identifying a corresponding Interrogatory number because it may invade the 
attorney-client privilege or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving 
these objections, Keystone will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 

Request No. 13: Produce each and every agreement or contract of any kind that 
you have entered into with the State of Nebraska in any way related to your hope or plan of 
constructing and operating your proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response No. 13: See the Expense Reimbursement Agreement at the conclusion 
of Keystone's application. 
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Request No. 14: Produce each and every agreement or contract of any kind that 
you have entered into with any person, corporation, company, partnership or entity of any kind 
related to commitments to ship or transport any product of any kind within you proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response No. 14: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, 
including an irrelevant snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 15: Produce each and every agreement or contract of any kind that 
you have entered into with any person, corporation, company, partnership or entity of any kind 
related to commitments to ship or transport any product of any kind within you proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline that are still valid and binding upon the parties to that agreement. 

Response No. 15: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, 
including an irrelevant snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter of law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 16: Produce a true and accurate copy of the CV or resume for any 
person who you may expect to call to testify at the August 2017 Hearing in this matter. If such 
person(s) do not have either a CV or resume state their qualifications for providing testimony. 

Response No. 16: Keystone will produce CVs of its witnesses to the extent they 
are available. Keystone also states that qualifications for the witnesses are set forth in their direct 
testimony. 
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Request No. 17: Produce true and accurate copies of each and every exhibit you 
may attempt to offer into evidence at the time of the August 2017 Hearing. 

Response No. 17: Keystone identifies all documents contained within or 
referenced in the application or produced as part of Keystone's discovery responses. Keystone 
reserves the right to use as evidence any document produced by any intervenor or party in this 
matter. Keystone will supplement this response in accordance with the CMP. 

Request No. 18: Produce true and accurate copies of color aerials of each of the 
Landowner Intervenors' land that would be affected by your proposed Keystone XL pipeline and 
show on each aerial where exactly your proposed pipeline would be located. 

Response No. 18: Keystone will produce documents responsive to this request. 

Request No. 19: Any and all documents, including but not limited to, 
electronically stored documents and data ("ESI"), you or anyone assisting in any way to your 
responses to any Requests for Admissions served upon you either reviewed, referenced, relied 
upon, or that formed the basis for any response included in any of your answers, responses, or 
objections to Intervenors' 2nd Set of Request for Admissions numbers 146 through 237 
inclusive. When you produce these documents please identify per IntelTogatory number which 
documents produced apply. 

Response No. 19: Keystone objects to the request because it is overbroad and 
unduly burdensome, and Keystone objects to the extent it requires production in a manner 
beyond or in excess of the manner required by the Nebraska Civil Discovery Rules. Keystone 
further objects to identifYing a cOlTesponding Interrogatory number because it may invade the 
attorney-client privilege or the attorney-work product privilege. Subject to and without waiving 
these objections, Keystone will produce any documents it expressly referenced in its answers. 

Request No. 20: Produce the all tax returns and all schedules to all tax returns 
filed by TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 20: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
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need for energy"). The Nation's affinnative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Pennit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 21: Produce the all tax returns and all schedules to all tax returns 
filed by TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 21: Keystone objects to this request because the infonnation 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
infonnation relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affinnative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affinnative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Pennit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 22: Produce the all tax returns and all schedules to all tax returns 
filed by TransCanada Keystone Pipeline CP, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 22: Keystone objects to this request because the infonnation 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
infonnation relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affinnative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affinnative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Pennit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 23: Produce copies of certified financial statements for 
TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 23: Keystone objects to this request because the infonnation 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
infonnation relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affinnative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
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need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23, 2017. 

Request No. 24: Produce copies of certified financial statements for 
TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 24: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter of law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23, 2017. 

Request No. 25: Produce copies of certified financial statements for 
TransCanada Keystone Pipeline CP, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 25: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter of law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 26: Produce copies of certified balance sheets for TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LP, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 26: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
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established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

\ 

Request No. 27: Produce copies of certified balance sheets for TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 27: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 28: Produce copies of certified balance sheets for TransCanada 
Keystone Pipeline CP, LLC, for years 2009 to present. 

Response No. 28: Keystone objects to this request because the information 
sought is not relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request does not seek 
information relevant to where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the 
request is an attempt to gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline. The 
State's affirmative interest in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is 
established as a matter oflaw. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)("the construction of major oil 
pipelines in Nebraska is in the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing 
need for energy"). The Nation's affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established 
in the Presidential Permit issued March 23,2017. 

Request No. 29: Produce any tangible items or data or documents, including 
electronically stored documents and data, of any kind provided by you to your expert, or 
provided by your expert to you, or referenced or relied upon by your expert, whether a named 
expert or simply a consulting expert including reports and draft reports, and correspondence and 
all documents or data listed in your answer to Interrogatory No. 294 above. When you produce 
please separate the documents requested by witness or expert they specifically pertain to. 
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Response No. 29: Keystone objects to this request because it is overbroad, 
unduly burdensome, seeks to invade the attorney client privilege and it seeks to invade the 
attorney work product privilege. This matter is not typical civil litigation, and this type of 
request is not appropriate. The intervenors have the applicant's testimony and do not need to 
discover what testimony the applicant's witnesses may give. 

Request No. 30: For any document being withheld from production based on a 
claim of privilege, provide a log containing the following information with respect to each and 
every document for which such claim or privilege is being asserted: 

a. The date on which such document was prepared or finalized; 
b. The name and last known address of the author of each recipient; 
c. The name and last known address of the recipient of the document; 
d. A brief description of the subject matter covered in the document; and 
e. The exact basis for the claim of privileges. 

Response No. 30: Keystone will provide a privilege log as required by Nebraska 
law. Keystone objects to preparing a document which is not required by Nebraska law, and to the 
extent this Request is an attempt to compel Keystone to do so, the request is improper. 

Request No. 31: Produce a copy of any 30(b)(6) deposition or any deposition 
given by you in a corporate capacity, with all deposition exhibits included for each, for any such 
deposition previously given in any matter for years 2010 to present. 

Response No. 31: Keystone objects to the Request as overbroad and seeking 
irrelevant information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. 

Dated: May 19,2017. 
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VERIFICATION 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA ) 
) 

CITY OF CALGARY ) 

The Affiant) Meera Kothari, beingfrrst dulyswom, hereby declares: 

1. I am the manager, US Liquids Projects fOr TransCanada Corporation. 

2. I have read the foregoing Answers to the Intervenors/Landowners' Susan 

DunaYan.) et a1. 's Fourth Set of Intenogatories. 

3. The Intenogatories ask for infol1nation 1ll the possession of TransCanada 

Keystone Pipeline, L.P. No one individual has personal knowledge of all the information so as 

to permit that individual to fully and completely respond to all the Interrogat01ies. 

4. Upon information and belief, I state that the facts set forth in the answers to 

foregoing Interrogatories are true and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I declare that the foregoing is true and correct and that this 

declaration was executed on this (1f.. day of May, 2017. 

Meera Kothari 

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me a notary public on this 17 M day of May, 

2017. 

My Commission Expires: 

Cat(U/'t/;, « {...;./L ~ frt-idj af 
ft16cI'fu fl/I,&"-6u';~ifJ 

Notarj1 Public 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on May 19, 2017, a copy of the foregoing was served by email and 
United States mail to the individuals and entities listed below: 

David A. Domina 
Brian F. Jorde 
Domina Law Group PC LLO 
2425 S. 144th Street 
Omaha, NE 68144 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
bjorde@dominalaw.com 
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BEFORE THE NEBRASKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 
OF TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE 
PIPELINE, LP FOR ROUTE APPROVAL OF 
THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT 
PURSUANT TO THE MAJOR OIL 
PIPELINE SITING ACT 

 Intervenors/Landowners 

 

Susan Dunavan and William Dunavan, et al.,  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

APPLICATION NO. OP-0003 

 
 

 

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP’S RESPONSES TO 
INTERVENORS/LANDOWNER’S’ SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

COMES NOW TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP (“Keystone”) and for its Responses 

to Intervenors/Landowners’ (“Landowners”) Second Set of Requests for Admission states as 

follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1. Keystone objects to the Requests for Admission served by the Landowners on 

May 5, 2017 at 6:13 p.m. because under the Case Management Plan all written discovery was to 

be served by intervenors between April 5, 2017 and 3:00 p.m. central on May 5, 2017.  These 

intervenors, along with others, served in excess of 200 interrogatories, 62 requests for 

production, and 138 requests for admission following the 3:00 p.m. deadline specified by the 

PSC in paragraph 14 of the CMP.  

2. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners’ Requests for Admission to the 

extent they inquire into matters which are beyond the scope of the Public Service Commission’s 

(“PSC”) permitted inquiry under the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1401, et 

seq. (“MOPSA”), which prevents regulation and evaluation of safety of major oil pipelines and 

Attachment #6
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pipeline facilities. See Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1403(1) (may not regulate safety of the major oil 

pipelines and pipeline facilities); 57-1407(4) (may not consider “risks or impacts of spills or 

leaks from major oil pipeline”); 291 N.A.C. § 023.01 (regulations do not intend to regulate safety 

as to major oil pipelines and pipeline facilities); 291 N.A.C. § 023.07 (Commission shall not 

evaluate safety considerations).  As expressly recognized in the PSC’s February 16, 2017 

notification of Keystone’s Application for approval of the Preferred Route, MOPSA “prohibits 

the Commission from evaluating safety considerations, including the safety as to the design, 

installation, inspection, emergency plans and procedures, testing, construction, extension, 

operation, replacement, maintenance, and risk or impact of spills or leaks from the major oil 

pipeline” and the “Commission’s review is limited to siting or choosing the route of the major oil 

pipeline.”  In view of this legal authority, all discovery requests seeking information beyond the 

scope of this proceeding as defined by Nebraska law are irrelevant, not likely to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence, unduly burdensome and overbroad. 

3. Keystone generally objects to the Landowners’ Requests for Production to the 

extent they purport to seek information pertaining to or in the possession of entities other than 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P. or its authorized representatives. Keystone is the entity 

which is applying for route approval from the Nebraska Public Service Commission, and, as a 

result, discovery concerning other entities is beyond the scope of this proceeding, irrelevant, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.   

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

Request No. 146:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 450,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
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where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 147:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 400,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 148:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 350,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 
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Request No. 149:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 300,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 150:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 250,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 151:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 200,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
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law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 152:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 150,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 153:  Admit that you have written and signed commitments for less 
than 100,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 154:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
450,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 
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Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 155:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
400,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 156:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
350,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 
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Request No. 157:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
300,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 158:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
250,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 159:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
200,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
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in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 160:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
150,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 161:  Admit that you have written and signed contracts for less than 
100,000 bpd of capacity for your proposed Keystone XL pipeline that would run through 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects to this request because the information sought is not 
relevant to the Major Oil Pipeline Siting Act process, and it is not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.  The request does not seek information relevant to 
where the major oil pipeline site (or route) should be located. Rather, the request is an attempt to 
gather evidence to litigate the merits of the Keystone XL pipeline, including an irrelevant 
snapshot of commercial conditions at a specific moment in time.  The State’s affirmative interest 
in constructing major oil pipelines, which includes Keystone XL, is established as a matter of 
law. See, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1403(3)(“the construction of major oil pipelines in Nebraska is in 
the public interest of Nebraska and the nation to meet the increasing need for energy”).  The 
Nation’s affirmative interest in the Keystone XL Pipeline is established in the Presidential Permit 
issued March 23, 2017. 

 

Request No. 162:  Admit that Attachment #1 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of your Keystone XL Project Figure 4.3.3-8 I-90 Corridor Alternatives A and B 
Key Aquifers and Potable Water Wells within 2-mile Corridor. (In your response to this Request 
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please re-attach Attachment #1 so that it is clear as to what document you are admitting 
authenticity.) 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because Keystone did not prepare the 
figure referenced in Request No. 162, and the document does not, on its face, indicate its source. 
Keystone also did not propose an I-90 Corridor alternative as part of this application. The I-90 
Corridor Alternative A and B Routes were developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as 
alternative routes and considered in its National Environmental Policy Act review.  In its 2011 
Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated these potential routes at a screening 
level and eliminated them from further consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no 
environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the 
alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) 
the route was not technically practical or feasible. Accordingly, Keystone is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny the request, and, therefore, Keystone denies it. 

 

Request No. 163:  Admit that your I-90 Corridor Alternative A route as depicted 
in Attachment #1 to these Requests, your Figure 4.3.3-8 I-90 Corridor Alternatives A and B Key 
Aquifers and Potable Water Wells within 2-mile Corridor, depicts a feasible route for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because Keystone did not prepare the 
figure referenced in Request No. 163, and the document does not, on its face, indicate its source. 
Keystone also did not propose an I-90 Corridor alternative as part of this application. The I-90 
Corridor Alternative A Route was developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an 
alternative route and considered in its National Environmental Policy Act review.  In its 2011 
Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening 
level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no 
environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the 
alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) 
the route was not technically practical or feasible. Accordingly, Keystone is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny the request, and, therefore, Keystone denies it. 

 

Request No. 164:  Admit that your I-90 Corridor Alternative B route as depicted 
in Attachment #1 to these Requests, your Figure 4.3.3-8 I-90 Corridor Alternatives A and B Key 
Aquifers and Potable Water Wells within 2-mile Corridor, depicts a feasible route for your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because Keystone did not prepare the 
figure referenced in Request No. 164, and the document does not, on its face, indicate its source. 
Keystone also did not propose an I-90 Corridor alternative as part of this application. The I-90 
Corridor Alternative B Route was developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as an 
alternative route and considered in its National Environmental Policy Act review.  In its 2011 
Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated this potential route at a screening 
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level and eliminated it from further consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no 
environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the 
alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) 
the route was not technically practical or feasible.  Accordingly, Keystone is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny the request, and, therefore, Keystone denies it. 

 

Request No. 165:  Admit that Attachment #2 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of your Keystone XL Project Figure 4.3.3-6 I-90 Corridor Alternatives A and B. 
(In your response to this Request please re-attach Attachment #2 so that it is clear as to what 
document you are admitting authenticity.) 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because Keystone did not prepare the 
figure referenced in Request No. 165, and the document does not, on its face, indicate its source. 
Keystone also did not propose an I-90 Corridor alternative as part of this application. The I-90 
Corridor Alternative A and B Routes were developed by the US Department of State (DOS) as 
alternative routes and considered in its National Environmental Policy Act review.  In its 2011 
Final Environmental Impact Statement, the DOS evaluated these potential routes at a screening 
level and eliminated them from further consideration for a number of reasons: (i) there was no 
environmental advantage in terms of risk to groundwater overall or in Nebraska; (ii) the 
alternative would not offer an overall environmental advantage over the preferred route; and (iii) 
the route was not technically practical or feasible. Accordingly, Keystone is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny the request, and, therefore, Keystone denies it. 

 

Request No. 166:  Admit that Attachment #3 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of your Keystone XL Project Figure 3.3.1-3 Key Aquifers and Potable Water 
Wells within 2-mile Corridor (Nebraska). (In your response to this Request please re-attach 
Attachment #3 so that it is clear as to what document you are admitting authenticity.) 

Response:  Keystone did not create the attachment #3 to the Requests for 
Admission and the document does not, on its face, indicate its source; therefore, Keystone is 
without sufficient information to admit or deny the request, and Keystone denies it. 

 

Request No. 167:  Admit that you filed condemnation proceedings against the 
land of each and every Landowner Intervenor captioned above. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it does not seek relevant 
information, nor is it reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  
Subject to and without waiving the objections, Keystone admits it filed eminent domain 
proceedings against the landowner intervenors pursuant to eminent domain authority in Neb. 
Rev. Stat. § 57-1101 and the siting authority in Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-1501 et. seq. which involved 
the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality’s exhaustive review of the Preferred Route. 
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Request No. 168:  Admit that you have not compensated or reimbursed any 
Landowner Intervenor who you filed condemnation proceedings against for their condemnation 
litigation expenses, costs, or fees. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it does not seek relevant 
information, nor is it reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  
Subject to and without waiving the objections, Keystone admits request 168. 

 

Request No. 169:  Admit that as a part of your condemnation proceedings filed in 
County Courts in Nebraska against the land of each and every Landowner Intervenor captioned 
above, in your Petitions for Condemnation you referenced two (2) Exhibits that you attached to 
each and every Petition. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it does not seek relevant 
information, nor is it calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

 

Request No. 170:  Admit that in your Petitions for Condemnation filed in County 
Courts in Nebraska against the land of each and every Landowner Intervenor captioned above 
your referenced Exhibit “1” as the “Eminent Domain Property.” 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it does not seek relevant 
information, nor is it calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

 

Request No. 171:  Admit that in your Petitions for Condemnation filed in County 
Courts in Nebraska against the land of each and every Landowner Intervenor captioned above 
your referenced Exhibit “2” which contained your proposed Easement and Right of Way 
Agreement as submitted to Landowner Intervenor. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it does not seek relevant 
information, nor is it calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

 

Request No. 172:  Admit that Attachment #4 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of Correspondence related to a Corrective Action Order and the order itself that 
was issued to you on or about June 3, 2011 by the U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline 
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. In your response to this Request please re-attach 
Attachment #4 so that it is clear as to what document you are admitting authenticity. 

Response:  Keystone objects because it seeks irrelevant information which is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Consideration of pipeline 
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safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from this proceeding.  
See, Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

 

Request No. 173:  Admit that Attachment #5 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement relating to TMAG 
Ranch, LLC. In your response to this Request please re-attach Attachment #5 so that it is clear as 
to what document you are admitting authenticity. 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 174:  Admit that Attachment #5 to these Requests, the true and 
accurate copy of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement relating to TMAG 
Ranch, LLC, is substantially similar in language and content of your proposed Easement and 
Right of Way Agreement for each and every other Landowner Intervenor who like TMAG 
Ranch, LLC, does not have a proposed Pumping Station to be located upon their property. 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 175:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, 
provides for a single payment to landowner in exchange for your right to put your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline on, under, across, within, or through the affected landowner’s land. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 176:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not offer to landowners periodic recurring payments in exchange for your right to put your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline on, under, across, within, or through the affected landowner’s 
land. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms.  
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Request No. 177:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not include proof of your financial ability to pay for or compensate the affected landowner for 
any damages that you may cause to their property. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 178:  Admit that your language within  Attachment  #5  to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not require you to pay the affected landowner in the event you were to sell your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline or if it was to change ownership. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 179:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, 
requests a perpetual easement across affected landowners’ propert(ies). 

Response: Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 180:  Admit that your language within  Attachment  #5  to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not require you to remove your proposed pipeline from the affected landowners’ propert(ies) at 
the end of its use. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 
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Request No. 181:  Admit that if you were required to remove your proposed 
pipeline from the affected landowners’ propert(ies) at the end of its use that that could create 
temporary construction jobs necessary for the removal and remediation process. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, Keystone admits this request.  

 

Request No. 182:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, places 
liability on the affected landowner if a guest of theirs was on the affected property and 
unknowingly and by accident damaged your pipeline in any way. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The request 
also calls for speculation and is an incomplete hypothetical. Subject to and without waiving these 
objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this request to the extent 
inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 183:  Admit that your language within Attachment #5 to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, would 
allow you the legal right to sue the affected landowner if a guest of theirs was on the affected 
property and unknowingly and by accident damaged your pipeline in any way. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 184:  Admit that your primary purpose for constructing and 
operating your proposed Keystone XL pipeline is to make money for your shareholders and/or 
stockholders and/or owners. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

 

Request No. 185:  Admit that your language within  Attachment  #5  to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not allow the affected landowner to have any say so or right to veto any sale or transfer of your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 
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Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 186:  Admit that your language within  Attachment  #5  to these 
Requests, which is an exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, does 
not allow State of Nebraska to have any say so or right to veto any sale or transfer of your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving these objections, the referenced document speaks for itself. Keystone denies this 
request to the extent inconsistent with the document’s express terms. 

 

Request No. 187:  Admit that you do not pay the State of Nebraska a permit fee 
or access fee for what would be your privilege to locate your proposed Keystone XL pipeline 
across Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Keystone further 
objects to the characterization of a “privilege” as inconsistent with its rights under Nebraska law. 
Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 188:  Admit that in exchange for the right to have your proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline routed across the State of Nebraska, that you are willing to pay to the State 
of Nebraska a per barrel transported fee for each and every barrel of tar sands crude or any other 
product that you would transport within your proposed Keystone XL pipeline through Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 189:  Admit that the Attorney General of Nebraska has not proposed 
standard easement terms that you are required to agree to in exchange for the right to route your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline through Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 
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Request No. 190:  Admit that the Governor of Nebraska has not proposed 
standard easement terms that you are required to agree to in exchange for the right to route your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline through Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 191:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
having perpetual rights to the Landowner Intervenors’ property for your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 192:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
having the ability to sue the Landowner Intervenors should they or their invitee accidently 
damage your pipeline. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 193:  Admit that Attachment #5 to these Requests, which is an 
exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, is the controlling document 
between you and the Landowner Intervenors’ the describes and defines the liabilities and 
responsibilities of Landowner Intervenor to you. 

Response:  Deny.  

 

Request No. 194:  Admit that Attachment #5 to these Requests, which is an 
exemplar of your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, is the controlling document 
between you and the Landowner Intervenors’ the describes and defines the liabilities and 
responsibilities of you to Landowner Intervenor. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 195:  Admit that no Landowner Intervenor has the right to determine 
what your “commercially reasonable costs and expenses” would be as they relate to that term as 
found your proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, an exemplar which is attached 
here as Attachment #5. 
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Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 196:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by your 
proposed Easement and Right of Way Agreement, an exemplar which is attached here as 
Attachment #5, allowing you to limit landowners’ ability to seek compensation from you for any 
damage you may cause to their land. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 197:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
having the ability to leave your proposed Keystone XL pipeline under the ground of Nebraska 
for any time after you ceased using it. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 198:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
having the ability to abandon your proposed Keystone XL pipeline under the ground of Nebraska 
for any time after you ceased using it. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 199:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
having the ability to abandon your proposed Keystone XL pipeline under the ground of Nebraska 
at any time. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 
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Request No. 200:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
owning two separate major oil pipelines crisscrossing Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 201:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
owning two separate major oil pipelines within and across Nebraska. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 202:  Admit that your proposed Easement and Right of Way 
Agreement, an exemplar which is attached here as Attachment #5, “Grantee” is a term 
designated to describe the landowner and “Grantor” is a term designated to describe you. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 203:  Admit that your proposed Easement and Right of Way 
Agreement, an exemplar which is attached here as Attachment #5, contains this language on 
page four paragraph 11: “…Grantee shall not install or maintain any permanent above-ground 
structures of any kind on or within the Easement Area…” 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 204:  Admit that your proposed Easement and Right of Way 
Agreement, an exemplar which is attached here as Attachment #5, contains this language on 
page five paragraph 16: “The Easement granted hereby shall create a covenant and burden upon 
the Property and running therewith.” 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 205:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
preventing landowner to install any permanent above ground structure within your proposed 
Easement Area. 

Response:  Deny. 
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Request No. 206:  Request No. 206: Admit that no Nebraska public interest is 
served by you preventing a landowner from maintaining any permanent above ground structure 
within your proposed Easement Area. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 207:  Admit that no Nebraska public interest is served by you 
preventing a landowner from developing their property as they see fit within the laws of 
Nebraska. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 208:  Admit that any restriction upon landowner to develop their 
property as they see fit within the laws of Nebraska would also negatively impact future potential 
local tax revenue from land development. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 209:  Admit that any restriction upon landowner to develop their 
property as they see fit within the laws of Nebraska would also negatively impact future potential 
state tax revenue from land development. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 210:  Admit that the tar sands where your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline would originate are located in Canada. 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 211:  Admit that Canada is a foreign Country. 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 212:  Admit that no law exists that requires Canada to guarantee that 
any portion of refined tar sands oil be specifically used within Nebraska. 

Response:  Admit. 
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Request No. 213:  Admit that you decided to attempt to acquire a pipeline route 
from Alberta Canada through Nebraska to Houston Texas because you were not able to secure a 
pipeline route from Alberta Canada through Canada to the Pacific Ocean. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

 

Request No. 214:  Admit that you attempted to secure a pipeline route from 
Alberta Canada through Canada to the Pacific Ocean. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

 

Request No. 215:  Admit that you have been unable to secure a pipeline route 
from Alberta Canada through Canada to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

 

Request No. 216:  Admit that you have been unable to secure a pipeline route 
from Alberta Canada through Canada to any port or water way that would give you ultimate 
access to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

 

Request No. 217:  Admit that Canada doesn’t want your proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline to be located completely within Canada. 

Response:  Keystone objects to the request because it seeks irrelevant 
information which is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Keystone further objects to this question as vague, ambiguous and subject to multiple 
interpretations.  Keystone, therefore, denies the request as written.   

 

Request No. 218:  Admit that your proposed Preferred Route across Nebraska is 
less costly financially to you than it would be to twin or closely parallels your existing Keystone 
I route. 
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Response:  Keystone objects because it has not proposed a complete “twinning” 
or close paralleling of the Keystone Mainline.  As such, Keystone does not have comparative 
cost data for a route it has not proposed. Subject to and without waiving that objection, Keystone 
denies the request. 

 

Request No. 219:  Admit that Attachment #6 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of your proposed Advance Release of Damages Claims and Indemnity Agreement 
relating to TMAG Ranch, LLC. In your response to this Request please re-attach Attachment #6 
so that it is clear as to what document you are admitting authenticity. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 220:  Admit that Attachment #6 to these Requests, the true and 
accurate copy of your proposed Advance Release of Damages Claims and Indemnity Agreement 
relating to TMAG Ranch, LLC, is substantially similar in language and content of your proposed 
Easement and Right of Way Agreement for each and every other Landowner Intervenor. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 221:  Admit that Attachment #6 to these Requests, the true and 
accurate copy of your proposed Advance Release of Damages Claims and Indemnity Agreement, 
is an attempt by you to contractually limit the amount of damages Landowner Intervenor could 
request of you for any damages you or contracted by you would cause to their property. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 222:  Admit that Attachment #7 to these Requests is a true and 
accurate copy of Exhibit A “Amended Permit Conditions” that was attached to the Amended 
Final Decision and Order; Notice of Entry of the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission. In 
your response to this Request please re-attach Attachment #7 so that it is clear as to what 
document you are admitting authenticity. 
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Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 

 

Request No. 223:  Admit that you do not pay the per-barrel tax created for 
purposes of funding the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund. 

Response:   Keystone objects because it seeks irrelevant information which is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Consideration of pipeline 
safety, including the risk or impact of spills or leaks is expressly excluded from this proceeding.  
See, Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1402, 1403, 1407(4); and 291 N.A.C. §§ 023.01, 023.07. 

 

Request No. 224:  Admit that the recovery period in terms of personal property 
taxes you will pay upon any personal property located within Nebraska, such as the segments of 
the pipeline itself is seven (7) years. 

Response:   Deny.  Keystone disagrees with the statement that the recovery 
period for personal property used in business activities such as pipeline related storage facilities, 
compression, or pumping equipment is only seven (7) years.  Actually, 98.84% of Keystone’s 
personal property has a recovery period of 15 years as supported by IRS Publication 946, Table 
B-2, Asset Class 49.24.  This recovery period was verified with the NE DOR and is consistent 
with how all interstate pipelines are valued in the state of Nebraska. 

 

Request No. 225:  Admit prior to you acquiring any ownership to any land 
utilized for any of your proposed Pumping Stations for your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that 
that land was owned by someone else. 

Response:  Admit. 

 

Request No. 226:  Admit prior to you acquiring any ownership to any land 
utilized for any of your proposed Pumping Stations for your proposed Keystone XL Pipeline that 
that land was generating property tax revenue. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone admits. 
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Request No. 227:  Admit that the PSC can consider any safety impact of your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline not otherwise federally preempted. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the scope of the Major Oil Pipeline Siting 
Act is defined as a matter of law.  Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 228:  Admit that the PSC can consider any safety issue of your 
proposed Keystone XL pipeline not otherwise federally preempted. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the scope of the Major Oil Pipeline Siting 
Act is defined as a matter of law.  Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 229:  Admit that the PSC can consider any safety consideration of 
your proposed Keystone XL pipeline not otherwise federally preempted. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the scope of the Major Oil Pipeline Siting 
Act is defined as a matter of law.  Subject to and without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 230:  Admit your reseeding plan does not require use of local 
ecotype seeds. 

Response:  Admit. As part of and following discussions with NRCS, NGPC, UN-
L and USFWS (Grand Island, Nebraska) it was determined and agreed that (a) local ecotype seed 
was not available in sufficient quantity or reliability; (b) certain species and cultivars should be 
prioritized; and (c) non-varietal seed should come from an area of origin within 250 miles south, 
150 miles north, and 200 miles east or west of the Project. 

 

Request No. 231:  Admit that reseeding magnifies rather than minimizes 
ecosystem disruptions, including potential introduction of invasive species. 

Response:  Deny. 

 

Request No. 232:  Admit that an increase of episodic or temporary laborers 
within a given community leads directly to increased pregnancies with in those local 
communities. 

Response: Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, and 
it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 
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Request No. 233:  Admit that an increase of episodic or temporary laborers 
within a given community leads directly to increased crime with in those local communities. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 234:  Admit that an increase of episodic or temporary laborers 
within a given community leads directly to increased violence with in those local communities. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 235:  Admit that an increase of episodic or temporary laborers 
within a given community leads directly to increased drug use with in those local communities. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 236:  Admit that Lease Agreement would offer more benefits to 
affected Landowner Intervenors’ than your proposed one-time payment Easement and Right of 
Way Agreement. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 

Request No. 237:  Admit that a Lease Agreement that would require you to 
compensate the affected Landowner Intervenors’ on continuous periodic payments would lead to 
a higher generation of income taxes within the State of Nebraska than your proposed one-time 
payment Easement and Right of Way Agreement would. 

Response:  Keystone objects because the request seeks irrelevant information, 
and it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and 
without waiving the objection, Keystone denies. 

 



Dated: May 19,2017. 

TRANS CANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 
LP 

By: -r---"'f"""
Jo/-heIG. owers (#17780) 
~ck D. Pepper (#23228) 
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McGrath North Mullin & Kratz, PC LLO 
First National Tower, Suite 3700 
1601 Dodge Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
(402) 341-3070 
(402) 341-0216 fax 
James G. Powers
jpowers@mcgrathnorth.com 
Patrick D. Pepper -
ppepper@mcgrathnorth.com 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served 
on the Intervenor Landowners' attorneys via email and United States mail, postage prepaid, this 
19th day of May, 2017. 

David A. Domina 
Brian F. Jorde 
Domina Law Group PC LLO 
2425 S. 144th Street 
Omaha, NE 68144 
ddomina@dominalaw.com 
bjorde@dominalaw.com 
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p ...... red "" _ .tMr_"" 
p_~",IO: 

T~~~. LP 
• • 1111 ~ ... _ . S\.iIIoI5OO 
NotfoI<. NE M70. 

rr.a: No.: ~L-NE~T~O.OOO 
~L-NE-tlT -10420.000 
~L-NE~T ..0I04<I0.000 

FOt .nd in ......-..... of!he ...... d T.., 0-.. (I . 0.(0) ~., ., ocoordII'- wI1h IHIo E_ 'nd 
RigI'II-of.-w., ..... _I .. ~ (II •• -'lI ........ M'). 1hoo ",,,,,,,,I _ _ d!he Plrtiol ......... ..-.I _ wood 
.M ""ru .... 101 1lO" ....... II<I ... !he receip1 • ..., ~ vI .. h.,h ... t.-.by """'-1Id~ (~ • ., . 
1111 ·Con.-.lIon1 TIilAG Ranch. LLC. WhOIe ..... IIng.odrel1 II 9.65. '8 '~ SIJIII, E1kIIonI, HE 
153022 (hlren.t\ot< <*Jtd ·a .. ntor') _ r.er.t>y grant ..... ootM!f and . ........... 10 T .... .c_. 
Key.lOn. P lpell .... LP. I _ peotnetI/IIp ~ -. ~ pII.o::e 01 ~. 13710 FNB 
p~. s..-. 300. ~ _'Glll~. ""I ''''II_auigl<w (~_ 'Gnon1M" 
• petpIIUII-"""'" =_ .... and r\gIIl-oI-wIy (fIe'f.., "'10 K) lOt 1hoo _ d _000. 
1IyirQ. ~. " .." 1· ... lIIIiioblli .. 'Oo _"linO . ..-.o. ,"-... ~. ~ 
'.''''''''ID and • ..... .. "'in pIocoo """' (1) pipeIi'Ie. I'00I100 _1hi1J'" __ (36' in ........... pipe 
_ •• .......,..,wI1h .. iIt!ln;oI, _icPfOllClio>oltoq~ plpeliM "'-. and .. _ 

0.-" ........ _ - -.. ,........... iIT_lO.OOO 
w ... oa;.iIT_ .OOO 

A nad llDr Dl #~ 
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A hcI of l.rId COIUinir9 3e2 iKIft. """ or !HI . ..... ted in the C""'"'Y of Holt, in IN 
SIMII' of N ...... ob. o.iIog Mtr>er d.C bed .. the NEI~. NWll~ of tile SEt,., ...., 
SWIU of Section II. T_II> 33 Hor<II, Rango 15_ of". 8It\ P.M .. • ,.....,.<Iod n _ ,IIt. ""II" Io'J 1r>1I>Oo-:t Il.....uof HoI~. N.iI.-....... -.. _~., 

<UI'N~_"""""."'-' 

" 1r.cI of .. Ad _ .. iring n.O) -. • • """ or Ie .. , .ituatecl in the County '" Holt. In IN 
StMe 01 N.brIo . .. , ~ Iurthe< __ .. lot 7 of Stction 7, Tow~"',*, 33 No<Ih, 
Ringe 15 West"'I"" 8It\ P.M .. •• ,iiCO_ in _ l illi, p. ~JIn'" 0-:1 R_ 
01 HoI Cou"IV, ,....MIIa; ... ...., ....... .",.,..,...,. ...... No_ • .-. 

.. net 01'*"<1 c:oo..., oIo og 160..,. .. """ CIt ..... .....- In "" ~ 01 Holt, in IN 
5_ <>I N,tI ...... Dein; "'"'* ... ~. lie HW1U ofSec1ion I', 1~33 
North, R~ 1S W..loI ..... 61h P,M,, " rlOtlOnled in 1I0oI< ii{!, p~ 543'" !he 0McI 
R_rda 01 Holl Count)'. _ ...... ; ......... UoepI .". """veyanc .. ".,_. _ . 

'It. _ • .., "'"merrt II ..- tutIjIodlo'" lei. ~ IQ _ ,tip" ! • ...., oondiIiono 
""'1cII"1MNI>V~_ oogreed 10 by Gt8nb". By.: I; ' "'" of.". of'" _ ... ....-. 
Gno __ be die ,.-cIIo_ "'II_lObt\lOollCl 1ry 1M ...... '*'10 1I"Pk_1O a..-_.....,., 

, _ ,..... 11._ a .... ,",""",,",biitiel of the I3<antor IIICI (hnlM 10< c'-imo lor damageo rod _ 
relMillg III1w f ••• .,.,nC . ... e ....... nl ...... or T.,.,...., WorI< ~ .. d_ In .... ""'~,_ -

-. -'._-- , 
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~ or rioId _ ~. _ In ..- a the "'-"'. or any .................. 
!oIe.M· ... ~ _ ID or ........... ~'. ~ .><ICUIion 0I1hf1 _ 
eonotruetiof,. milillalkwl. _ ",_.Iion .diYtie. wl!hinthe E ... 1l1tI!I. 

8 . 11 dMn& or ~ ....... 101 ~ _ ""'" 0.... ... or ...,.... Iding GIl the 
Gta/IIM'I _ . ... of .... E" '''"I. Gr8n,"", ..... be iftP(Ii'iOibIo 101 _ a.iII. 01 ..... , 
8CIionI.""" wiI <Ie'-. _my..-.ol _the Glen"" "*""_ In IhiI __ ,~ • • oo::ept"'''' 
......-01 !hIot __ • Of IeoIII ....... _ ........ , gil; ' .... ~. or -.. 
mlo<:onclucl dthe a.- or ""Y'OM odWlg GIl 1M G.-'. _ . 

C. If deIm. Ot ~ ............ from "" Gr.moo' .. or any ..... Iding 0I'i the a!WilD<'. 
_ .. """Y t1~ 01 .- d ... E .......... ""'" Of T_ W:wtc ~. 0.- _ 1>1 
'"PGIIO~ 101 _ ..... Ot !egol -.. • ....., will ""'-'<I. _roily and !>Old tro. a ........ 
"""'_ I~ IhIoo .-gatd . '>o;lIipI1D the ~"'!hoI __ • Of ~ ~ .- from Itooo 
owgIIgeooce. _ ...... Of-.! iT l _ a "" ~or.nyoM .... 0I'i'" G..--, .... , 

2. o..nllie "'"'" n.... N <Wilt ID _ .. __ ..... IhI E , ... ~ ..... _ "" T."""",*, 
__ ~ . .. NqI.iroocIIol _ of conuudIoII or repIh of ~I ~ .,..:I Gr.:ole • .,.... 
~ .. -..::to IoItocet PtOiTlPlit ""'" """,p'-i!on 01 "",,"\ruCtIOn Ot ''''''"' 0I'i Gr .......... PlO!>eil)l 10 
'uliltan!llty ... _ ""'iCMi"" .. -..::to __ w", Lo\ prIoI \0 _II iii' a..nu... Gr8_ fI.rr1Iw 
~"'"" therIgN ... ... ~_oaIMln any __ wliir;h_ ... E ll , ... ,1"'-. ~_110 
dniI/nIIId CUIli ....... ""'~""" _ towoot>y _ ... kMp" 8COHI g.lue __ ,N tno .. 
wh •• not 1/1 ... \0 ~I thor eoottll. _ """01 <the, _1OeIo: _ on IhI PropWfy ..... w.,hg, 

4 G .... "" oMII. _ Ihirtw' (30) ..,. prior ..... ID ~. ___ n.... lire ~ to _od. 
~ ...,.. :wi opIf1iIo _ III"""" Ie ............. _ lilley • • _1Ie1, ~ . ....., 
dor'inage pipes ........ , Ihoo Eosern.-rl ...,. ... In angI. 01 not ~"' 11'*1 ftorly .~ ... (.,,) d..,... 10 tile 
~'I Pbeiroe: prOIIicIecI. _ ... Gnntor "'"'" ........ ...., rIgtrIa In _ ............ to _ (I) the 
0.-', ~ Ot III _.,. .. ; II _ wiINto r.. e-.nt "'- .,.... not be ~. 

_",~od, ...,~ or Or_~ wltli: (i) Gr8n1H'11COII11Ci r.. Ea .. """, ...,.., 1M Gtato1H·. pjpeIinI 
..-.01 .. ______ ~ ~ ... not ~ ,."".., wtWo; (II) G __ not boo __ 

..... ~ wiItoito and ....... E ••• - ......... an foal Ot Or _ Ot """" "' .~: (lrro) 0.-.. ~ 
io '-"_ ............. oI_ ... orIgInoQy 1n00'''' 10 __ .. ,. _ ..... , "'!hi G,"' .... ·, ~~: (v)the 
GrllnIeI', pipeline 10 100ft with ....- .iIil oo.offtclenI _ ~ .... II iIUPIiCIi1: _ (wi! ~& ... "'!Poe ~ _101 ... _set""" _ . _.............., ImpIIrood ari .. fooood ..... -........ --
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5. Du:Ing !he IniIWI CoftaINCIb:! PfIIIod, GranlH """. _ ~ ""iuo* 0',,";';1 OIl, over .nd 
actOU !he EeMmeIll Ne3 10" Ie> alford GrllnIo< .-__ ON« and ........ nd !he E_ 
...... .. -=<!lara """ Gr.n1or'1 <:lJsIomlOy _ 01 \I>e P~. 

15. G,.., .. _ ,,_ 01 ajI ."..." _ <Iebrio • • ...,. _ ... ""'" !he Ea_1 ...... by burning. 
~ ... , • • ndlo< buyl"O. which IM!hocI 01 dilpoo.ll _""I be HI.cleO by O,.II1H In Grim.,.', _ 
dio<:iiltlo14. 

7. ~ ...... 1010II1II'" GrM ... •• n -. Ie>. -..... depCh '" bit lligM lnc:tMof I«*) __ 
"",,"",111 gr_""" and." thin .... 1Ing do ........ _ . CtMoi<I"'" _ . '*"PI M _ IocItiontl 
wt-.er. f"OI:k il _n_. ",. ~ .... "'at til Nt ..... witI\. minIrrlMI'I IMp1II cllWe!Cy4our InctIeI 
(2" . &.do dod'o ...... too. __ ""'" ..... kip 0/.". pipe 00'" """'""'" d .... ....,...,. 

a. In ..... '" 0'"",,",<1, a..- '111_ 10 "","",""Iopd Ie> be '." 0 ed Ifom!he IrInC:tI "'. 
dep\II 01 __ (121 0< "" 1opIOI ~~. ~ .... II .... nd reIUm. H nntIt .. prliCtica* • 
..... 1Ii9 .... Ie> Ito OIigo1n11. proo.........wction -""'" ,oIM/vI I£) 1M 1UbIOiI. 

, . _ Ie> III ooncIo.U>n '" !he ..- eon_ PWud. 0_ ...... or- ..." oJop. !he 
~ ....... _ T_penry Wort s".. .. ordef '" .-1M .. _ to to proo.<:IOIIINoIion ,,.'" I£) 

tile .odlnl IlI..."...1;iIy ~.ibIoI .nd to IhI ,><lent .~ gra'" _ no! "'_111 will> 1M ..... 111_ 
ItId/OI .... opo..1i<on "' ... Grill"', ~ • . 

10. a..- ...... " .... W I "" f ....... _ land ... T_.poo., _ ~ NIno the InitiII 
eon.1I\ICIiDn PorIod) by k8lPinll it _ '" .. _ .-..:I nih dI.rio'9 porIoodt _ GnlIWM _ 1\11 
employ"'. Ioganl •. or_cla .... '.on,.... P,. <ly . 

11. HaI. IIi' idio og.,llloIng-...Ie> ... ..,. • • , • .-pt .. __ .........,..., .. , ........... 

""" I I II or InoIuIIry .. -, ~ ...... no! _ OI ......... n .nr ~ ~ 
.. ,....., .. <If ..... , "''''' en 01-''' II-. t ... ITIII~ ........ __ pIpeIIooe "' ........ (which "' ........ "'at be 
fIQ<Ii"'" 10 be "...,... ' lOng ,.... E ....... ..-t ...... by appk ...... ~ 01 T...apolIIIion eoc. 
""""" ___ ... , .... ~ .-..:I "",,' II II '" 00.' ..... ,\011 ..-"1"1 I) .-..:I _ ....... 
~\ioft~ ,....,....,_000 ... j IP..-Iod~, ""p(pooIii ... ., .0 __ ..... 
..... ajI Iico., ~ 01 __ "''''' Jmd wII be 01\ 0<_ Ihe r.,,,,,,, .. y Work ~, 

12. In tIIe....,1 O,.,toe _ to _Idon III En .... _'" _ or'" P6\ QrI.- may. 11 
booll-..:cb .. eIthw-. ... ~~ ... .. ~ ... __ . "'111_~""""1£) 
,._, Ihe ~""","'-_oIo. a.- _.-",. EaHment -. _......, .. iI ", .. 1 ;111 , Ie>" 
..... ditioo, prior Ie> _ •. In 1he....,1 GIlI __ I£) "'nOon "" ~pnN.'''''1I in pIIu, G..,_ 
."., c:ompoly with • • then app_ ~ and l1li\. -. IUIH .nd nogo . .... NlIting to _ 

""'oc;IOo'14"'~ 

• .. ~...., .. -
MI..M-1fT ""'lD.otIiI ML.:M.IfT _ _ 
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at_ ~ 10 "'""""" "'" -.. 10 at_ any ~ """""*'" Gr","'" ""', ,toQu.,1<I 
"""*ft or ~ , .... legal d~ ~ 11>11 h_ ....... .,.."".. T"""!",,IIY War\< ~ 10 oonfom 
_ ItIe ..,WaI _on 01 "'" 'equirI<I EaMrMlI' "'IN ._ T""'I'OIWY \'oil'" $gactr. II _ dll<'~1~ 

... ",quire<!. .....,. wil b<O IN'I*'" by G,,,, .. al ~o _ . G'.nlOr ...... '-"'" ~ ... ....-10 
""""*,",,tian oNi W1I>II ~ wilhinltle E_ ...... _ T_ War\< 8I*'t ;c,.a_ .. . ,-~ ... ---. 
u . c;r.,,.. oi-.I """'.,., ... • _ ""torial .. 1PKIt .• , Gran ... •• ooIe COfI. ""'" ... ~ '-'" 
1111111 . and local laws. ru ..... tId reg.u18liMa whi<io are ,.ppI1c.blo to G<onlHl' l _leo h.,""".,.,. 
1rducIing. _, _. ItIe CCI1II1nICtion. .... 0ji6I ..... ,. 1nIinI.".,.,.. ,.par ...... --..Ice ~ 1I\e 

Gtan1roe'. pipeline. NoIwiIfIoIar'II:Iing 1I\e 100 ... '9. ~ "'" no! ba rftO'OIlIiIIII b" IllY QIIIa ,'* .. 
....,.-. """_ by. or ... ilia ..... ~..,..ct ... omiooIon ~ ,."... .... -. or ~IIUI 
__ by"" GrInIor or ..-.,on. acIinII on "'" Or.rlor"l be/QoW. 

1 ~. AI ~1c<N .....r.r tI>iI ~t ....... bl ... writI"Ig. add,_ 10 "" add ....... I1r1I .. , for1I> 
.boo • ..,., to. _ by .. _ ....... poIlIIgt lNep .... "'" 18Wm receip1 Jal_ . ... >1 buu. .. 
rIay "*-Y ... "",,_ national 0>11I"III _ . ,ag ..... UMad S_ mail. 1 ...... 10. -.II or han<! 
rNh..,. "party...., ~ .. 0deI, ... Ito" _ by trMro _ ... ouo:1l _ngoolO 1M _ party. 

,a. The ~ hereby""" " ... ,,_ . ............. rupectiw! -. • • ..,.-s, _".-. 
1""""OIt.tId "'9>1. 10 11111 ~, .... 1IIIt "rna Gram .... 1111 ..... I$0Il. "",~. Tht e .. __ 
g,..,1e<Il>IInoby I ...... aea', 'co_, ...... bllra.,. upon 1M PrqMJ1y ...... """"'''''' _ illl. 

'7. ft .. "'IJIMd _II1II"11'''''''''''''''''''' lie enh .... __ ,' baNjO.,'" partiao_ "'"" "" _ ."._, .. a '-__ modil'tlnll. -.g 10 or changing .,.. _ 01 ... _ . n-o. 
~, ....... not bt ~, "lOdifood . .. 1dnOId 01 __ ... ~ 01 In pot! """"""'" .,.. 
......." 0( G,IIIIOI .tId G<",,... In writing "'" • • ecuteQ by _ 0( them. ond dlAy .- In ttl. 
~~rial" ,M! pr~rty recon:I$. 

,a. The IIghtI I)18I'IIOod .......... 1<1 a... .. ...., be ""'",.., by 0.- .. _ 01 .. 11M. .. 
ar.. ... ·._dilcr-.. 
19. rn" ......... ~ ........ c:ondrI_ oIl11it Eo_ •• IUbjIc:t ' 0 .. applicobho ...... 
'1\JUIlltiQnO • .,d permit lXInditionl. 

20. TN.I>q""",~ I ..... bop.,,,,, by"'''' 01 "'" $tatII .. whk:II"'" EO' ,,,~"""Io",,",IOod. 

21 . Thh""'_'",~""" 1oI.· ... "_lnooun~. _01_"" M......-ecr .. 0<Vr\III 
10, oil _ prOYldecl. _._. II\at o. """" QOIIn~ ""011 IOgeIhet _IMI """ _ fie ...... 
InllfUmer>t. 

• ..... __ .. -
.., .... Nt-II"I·400"''''''' 
"T.."":'''''''-''.,*, 
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___ IH:TNE~S WHEREOF. en.- '- • ...,.,..., ..... '"0'"-"'" '" _ _ .... ___ _ 

GAANTOA(S): 

TMAG R""'~ . UC 

~--- • 
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ST~TEOF ________ _ 

COUHTYOf ___ ______ _ 

Tlw"'~' i og __ ..... _d 1,., befcq ..... _____ ' .... ___ _ _ -',,_ 

"----::;::;;:;-::;::;:;;:::::---~. 
n.u.O Itone!\, LLC, 01' _totl>l .... ""' ..... 

, 
"l,.~"'1I01I\IO 
O<I,.~""".IOO ..... ~_..o 
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TItANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, LP 

ADVANCE RELEASE OF DAMAGE CLAIMS AHD JNDEMNJTY AGREEMENT 

Tract No.: Mb:HE-HT-.1QuO 000 

S~u.ed i'I the Co<ny of J::ig!I, Stat .. of Nobmkt: .. " 
s.ctlon 17, Town.hip »-N, Ringe 1$-W 

ar.ntor ...... r.dI arod 'III'HS th. IMyme-( 0I1UCh COI'IIkIeI'IIti ill not ~ 10 be an 
8dm".ior> at...,. 01> the pllll 01 Company. o..rtar .- ttl 8COIfIl MIld -'--~ 
on ~ of a..-.or MId Grwller'. kIn.,I5, I ...,., MId to t.U lUI reIpOIlIibiity for 
compensamg .ny .nc! II 01 Gr.onler' ..... "'" for '"1' damlge or 10M tllll It ~ to I;Iid 
I_nls as a ,.uti d CompII'Iy' ...... 01 any pIpeIIo. easement acq..n.d by Company nm 
CAntor on the \.IndL a..ntot ... ~_."Iify, dIIIInd, and hold Co'opeo .y _c. ~y's 
ofIIc:*., .genta. _ ""'JlIoyHs l'illmieu Ifom ...,. eIIIIm nl,rted by GranIer'. kIn'l'II&, 
htn..-ohi' .uc:.:.uo ... -in-int_t, or t_nII' hoIn for cornperw.~, rHliIution, ~ loll, 
ccntlderation, Of d.",. d .roy kind th. Goantot'. ~nt. lI\IIy be IawfuMy erdIed to II a 
.....uW: 01 eomp.ny'. CO/IIln,IC:IIon or ...... pog .c:IMfy wilIWi ...,. _ acqo..oired by 
Compally from Gtnor on \hi LandI;. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, IIwe IIIV1 hllflUfllO lei our hlindt on this _______ '-'. 

------------------ ~--

AtlarhlDf Uf #6 
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E!!h!blt A 

AMCN~D PtlRMIT C ONDITlOHS 

I. Complloll\l;:a with Lawa, ReglJolatl"ns, PermlU, Stend/llds end Commllmenra 

1. Keystone !hall comply wi1rl all Ipplicablot Ia ...... aJ>d ttgUlBtions in its oor\Structioro and 
_alion r:J Ih<I Prc;eet. These Iawsand reguiatiOtll lnclude. buta" noOI r>IOI!!I.saoiy ~ 10: Ihe 
fide,., Ha.u!rdoI,l.lJquid PipeIirIe S$ltty Actof 1979 and Pipeln. Saf&1y ImpIOYef1*llAd of 200.2. 
as _mended by the Pi~line InspI<:IIor1, ProIection, EnfQ/QtlTlQr\l, and Sale:Y Ae1 of 2000, and tht 
varlou5 '*'" pipe~"" . alety llaMesC:Ulfel\lly eodi1iod ill49 U.S.C. § 60101 \II5Oq. (ooIeuiveIy.lt1. 
'PSA1; tr>e reguratlOM 011111 UniIod SIDleS ~rtmaot r:J TflWISPO'I8~on implernenUrlg me PSA, 
panlclAal\y 49 C.F.FI Parts 1114 and 195; t.mporaf")' pel!l'li!s !of """ c! public water \or COI'IOtrucIion. 
1I!1Uir.g or drillin<;! PUrpose!.. SOCl 46-S·4O.1 and AFiSO 74 ;02:(11:32 through 7-4:02:0 1;30\.02 and 
tamporary clischa'1l"" 10 wa\em oI!IIa stale, SDCL 34A·2·3lIand ARSD CMp\efs 74;52,01 thmu", 
,",~1 ' , 'PfIclIica/ly. ARSO § 7.:S2:(12:-4fi lind the Genmaf Pann~ .,,,,,ed \hQt1IundDt cowril"l{j 
Je"",,,,",'Y "sch.rges of .... hlt from OOnAtroctlon o:\ewatlMg and hydro&la~e l&Sting. 

2. KeysIOM ~~I obtain end 5hl1~ the,ealle' cornpI'f with .M a pp/i<":ftble fedo!rBl . stat~ 
and IDc8I pMmit5. induding oolllOllimited 10: PmskIentia l PennI fmm II,. United SIDlesDep..rtment 
01 Sta ... E>cftcutive Q,.dAr 11423 01 Augu!ll6, 1968 (33 Fed . Reg. 11741) and Executive Clrder 
13337 01 ~t 30. 2004 (69 Fed. Reg. 25229\. 10, !he conslruct.Oon. connection. operation. 0' 
maio:1t&n11n:e, III !ha border oj the UnillKI SlaiN, 01 laclli"'~ b. IIle e><PO/Ia~on Of impotla1ion of 
I"'troleum, petlOleum proWcI:ri , coal. or oltla, fUK to or lfOITI lloruign country. Clean Wlte. Ad § 
4l)4 and RNa .. and HIl/bofS Act Section 10 Permits; Spedal p,mvt ~ issued by tha Pipu'ina and 
Houardous Maletlals Saluly Aclminislnltion; Temporary WOOl" U .. PemVl . Ge"",, ' PooniIlor 
Tem~raty [)isc~a'9"s and 1000ural, ~tala and Iocrol h9>waY and road encroechmenlpem-<ts. AnVo!" 
5uch pe ,m:ts not previously filad ""ttl the Commission shall M lied with the Commission upoo thai, 
iSSUIIIlOO. To Ihl e"'enl ltutl a ny oonctmon. mqoifflmeni or standard of !hi! ProsidenIisl P",,,,il. 
wl/;l l,cHn!' the Firnol EIS Recommandatlona. Of ftny o!lla, law. tegUlation (II" permit "I>PIiCIIbIe 10 1M 
por\IOn of IhII picleline i!11h!s state (iflem fmm the ftK\Uifflml nl& of these Conditions. the mo .. 
Slfiflgenl SI\SoII ftpply. 

3 . Keystone shel compl~ with and implement Ihe RecommendalH>n!l Sf>t {MIl ... The 
FOIlII EnvifOMJentel1m,...ct Sialemllnt when IMued by 1M l.IIIited SW.,., DllparIme<IT of ~ta 
piJrsuant toils Amended Depertmlnloi Slate Nolice of Inte-nt To Pfflp"'ffI en Envimromen:al "'lPOd 
SIa~and To COnducl Sc:oI>ing Meeting$ and Notice at Awdplain and Wetland tn.oM>m&nt 
and To Initiate Consu\tutiorllJndar Section 106 of IhII NatioNI fi;storic P'G<.lrvation Act for 100 
PfOIlO$<>d Transcanada Keys10ne XL Pipeline; Nob of tf&eOl~Fl.aech.uu18d P\AlIiC Scoping 
Mgllting& i~ Soulll Dakota Ind exlen,ion 01 commant period(FR vol. 74. flO. 54. Moot. 23. 20(9). The 
AmI.'f1dad Notice and 0IIw, Dllpanm.nt 01 State and ProjecI 00cumen1S I •• availlltot. on-linlat 
hIt;lJ;ww...itoys1onepipl.lijn9-xl.sl!tle.goWctienI5iIeIkoystonexl.nllf?Opan. 

-4. Tn.. penni! gmnted by!toijs orne. shall not be lransflHlltlia wiIhou! 100 8IlPfUVlI1 ofllle 
COmmission ",, "lIItnllO SDCl49-418·2S. 

5. Keyslone sllaM UfId.rtllke , rd compleTu aU oI lhe aclioni that ~ and it:l BlliIiI!led 
enIftie~ conmitted 10 undA/lake and QOIT'9Iete in ito A<lplic:a\krles amllflded. in ita testimonvand 

.-\f1acllln~nf #7 
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e><hibits rec&illed in ~ce al the heari"9. and;'" its "spor!5IIS 10 data ".q.-Is ......e .. ..! in 
evidence 8t1he hearing. 

6. The ITIOIII receri and ItCCU",!lIlIepiclion o! the Proje<l mtJ\e and lacilily locations Os 
found on the maps in Emibi1 TC- t4 The Application ;ndiCl\1e~ in Section 4.2.3 lhal Keystone wil 
conlinue 10 devel<>p "'\lie adiu'lme~ Ihrooghoullhe pre-oonSlr1'CIion mig<> phaM. The6a rou1e 
IIdjuslments w;1 eooommodate environmenlellea1U<'eS Ojentifiell dl.rin{l SUIVIIYS. property.specffic 
issues. and ciYll sUNey infonnotlon. The Application Slet" thaI Ke\"6ton11 ... tile new ael1-' roote 
mtIP"!hat Incorporate any wch route IIdjustmems prior 10 COI\SIJ"UCIion. Ex TC--U.2.3, p. 27. 
Keystone sI\a~ notify \he Commission and all aHeeled landowners. utililies and local governmental 
lJI>/I!. ... ooon u ptaCtio!o~ ~ ""'Ierial deYi81ioM '"'" ~ I<> r... "'''',.. KeysI""" aha. notity 
aHed&d lanllowoers o! 8rrv change in Che roul8 on the;< land. At sucl1 time 85 Keystone has finafizeCI 
the pre-oonslruC1ion route, K8f.l1OOe shall file maps with the Commission depicti1g the fiMI pre
construction route. If material deviations are proposed from 1he _ depk:teII on Exhibit TC-I-4 and 
acoordingly IIWtOvod by this 0tIIe<. K8)'l'1One shan ao:M&e lila Comml&&lon and all alloetad 
landownars, u1iIitiM a 00 local governmental units prio< 10 imple""",ling such changes and alfo<d th8 
Commission \tie <>pportunily b review and approve such mocIifUlions. AI 1he o;onc:I<.JS.ion ot 
constJUCli.on, K~ shaillile deto~ m~P'" with !he ComnW;aion "":>ic:Iing the fiMI u-ouill Iocalion 
0I1he Proj«:t lacilitillS. 

7. Keystone allel provide II public liaison otficar, ~ by !he Commission. 10 
la<:iIiralll the exchaoge oj information between Keystone. incIo.Jdj"9 i5 oontracto .... and Ia~. 
local commYnrtiea and fflsiden1S ,,10' to prompIjy reso/IIe ~taintsand problems "at rnaydellalop 
lor OIndown&rs. local corromulMiea end residents as a resu~ 01 the Project. Keyslo08 shall me with 
the CommOssion its proposed llUbIic liaison o/flce(s credenlials 1OI81¥!rowi by the Commission prior 
10 tnc com""'nc ...... _ 01 eonotruc1lon. Alter the poublic .... ""'n otrlC>M ~ b~"" _pp'o,"" by o:t... 
Commiss.ion, tile public liaisonoffooef may nol be retrIO'o'6II by Keystone without. the ftW,oval 01 the 
Commi$Slon. The public liaiso'l officer shal be "IIOfde-d illVJlC<iare IICCII55 10 K"ys!(lne's on-site 
pfOjecl maM-ger. its e~acutiv" P"'ject manager and 10 conuactors' "....site mana~rs and shall be 
avallab~ el al times 10 !he Stall ";a mobi~ p/Ione to respond 10 ooJlll)l!lin!$ and cor.o&n'OS 

communicated 10 tNt SIlIII byC:>O<:<>melllandowMrs eM oIt\eJ"B. K~S1one shllftlso ~flt a:lo' 
keep an '4'·dtlted web &ita OOIIering tNt plaooing and Implementation 01 conslrUction and 
oommencemenl of opersli<lra in ttlis state as an informational rnedi,m lor !he public. As soon as !he 
Keystone's public llais.on ollicer has been appointed and awroved. KeyslOroa $ha~ pro""'" oontact 
information for hin\lhior to allandowners crossed by ttle project and to lew &<11"""lment agencies 
and local ""vemmerrts in ttle >ic;nily ot me Proje(;t. The public liaison office(s oontact !r1lorma~on 
shall be ptov;ded \0 IaMoWners In each subs&quent written oonmunic.ation willl !hem. II ttwo 
Commisl; ion dele"";llI! $ ilia t I"" public ,sison officer has not been adeqo '8 \ely perlorming the duties 
set lorth lor the position in ttlis Order , the Commission rney. upon noli"" 10 Ke)'SlOne end the public 
liaison olli<;(lr, take action to ~mo-e the p<IbIlc 100Ison Qfficer. 

8. lI<1til oonslnJC!iorl 01 the Project. Inctuding reclamation. is oompletlld. Keystone IIhIIft 
subma quanerty progress reports 10 1h8 Commission lhal wmmariZ6!he staliJS 0I1a1Jd ltOQUiHion 
and rout<> r'Mlization. the Slalus 01 construc\lorl. !he status 01 oo'li"''''''''''181 oontrol ac~vities, 
includinll permilli"9 status nd Emergoocy ~ Plan and Int&gri!)l ..... Mgemeru Ptan 
development, the ~mentation ot !he other measures required by theM oonciiticM, and the 
ove,all pcroenl 01 ph)'Sic:s1 ~n 01 trw! projtK:land design cha"9"" o! a subslantiva neMe. 
Each report shall include a summary 01 conauttatOons wIttl tNt So<rth Dakota DopartrMflt ot 
En";JO<lment and Natura.l RCSOU""'" and othe r agencies COJlC<Imin ~ the issuance 01 permb The 
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reportS SI'Ia" list dates, names, IIr<I the resull!l ot each cont&c! and the cornperr{$ progress in 
impleroon~ng p<escribed oonstn...:tion, 16nd IMIDtaUon, environroontlll piOIeClion, emergency 
respot'4e and integrity management regulations, plant and Slandal'll,. The firsl repon ..... U be t\Ie 
lor !he period ending June 30, 2010. The repofIS shaJ be l ilad wiIlIin 3 1 days ehefthe end 01 e&eh 
querterly period and shall con1iro>e untillhe project is lully operational. 

a. Until one I""'r loIIowir>g <X>r'I1pIe1ion of COOSlruction 01 the PI'OjIlC!. locIrJding 
r&elamallon, Keystone· ... public liaison officer $hiI. "'pori quartertylo the Commiss",n on the stalus 
01 !he Pm)&ellrom I'QIher inI;Iependent vanlage point The report shal (Ie\il~ """"lIITrSencount9fed 
and o:>rnpIlIints """,",ed. For ItI8 period 01 three years lo~ing OXImpI6Iion 01 construction. 
Keystone's put>llc liaison ol'lice< shell repof1lO the Convnission annualyregaIding po$t-<:Ol"IStn.ocIiot1 
'-~ and o1h&r oompIaints. the SlaWS of road repeir and reoonSUIJO\lon and land and crop 
re5loralion end all>' problems or issues occulTIng during the ooo",e o1lhe 'f&&r. 

10. NOl iflter than six months prior to commencemen1 01 (»<V.truction, Ke)'8lO<>e Sha~ 
commence e progmm 01 CO<lI&CtS .... ith stale. oounIV and municipal emergency te$pOf"IM. law 
en/O/<:emonl er"l(l h ighway, mad and 01h9r Infrastructure meMgement agencle$ S/lrving!he Projec! 
11_ in order to edm.:ate such agoencies mnoomjng the planned ex>nstrucUon toCtIedu~ end !he 
IOOIIur" thet $Uch .~s $hOukl begin IIIki"" to prepare lor cc:n.~ impacts and the 
<X>mmII"""",,,nl of pmie<:t ope,etions. 

II. Keyswl'lll sl>1ll1 f;Q(Idud ~ ple<:X)j .. truction eonlerenu priorlOlhetXA' menoemenl 01 
construc1Jon to _ure that K"YS1One Iu~ unde<$tands the condi1io~ sat lonh in lhi:!! order. Ala 
minimum. the oonlerence shaM indL>de a K~ ".p'esenliltr.-.. KC"'f$IOne's 00I16troolion 
SlJpervisI>r and Stall. 

12. Once kno'M1. Keystone sroall inform the Commi&sion 01 the dale cons1ruCtion will 
comme"",,". report 10 Ihe Commission on !he date oonotrv<:lion 18 s""rted....-.l keep 1M c:orr.r;Nion 
up<iale<l on cons1nJction e<:tivi~ei as pro'lide<:j in Condillon !l. 

UI. Construction 

13. EIo::e,ullS O1I>erwise provided in Itle oondiIiorIs 01 th~ Order I!Id Permit, Keysl""a 
shan comply with 1111 mitigation 1TI8Ii$U"'S se1 for1fl ln the Conslr'UdiOf) MIlgation and Reclamation 
Plan (C MR Pllln) as set Io<1tl in Exhibit TC-I. Exhibit e , ~ modilic4~ons to the CMR Plan are made 
by Keystone as ~ relines it!I construc1ion plans Or are required by the 0t!pertmen1 01 Slate in ill; Fonal 
EIS Rea! rd 01 0&cisi0I'1 C)( !tie Presidential Permit, the CMA Plan lOS 00 moDiied shll~ be liled with 
the Commilllion IlIId $hal be oompIied with by Ke)'SlOne. 

14. Keystone shllU inoo'l""'lIte _ im"""",1111 ;N!pedors into ill CMR Plan and obtain 
follow-up inlormll.~on ,eports from such Iospedions upon the completion ol .. ad! constNc:tiOn 
spread Ie help ......... CO~iSflC9 witt111'lis Order and Per'lTli! Bnd an other applicat:>H! pennits, laws, 
and ru"'-. 

IS. Priorto c0n01nJction, Keystone shell. in consu!tation with .. re~ NRCS SlIItt, d""elop 
SjlE><:i!1c conSl~eclarMlion unlls (ConIR<IC Units) that are appiicabie to partiel.lla. 1101 ar"l(l 
sWlsoiI ,,~fica1ions. lMd Il$OI end envi,..".".,rrtII.f settings. The ConIAec: Unit!llhal oonlllin 
information oIlhe sort describod On response to SIIIII DIlle ReqUfil 3-25 /o<;r"I(l in E><hib~ TC-1 6. 

8) In the developmenl 01 the CorJRec Units in arMS where NRCS r900I\'\rYI<tnda, 
K9V6tone shaW conduct analy\ic:;lJ 9OiI. probing andlor soil boring and anal)/$is in 8r_ of 
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partioulllltf ... nsitivc soils where reclamation poCef1tiaJ is low. Records regarding this PUX 1 5S 
shd be ava~able to the Commis'lion and to the $pae/tic land owner elfec:lAd by wch soilA 
upon .equast 

b) Through d .... <Hopmen1 of lila CorVRac U""" end oomultltlion with NRCS. Keysl!>ne 
shall identity sols lor which allemaliv .. handling melhods are ' ........ '"'''''><led. Alulmative so;! 
hAnd~ng methods sh311 incIuO& 001 are not lim~&<! to fila ~a-till" me!hod whera conoiti:Ins 
jl'Stity such uealmen!. Keystone shajj thoroult'ly inform !toe ~r regaming thaopli::>ns 
applicable 10 IhDi. IIfOptlrty, Including th&ir ree.pacIive beroaltts and n"9""_ • ..-.d ~N 
wtlafaver reasonable cplion for soit handling Is s.at&e1ed by ilia Ieondownar. Raoon:Is 
reg~n:tng!his process shall b, .~I" to tile Commission"""" request 

c) Keysfcne SIo.aR. In oonsul\!ltiGn with NCRS. ensure that ilS conslrUCtion planning Irw;! 
execution process. including CoWRec Units. CMR Plan and its ctMr OOfIStructiOl"l 
docum&nts and plllnning shaU adeo:p.ialely identity and plan /o r areas wscej>lible 10 erooion. 
areas wh~ SlIno:I dunas ere presool. e,MS wilh nigh CCf1C&ntlalioos of sedi ........ befIIoniIa. 
Ar"AS with GOdic, .... Ine and &Odio-salina" and any other areas with low ,ec~ 
potentia!. 

d) The CorJRao U""$ 511a11 be availab'" upon ~!IIIO Ihe Commission and allecttd 
tBndownorn . CoNRec Units .... y be ev!IlulIlod by tho! CommlMion upon <":On1> ..... or 
otherwise, '&gaming whether prope' $OM han<Iing, (lllmage mhig!ltion or ,~ 
prooedull!ll a,a bei"ll fClowed. 

0) Alaas Qf specific concem cr cl k:rw reclamation pctential shall be .&CO<!:I9d 01 a 
sepa""e databaSll. I\cIiQn taken al wch IoeatiQros and !he rowt!s lIle<eol shall a)s(> be 
recorded and mada avsMa~ 10 the CooImissiorl and the affected property QWn&r 'IX'fi 
reQIJEISI. 

16. Keystooa shel provide each "ndQwner with an explanation tegIIIrding trnnchi'1gand 
1OpSo~ end But>soillrocl< removal, ... gregatiOll and restoranon method cplioos lor hislher prope<ty 
oonlO51OO1 wilh !he awWcabIe Con/RGc Un~ and sh<!lU fclQw the IandQwne(s s aleC'1Ki praferat1e9 as 
d<>c\n'Ieo!ed cn its written constflJClion agreement with the landQwner, as mod~ied by any 
St.tIseque'" amend.men!&, c r by Qthar wriften ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1(1). 

8) Keystone shaM separale end segregate topsoil from sub$oil in Bgr>::utture l ."'as, 
indudir>g grasslands end shelle< tl<!1ts. as provided in Ihe CMF'! Ptan and !hit applic:&bIe 
~e<: Un~. 

b) K&ystone shall r/!$leir any damage '" pnlP8f1Vtha! resuIls from ~ &cIM:ies. 

c) Keyslooo shall restore all •• ees Oislllrbed by construcIIon 10 thai. pra<:Oll$tructioo 
condition, incfudi i"IQ !heir orIgIfIIll preoorllUrt.lction topso~, vegetatiQn. flfevation, and oonlOuf, 
or IS dose thereto as is feasible, except as 1& c1h9owie& agreed IQ by 11>8 lanciowr\er. 

d) EXC&flI wI\are precticably inleasiblA, final 9rad,ng and IQPSO~ replacement and 
instaltIIticn Q/ pemu",ent erosion oonl.ol stovctures shall be completed in non·residenlial 
areas wilhm 20 days alte, backfil ling the Irenell. In 11>9 _nlthal seasonal<>r otherweil!her 
condilioos, A>rlenuatir>g ci=msllK\Qes, or unfor&l8Qfl d/W8lQpmen15 beyQnd KeyslO'le'. 
oon!rOl prtvent compliance with this time frame, temporary arosiQn controls shal be 
rnIIlntal""d un~1 conditions e~ow compIetior1 of cloo ...... p and redamatiCln . In the e'",nl 

" 
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Keo,'Itone cen rol comply with II>e 2().da~ time lfamot as provided in !his CoJ>dition, ~ shan 
Q''''' notice of such lac( to all affect8(j la.ndowoell! , and ouch ootioe s .... ~ incloOO an esti mate 
01"0011 &ucIl ,estoration Is 8><Jle<:Utd 10 be compfeted. 

e) Ki'yltor1. wi c1ra~ specific crop rnon;1OI1ng ~ooois /Of agrlc:ull\lrat bnds. W 
roq JeSted by 1M laodoWner. )(8';'9tooo sha' prIMd& an i'lJ8pQndom crop monII\}r 10 oorducI 
\'iek! '''''Mg and/or s.ueh """" mIIasuremenlS ot JlfOducIi-..ily e, he shllit dMm 5ptlropNlte . 
Th& fndependerl1 monitor &hal be II. qualilfed agronomist mnll"laf'ld SpeCi,alislO, od'>elWiSl! 
~ualili&d W!1fl ' O$pec:t to 1M sped .... 10 be reslomd. Tn. proloOOl5 Shan be availllt>le 10 I!\o! 
CO/!1m1&llion upon re~uoeS1aro:! lMy be _ll8l1ed lor ac1e-quacy in resJlOl'lS'e 10 a~imOf 
oth~e. 

Ii ~tone slla~ ..orl< cIo$,ty with Iar1downers Or land ma~emenl agonc>es 10 
rl8!om\i"" a pI~n 10 """"01 r'I<llrious _. la~pe""';o.sloro ." ... t... otJ\!Oir\/ld D8l_ 
!he appIic::alioo 01 h\l<tllC:id83, 

g) KoysIono', ..:jve_ """,alhe. plan an.,U awJy 10 ~ I\a~ lord ana poMUG landll 
In tdditiof> 10 crop lands. 

h) The size, denslt'\I Md <I;,\Iibub1 01 lOCk within I;I'1e COnBIIUCIion ng!1l·oi·wayfollow;ng 
roeamalion ahag be simIIlI. \0 ac1)11<:ent undisturbed ar&lls. Kevstona shall tre.t fOCIIlha! 
etlnnoI be nackIIlled within Of below !he ~ o! Ihe "eMal rocJ\ prolile as oonsllUClion 
c1ebfls and femove it 10< disposal offsile excep1 when !he IaMO'r'tnef ~ 10 lhepacemem 
oI lNllO!k on hi!< ptOpllrty. In sLCh ease, ttl. rock _I be placed In lICOOOIarlOl...tlll the 
1a_.dir6ClioN;. 

I) KeyslO!le llIaU ulillze the proposed trench "".Ior iii; ~pe Itrirogi"ll \nJdIS wIlere 
COr'IdiIion5 allow and shal l ef'r1)loy ac1eq~a18 mea .... ,. .. 10 0ec0mpac1 Sl.Jb$oil all pooW;Sod in 
its CMR Plat>. T 0P$0l1 shall be decornp.ded ~ raquestlld by the landownotr. 

;) Keyslone shall monilot and taka appropriate rM!gilWe actioro;. as OOQIS.SIIry 10 
&ddr.sa Mlinlly iesoos wh.~ dewatering tr>e Irench, ilnd field oonWcIMIy a!Q'ol Oilier 
lIPIl~rt81a OOl1stituall\ analyses shan be perIoflTled r>"of 1(1 dlsPOfl81 01 I~ waler in 
.. ,. • ..., _r ...... I;,' iry "'''Y !>or .. ~. Keys""'" .oI>d notify Ia __ s prior '"' arry 
di&eharge 01 uline weter on 1I'>ei, laods Of 01 a ~y spills oIi'lazlltdous materials ootheif W>ds 
01 one pint or more or 01 any lesser volume w!11eh 18 required by arr; \adem'. stele. Of local 
Ia ... Of I'<'!gutatiof> Of J>fOdud lieerose or ~ to be reported 10. Stille or!&det3t aoencY, 
rnar-r!. dt!f1I<, or manulactuf8~' '&pI"1 "",faWe. 

~) Key&tone shal install trench and slope btuke<s _ ... ,... " ery in acmtdante wilt. 
"eeMR Plan ., augmenlad bV Slaffs 1'8QO(l1mend.ati0<>5 in Post H .... nog Commissicn Staff 
hi, pp, 26-27. 

I) Ke)'Slona shan apply m~1ch when raaoOflllt>!y r1IQUuslad by lan.;k .. ",.", and elso 
wl\9rll\rer _SIllY rotlowfng ie8ding 10 slabrlt.le \hQ ~ ,urt~CII 900 Ie fOOUO& wind and 
wato< erosion. i<eyslorlG shalIloIIow Iho olher raoomme~!O;>ns . agart.1ing m<.t:h apJIIioeft:)n 
Irr Post Hearing Comrn;sslorl SIa!1 BrIel. p. 27. 

m) KeyslOne allaN rflse!<laillands w iCh eornptIrflllie crops 10 be approved Dylandowner 
in landOwner's ..usonable discAltiol'!, Of in PIIsture, My or J\tIWe species a'eM wiIh 
eomp.anlbt. grflSll Of ''''''ge crop seed or ""live species mi_ 10 be apprgved by Ia!'downef in 
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"'ndowne~s ... asonahSe discretion . Key;lOne sllen actillely mon~o< reve~tion on aU 
disturbed .rM. tor at ....... ,.....,_"" 

n) Ke)lSlO/Ie sha! ooordInale with "rmwnon; "'1.)IIrdi!\g hiW'he< desires to property 
prctec1 c.me. 8MII implomant such ~ measy"", as .... reasooebly~ by the 
landowne, end shell adequalely compenu!e the landowner 10< any loss. 

0) Prior to cotnmenc<n9 construction, Keystone st>aIl rolll with !tie Commission e 
confldentiall., 01 propeny owners CfOSSed by !he pipeline and update 1his lisl l route 
ctlar.ges 00""9 constrocllon rMUK in pn:peny owner changes. 

p) Except in areas where lire aupf)f&s.sion resources as provid&d in CMR 1'\an2. 16 are 
In ckla e p,clldm;ly. to minimize fire fisl<. Key1;tone sha ll. and SNoIl calAe its COI\lraClc r to. 
equip each 01 its vellicles used in pre-<:o"lSlruc1ion or construction activities, Including 0"' 
road vehicles, with a hand held /ir" IIJrtinguisMr. portabkl compacl shovel and 
communicatioo device such as Ii cell phone. in areas with co"""'ge, 0< S radio capable 01 
acl'l;""';r.g prompl oommuni",uion with K~'s fire suppo-assion resoUrcM and 
emerg&nCV seflllOeS. 

17. Key'lione shIIa cove' open·bodied dump trucI<& earr,;ng "'nd 0.- $Oil while on paved 
roads and cover open-bodied dump IJUcks carrying g,a",,1 or cIher maleriels heving 1he poten1ial 1O 
be expelled onto other vetwcles or persons whil. on all public roads. 

18. Keystonu snail use its bes1 el!o!tslO no! locale fuelmrage laciWes wlthin 2OO1881of 
privalO walls and 400 fH! of municipal walls and shal minimiza and exercise vlgilanoe in re1u~ng 
activities ;n .reas within 200 f eel 01 private W<llia and 400 leet 01 municipfl l W<!lis. 

19. If Itees are to be remo.....a \ll.et ha~ otlf"",erell'l l or OI!>er vell.ie to "nectod 
lanOowne ... Ke)lSlOne &t\8n compensate the lan:!owner lor the la1' mar1<9l value ot the tr&8S to be 
cleared lmi'O' alow the landOwner the right to reta in ownership 01 the fet led troos. Excep! as the 
Landowner wll othe<wiM "II_ in ""'liIi1'l9. the -....:fttl ot the clear cuts throogh any Mrldbreaks and 
shelterbelts o.ha U be ~mited to 50 lee! Of less, .00 he widlh 01 cIe.a, cuts through _oded ienglhs 01 
woodoed areu s~ all be limiled 10 95 teetor less. The e""'ronmGfIlaJ IfI6!)ection;n ConditIon 14 Shail 
include !oreated lards . 

20. Ke\'Stono 5hd implement the folb..;.,g s.edimant con1toI practices: 

a) Keystone shall u!Wl floating sediment curtains 10 maintain s.edO:nenlS within the 
con5lrUC1ion right 01 way in cp9n wala, bodiH with no 0< low now when 1M de¢> 01 .-.on
f lowing WllW flXOAeIh the tlei""t of stra .. ~ or .i~ I"""" inslllu"tion. In 9um silutltio .... 
the lkl.atln9 i<!dirnent cunai .... shall be InsIalied as a subslilule 10.- strew bAleS or sitt tence 
along Ihe edge 0.- edges of each s ide 01 th construction right-of·way that is underwater al a 
de¢> greater IN.n the lOll 01 a stra .... belli 0' sill fence as pOrtrayed in Ke)lStcne's 
""""InK:IOon o..ta~ '11 incllKfed in the CMR PIIIn. 

b) Keys1'''''' shell install Sediment bamen in the vieinity of OOineatO<! wetlands anll 
water bc>d;es as OU!Iinfld in the CMA Plan r&galdlllss of the presooce oll1owing 0< Slanlling 
weter lIthe time of con$lfuction. 

c) The Applicant shoold COflSl)~ wi1h South Da~OIa Game. Fish and Parks (SOOFP) 10 
avoid constructiO<> neal wal"r bodies oiJrir.g fish spawfling periods in ..nict1 i",.!ream 
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construction IICtMOe$ should be avoided 10 ~m~ impacts on Speci!ie !ish6ries. ~ any. with 
convnatci.1 or recreational importaoce. 

21. KeyslOne al>a ll cleve~ Irae-oul ~n$ specif", 10 areas in South DakOl4 wheflo 
norizcntal direclionel drilling wi. <>e<:Ur. The plan shan be toIIowed In the even! 01 a Irac-oul, H a 1'>Ie
out _nl OOClltB. K8yf-tor>e $ha~ p'omptly IflI a ,epOrt 01 tM incicIenl wiIIlthe Commissiorl. 
KeystOfle shell 81&0, alter el<&CUlion 01 lIMo pian. provide. loIow·up rotpO<1lO !he Com~ 
'<!garding \he ,"LJIts 01 the OCCUff<!oce and any IIngerir1g ~ ...... 

22. Keystone t.Il.!In comply with IhIIloIlowing conditioN; reg.amingoonslluction~ or 
near wetlands, waler bodtes and r1!larian I""'s: 

a) Unle». wetland 1$ acWe/y Cl'ltivil1ed or fOl;!tad cropIalld or unless siIe speciIIc 
conditXlns require utilization 01 KeysIOl"o8's ptopo$9d 85 loot 'MdIh end the landowner has 
agreed 10 ouch Q/""ter width, the M:.tth 01 the 0C>n5truction righl-o!·W3Y .I)all be limited to 75 
feel in ~ ltiVated wellandS U nleM II diHer8f'l\ width 15 appfOV9d 0. requim<! bV!he UnM<! 
Stales Nmy Corps 01 Engineers. 

b) Unless a W<!tland Is active1yOJItiv~ or ootatad croplaoo. ex1ra wo .... a,eas sh8~ be 
k>c.!oted ellea$t 50 Ie<!t a_y lrom wetland boundaries axoep\ where ,""e-specilic conditions 
render a 50-I0oI setb!lCl< inleasbl<!. E:J:\ra WOI1< areas near ... ate. Ilodi&s shel be located 81 
100$150 laellfOm til<! wate(s edge. extepl wIlefe \he a~oenl upland consists 01 actively 
OJ~ivated or related croplaoo or oth&rdisturbed I&nd orwllera site speciIIcoof'lclitlons render 
a 50-«>01 setbaclr. In/easible. Cleanng 01 vogetation belwaen extra work ilP/lCIe lIr/:as and Iho 
wate~s edge 'M il be Ilmitod to !he COClSlruCIlon righl·ol· ... ay. 

c) Water bOdy o~ng llpoi1. 1";"111"11 upland $poiIlrom c~ngs 01 !<!reams U~ 1030 
te<!' in ... kIth. aUIl be stored in the COMtrur:tion right oI_y at leas, 10 leel from the wele(s 
edge or in additional &>:tra wort< a,eas 800 only on a temporary tMlsis. 

d) Temporary In·stream spoil stor&ge In straams grealer than 30 fOOl in width sha! cny 
be condL>C\ed in conIomIitywith any raqulfed leda",,1 pIIrmiI(s) and any appIicab19 19CIoflilor 
state statules. rufe& and atandards. 

~) W etland and wIllu, body boundariM and bull8fS shal be mar\ced and maintained 
until groond disturbing activitie ... re complete. KeystOne shal maintain 1 $-Ioct bull" ..... !\ere 
p<8CIicab1e, which lor slmIIm <:<OII8ln91 &hall be meintained IIIDtIJlt during the period 01 
t'enching, pipe laying aoo bad<fifling tI>e crost;;ng po;rn. Bull .... shag not be requ~&d in tI>e 
cas& 01 roon.IIowi"ll s"<!ams. 

f) Be&! mane""""",t p<acticM shall be ImplerTllll1l<!d 10 Pf6Yem heavily sl«·tad&n trMlCh 
water lrom re"""ing ."Y ... etland or water body directly or indirectly. 

g) Erosion tlOf11fOi fabric &ha ~ be used on water bOdy bttroks immodi.uolylollowing final 
stteum bank 'estoration uflless nprap or oIhe. bank stabiUalion methods a'a u~~zed In 
"o;oro"""" with 1""'8,al or stale permits. 

h) TM usa 01 timb<!r and sIB." to s,,!,pOn equipI'Mr>\ ~ing5 of _~ands snal be 
avoid<id. 

" 
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i) SlJIljeellO Condilions 37 and 38. vegetation resIo<ation aod maintenance adjacent to 
... atet bodies shall be oondIICIed in such mann" ,to allow. riparian s~ at least 25t....t ~ 
as measured from the "91a, body's mean high wata, marl< t<> pe<manendy .... v"o"tale will> 
nalive plant species across the entire oc>nstruction right..,f way. 

a) Ke)'Slooe shan eoorOinata road aosu ..... with ali t" aod local governrnenlS aod 
emergerlCy responders and $h8D acqufra aM ~ry permils a<Jlflorizi"ll Cl'c>ssing aod 
construction use <>1 eounty and township_. 

b) Keystone shatl implement a regulllr program o! road maint ..... """ and """,. lIvoL>gh 
IhIt actM! construction pMiod 10 k"p paved aod grawt] roads in an &cceptab .. condition lot 
resid8nls and the general publ". 

c) Prier 10 th" .. use lot' con.lruc1ion. Keyston" _ ",deotape Iho5e portions of a. 
roads Which ... iM be utillzlld by oonatruction equipment or lfanspoFT v&hides in order to 
doct.onflnt thl! pre-oonstruc1ioo oonditlcn 0/ such ~. 

d) After constructiorl. Keyslooe sha lf repair aod reslOre. or compel'lH/e governmental 
flnti\ie.s for the r"peir and restoratior'l 01. Iny deterio<alion c..US<!d by ooostl'l.lelk>n 111rJtic, 
such that the roads Ira returned 10 all&asl their preoonstnJetion condijlion. 

e) Keystone shrill use IIppmprirlte pteventaliwl rneMUll)$ as needed 10 P<fl""nldalTlllge 
to paved IOIIcIa ar'ld fo ramove e~COO& $Oil Or mud lrom sL>Cfl rtl&dways. 

t) F'ursWinT 10 SOCL 49-41 B-M. KeystoM shall obtain and lile for flIlpfOVal by IN 
Commission prio, 10 construction in lI""h ...... at a bood in the amounl 01 S 15.6 mllion for !he 
yaar in whictl construction is 10 COmtr'l<'!no:e and a seoond t>ond In Ih9 amount 01 S 15.& rrillion 
for th. ""suing yea,. including any additional period unm oonslruction and repal, has been 
completed. 10 ansUte tNU any darnagll tleyond nonnal _1If to pubic oQads. highweys. 
bridges Ot other ' elaled l!teilitlM will be adeqUlrtety _tote<! 0' compensa1ed. SIIch bonds 
shal be lsaued in favor 01. and lor the ben~fi1 01. ~ such Iownsh;p.. oo<mties. and other 
9"I'emmental ~s wIIose property fs erossed by the Project. eaCh bood Shall ,amain In 
"HeeI unti mI9~ by the Commission, which ,&le.ase .... all rIO! be unreason&b!y dOllied 
Iollowlng oompleUon 01 the consln.K:1ion end repa;, pemd. Eitt1et 81 tIwI COntll.ct ~tings 
tequirad byCond ilion 1 Cl 0' by ma~. Keystone $h~ give notice 01 tI1 .. ellistonoe ana amount 
01 these bonds 10 aU OO<.In~e$. townships and othe' gcwemm""!aI entities who$(I property is 
CIOS$ed by the Project. 

24. Although no reM!en1iai property is expected 10 be er.eoumemd i~ connection with the 
Pmject. in the avent thet auc/1 properties ere affecled end d"" '" the narure of residential property, 
Keystone ....... implement the following pro1ec1ions in addition 10 those set 1<>rIh .. its C~R Pioln in 
eteas ..tIere the P rojBc1. palIM'S within SOO Teel 01 e ,esidenc;e: 

a) To !he e)(l8nt leasible. Ke)'$1on<I &hall eoo,di""'I<! construction wo:>ri< ~ with 
aff8C1ed .esiden~1I1 la~rs prio' 10 the sian of COl'15tl'\lClion In tIwI ,,"'II 01 the 
resideocas. 
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b) KeyslOne s/lal maintain access to aM resid&nees lit'" time •• eJ<Ce!)tlOJ pefiod!I when 
~ is inl llMibie to r:Io so Of el«:&pt lIS otherwise agreed between Keystone and !he occupant 
Such periods shaH be res!rict&d to rt>o mioitoom duration possible and shall becoordinated 
,.;u, affected residenrlallandOwM", and OOCllp.llnts. to !lie extent possible. 

c) Ke)'Srona she ll inslall \empOfary safety fencing , when reas¢nab~ 'equested by " 8 
landowne, 0' occupan •• 10 control aeceo.s and minimize ha.zards associated with an open 
trench and heavy equipment in a <eskle<ltia l area . 

d) Keystona shan notify affe.c!ed r6Sidool& In advance 01 any scheduted disruption of 
utili!i8s and ';"' il the duration oj ,uch disruption, 

c) K"'Y5tone shan <epai, anydamago 10 ~rtvl""l resulls from construction ~1Ies. 

f) Keystone shIIll oop..!l",' a Iopso~ l rom subsoil and ,.,.;10", all IHus disturbed by 
=lrucIion to a'le,,~1 thei, proc:onstruction condition . 

g) ~ wllere Pf8C1icably lTll"asibIe. firlal goadinQ and ropso;! replacement 
iosraQaIion 01 permanern erosloo control structures lind ,epa;' oj leoong ard OUler 
atroctu ..... slid be cornpleled in ,n,OenU.1 a",&& witt"On 10 ~a)'S alKH-backflllin!) the l rand'l. 
In rt>o evenl that se8S0na~ or othe, weathe, conditions, el<hlflUllting cirrumstatlCes, or 
unforesae<1 d.welo..,nenlS beyond Keystone'S control Plevant ~ance with this time 
frame, lernporal)' "",sOon controls and approprtale millgativa measures sha11 be maintained 
unftl cor.tlilioos allow completion c>f cleanup end rectamaUon, 

25. CoMInJeIion must be IIUIipI.K'IIIII v.oon _111M oonations a", such thaI con$tn.lction 
activities win cause irreparable damage, unl ...... IKieq llllla protection m.N""" .... a~OIIed by Ihe 
Comrnloasian ara taken, "'1eas11WO monlhs p.ior to !he start 01 construction in South Dakora. 
Keyslo<le """" file .. ilh the Commls.slon an adYetse wea1lle, land protection plan oontllirOrog 
approprlato> adVeIse we.athllr land protection IMMures, II\e oontttions In wIlictl SUCIllll98Sures may 
be approprialely llsed, 'IfId conditions in which no COfI$lrldion is appropriatG, lor approval oj or 
mod~ication by Ih, Commission pnO/ 10 Itwo alart 01 OOM lIuetlon . The Commission shan mab such 
plan available 10 ~ landowners wI\o may provide comme.t\ on SUCfl plan 10 ..... CommislJion. 

25, Reclama~o" and clean·up along Iha right-of-way musl be eonIinuous and 
coordinate~ with ongoing oonslrllctio ... 

27. o\It p.1H''''oting roads and lanes used during oonsl!uction must be ,,,,,toredlO at !eMf 
thoIlr pre-=lYUCIion condition Itwll will aooomm<><lllte Itlei, p.evioua II"", 8nd e' lIM used M 
I emjXI' a'Y roa dt. during eonotru ct\I)n must be msloted 10 Ihe~ origi .... 1 """"'lion, except as oth ........ se 
"'qu",led 0/ agreed to b)/th<! land"",ner Or any go.oem mental aobJoritv having ~risdction over .""" 
roadway. 

~8, Ke)l!Mn& shan. prio, 10 any oonslruction, Iii. witj, the Commiosion a ~sj identif;Ong 
private and new access roads thaI will be used 0/ re<.1uired during construction and file a ~ 
ofrnethods used by KeystOM 10 redaim tiIo5e access ",~ds, 

29. Prior to construction. KeyslQne shall have in ~. w;nleriuricn plan end shall 
imp lement I/1e pto,n rtwinte' conditions prevem redam8tion """"""lion until opting. The plan $hal be 
p,oYided 10 affecled lartdow .... rs and, upon requesl, 10 the Comrni$sion 
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30. Numerous COroditiClll9 01 this Otdsr, irldJding but oot ~miled to 1 S, 1~, 24, 25, 26. 27 
and 51 ' slate 10 construction and lIS affect.; upon affected IIInclowrle<s and \tlel, p<OpI'lrty. TIIa 
AppIicanl may IImOO<.Intef physical oonditions a~g 1M route during construction which mak9 
complillnca wilh oeflain 01 the ... Conditions inleasible. II. efter providing e copy ol ltois orde', 
including \l>e Conditions, k) \he landowne., ltIe Applicant and landowne. 1.9_ in writio1f1to 
mod~ications 01 1.00 e. rno<e rtlqun"nenlS S!>&d fied in \tie ... oondilior$, such lIS mu;mum 
cleara'>COs orrigh!-of·waywidlhs. Kaystone maylotlow ti'Ie alternative procedures and ~Iions 
agreed to between ~ and ti'Ie landowner. 

IV. PlpelilO Op"flIllons, Deleetlon and Em"'llIMCY Response 

31. Keys\One $hall construct and Ojlerate the p;p&lir>e in the manner deOCftled in ttle 
applicalion aoo at !he l\e.aring, including i" Keystorle's a.nt>ilS, sod in &COOtdanc» "'"" lIle 
OOMilionll 04 this permit, lI1e PHMSA SpecIal Permit. n lS9ued. and the coro1i\iot'1s 01 \his Orde. and 
the construction permit graoted Mreifl. 

32. K8y3Ione sha" fC'l" lflI ~noe ~ its sllipptors with its crude oil spe<::i!ications In 
order to mi!'\imlze Ihe poIenbal lor internal oorrosion. 

33. KeySler. "S obligation lor raclftmation aM mainlanance 01 the 1igI>I-ot~ aha" 
continue lh..,..,gtIout lhe I~" ef lila plpeline. In itr;, suNeit1ll1'lOll and main1ena1'lOll IOCtiviIMIs, Keyston.t 
shan, 1.00 shall cause its conlr8C1OI' to, equip each 01 its vehides, including o«·road vehicle$. wi1tl a 
hand held l i re eoninguisher, pol'UlbJe compact shovel end communica~on de.,,;,;e such a. 3 oen 
phone, in areas with OO\ltuage. or a radio capable 01 achi9Ying prompt communication with 
ame.gency Hrvices. 

34. In eOOOldanoe with 49C.F.R. t95, KQ~e sIlanCOllliruo to evalwtlealld patlorm 
assessmen t lclivities r0{j8<dirlg higtI cor'ISequel'lOll ~rea.t_ Prio r 10 ~ cornrnenci"(I ~tion. 
1.1 unusually f.er\Si!ille sreas M delirl&d ~ 49 CFR 19S.6lhat may eldst. whalha< wrrandy marked 
on oars HCA maps '" not, should be 16en\ifled er>d added 10 lIle Emergency ~e Plan and 
InIfIgrity Mana 9""'001 Plan. In its continuirog asa.assme'l1 and evakration 01 errviro nmanlaJly sensl1ive 
and high COrISOquence a ..... s. Keystor1a shall _ k 001 and consider local knowtedge, n::tudin.g Ihe 
.""",lOOge ollhe South Dekota G&oIogIcsI Survey, 1tIe O&pftrtmenl 1.1 Geme Fksn snd Palka ar.:l 
1oca11a11dowr.ets and governmental efflCials_ 

35. The evidence in 1tIe r&OOrd demonslrales !hel111 soma re!>Chea of the Project in 
soulhem TrW County, !he Hi!fl Plllins Aquila. is pr_lal er \lery near ground surf_ snd is 
O\IfI~ain by ni!flly petmeable sends pftrminir>g ,he uninhibll&d infittratlon 01 COOlaminan1S. Thla 
aquffer serves lIS the wale. soun:<! f'" ..averal domesIie !ann well$ near 1I>e p pe lirle as weU 1.$ 

public weter supply syslem wells located at some diWnce and upglldient from It1e ~ roote . 
KeyslOr'H!I snail ideo!ily 111M High Plains AqJ~er area 111 8OU1hem T rfpp County 88 a hydrolog;caliy 
sensilive area In ilS IntGgrily t.!a lIa\l&mant and Emergency Response Plans. K<>y$ton!l BhalJ similarly 
IrNt any other similarly .... lnerabie end ber>eficiaty usel"l surficial aquilartl of whlcn ~ become-s 
awl.fe during (:<)m;truction and continuing rOU1e evaluation . 

36. Priorto putting !he KfIYSIone Pipe''''' inlO operation, Keystone shallpr8!)arl. Iile wi1h 
PHMSA and imple"",nt an eme.gency.&SpOrlSe plan ss raqJ ired l.O'Od8f 49 CFR 194 and s manual 
01 wrillen procedu_ for conduding normal operllions and .... Jr\lellal'lOll &etMties and hendlir>g 
s bnormal Opeflltionos and emergencies as ""Iuired under 49 CFR 195.402. Keystone sha~ alSO 
plepe.e end Implement II wnllen inlagrity managemelll program in the manner 8t'<I at such time lIS 
required unoder 49 CFR t95_45l_ AI such timeo as K8y&IO<>e ~ its Emergar'OCy Response Plan 8M 
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Integrity Mllnllgement Ple.n ,.;th PHMSA or any C>lher state or fl!'de~ 'gency, il s/IlIli also tile such 
""""ment .. with the Corrorn!Woo. The Commle.slon's confi<!enlifll fiitlg rules foulld .1 ARSl) 
20:1 0:(l1:4 I mey be invoked by Kaystone with respect 10 SUCflfiit1gs 10 lIle seme axle'" as,.;th •• 
OCher fn ings at the CornrJ\iss;oo. 11 jnIarM8 doo i. Ii led .... "cOnfod8l'l!ial,' any pet&cn desiring access to 
such ..... terillis Of Ihe StaN (II the CGmmis,;ion may ~ the I"GCIIdurllS 01 ARSD 20:10:(11:4 1 
Ihf01J9h 20:10:01:43 to de\ermine whethe, auch Infonneb/)n ill &l"liIIed 10 confidentl .... rrealmenland 
..mat prot9CIive pmvision& A.A appropr;alA far limited .elease 01 "'Io:mnaboo loond ta be eotlUed !O 
conlidenlil'll treatment 

37. Ta laciliuue periodic pipeline INk surveys during operlI'IOn 0I1Ile tac:ilm9S .. W~nd 
,,'a8S, a corridor Cflnte<&<1 on the pipeli,.,.. and up 10 t5 leet wide shell be malf"ltalned In an 
heobaoaous state . Trees ,.;th", 15 feet of the pipeline greate< than 15 reet '"' heigh! may be 
seleCtivety CUI and IIIn>O\Ied from the permanent rilitt..of-way. 

36. To facilrtal8 p6riodic pipeline luk surveys In riparian e ' ..... , ~ oorri:X>r OIIrrlered 00 
the pipeline and up to 10 1ee1 wide wll be maintained in an herbaeeous Slale. 

V. Erwl ronmental 

39. Except to the e><lent waived by the owner or Ieo.r.ee ... writjng or to the exlerrllhe 
Mise levels already e~CGGd such Slandard, the noise levels associated with Keystone's pump 
stations lind ottler ""'''''"Producing tacili\ie$ will J'Io()t exceed IhII L I0=5SdbA standard at the nearest 
occupied, e m tr.g residence, offooe, hG\eU motet or non-industriall>l.lSines!J not owned by Keystone. 
The point or measurement wig 1>0 with ... 100 leet 01 the .e6ider'oce Or buIIlness in the <llrectioo of the 
JlUmJl stalion Of facility. Post-(:OflSIruclion operalionol noise aSSl)$SnMlnls will be compt.&ted by an 
independent thiro-par1y ~ol$e consullMt, ~ by the Commission. 10 show COII'PiflllCOlwith 1M 
noise level at eacl'l JlUmJl At"Jion or other nois8'produckIQ facility. The noise aSSMoSments will be 
p8rtormed in acoordaroce with a~IlcIIble American National S\a.nclor<ls 1r15~\ute standards. The 
re&Ults 01 ttl!! a$SoSllmen!ll will be fi led with tha Commis&lor1. In the _ tflat tho noise I_I 
ellOl'lods the lim~ set lor1tl in this oondition at any pump station or DIhe. nGlSG producing lacility, 
Ke\'$tonfl ahall Pron"(ltly Implement noise mitige1ion meO$U'&!I1O I:oing It\e lacilit)l into oompl;;'nce 
with the Pnil$ set forth in this condition and shall raport 10 me COtrmissiln COfJJIIming Ih& rt'l8!ISlIr" 
taken end the results of post·m~ assessments demonsva~ng 1tIIiotlhe noiSa nmits ha"" been -, 

40. At the r8qL>eSI 01 any lendowner or public wale< SIIppty system that ottOi'll 10 provida 
the nec&SS81Y ACCfISS to Keystone over hOsll>ar propeny Of ea$flMnl(s) to perlorm the """"""lIlY 
WOtk. K"Y'IlOIle shall replace At no cost to suotlland<lwt1er o. pIItJic wale. suP?l\l "Y$tem, any 
potyetr¥ena water pipi"O \o::Icated within 500 teel of the P."""" with piping Ihat '" resistant 10 
permaaliGn by BTEX. Keystone Slid not be reQuired 10 l'8p1ace \hallX"lion 01 Any Pipinll thai 
ponsas ItlJ'Ol.lgh or IMIder a basement wall or oth. , wall 01 a hGme or other &trUctUre. At leasl tony. 
f ...... (45) "-y" plio' 10 oommencir>g construction, K e)'Stone shaH publish a notice in ead'I ""';"P"S"" 
of 9""".el <;j,ob.tion in each county throu"" which the Proie<;:t wiU be constructed advising 
lel'"odownAts and public watar SOJPPIy systems or Itlis condition. 

41. KOy$tor1e sl\ilillolow all protection end mitigation ertorts as identified by the US 
Fish end Wildl~a SeMOil {"USFWS1 and SDGFP. Keysro"" sholll idenli1y a~ g,eate' ~ ehick<ln 
a nd greater 8lIge end sharp-tailed grouse leks wilttin 1110 butter diM8nces from the 00MtnJcti00 right 
01 way ... t forth lor 11\& &p8CiH in the FEIS aM 6io1ogiea l AueS!Mtnt (SA) p~l'6d by DOS snd 
USFWS. In a<XXlrUance with commitments In tIM FEIS end BA, Keyst""" sl\al avoid or restrict 
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oonslructioo activi1les as SpeCffie<i bV USFWS witnin such buller zonee ~1Ween Ma~h I an<! Ju"" 
15 and for other apedes as specified by USFWS and SDGFP. 

42 . Keyslone shllli keep a record 01 dra'tl tile Byslem ioIorrna1ion ttvoogho<Jlplanrlirlg and 
constrllCl>on, iod <><ling po9·coostrucrioo location at dnlin ties. Location information !IMI be coIlecI8d 
using a s.ub·meter aa:uracy global posilioning system whera a""ilable or, who'Ire not ava~abl& by" 
aocurataly docum enting ~ ~ine station numbers oIMch el(p0600 d"in lile. )(eysIOne $hal 
maintain lhe drain me Ioc;!olion inlo<malion and ble spec:i1icootiona and if1COOllO<&te ~ inlo its 
EmetgerlllV Response lind I nt&grily MB.n!lI'!"ITIlJII! P!.a M II>tlere dram mlgtl be expAded 10 $IIN& !Ill 
contaminant a>nduils in !he evenl ot II release. 11 dr.in t~e relocation is neca6$ll.<y, the appi;cant 
6M11 work direcUy with Iardowne r 10 de\errTWle proper Io<::elion. The Ionolion 0/ p"rmllnor1l <irain iii"" 
&1>.'111 be noted on es-buill ""'piS. Ouelilied <iraln l ile con!!'aClOf'S shal l boo ~yed 10 rep!llr drain 
tiles. 

VI. Cultural and PaleonlOloglcal Resou""", 

43. In &ooo!danco w~h Application. SectiOn 6.4, )(eys_ shall follow !he 
"tJnan~clpa\ed 005c0v9nes Plan." es reviewed bV!he Stale HislOfical Preservation Office rSHPO'1 
and awroved by ttte OOS an<! provide it to Itle Commission UflOII reques!. E>' TC- l .6.4, pp. 94-96: 
Eo $-3. II durir>g tXIf'lStIuCIion, KeyalOOe or itl agents d ist:<l\l<lr wha1 ""'V boo lin lIrch6eologic.fll 
resoofCfI, cultural resource. historical "'source or 01'8 \1<1$", I(eys1oM or iu contractors Of llge<11S 
sI\On "'mediately cease worI< at thel por!k>n 01 \he site and r>Otify t!Ie DOS. the affec\8d 
l.andowne«s) and Ihe SHPO. li the OOS and SHPO determille that a slg>ificanl resoorce is preset'll. 
Keyston& shall develop a pllln that is approvlld by the DOS an<! oommentingt'signaklly palt\es 10 the 
Prog r6mrNIlie Ag!alunMt 10 salvage avoid or protect Iha arct>aaological rosoorce. ~ such 8. pianwill 
require e mal"".11v different roure than met epproved by the Commiasion, KeysIOoo shan obtain 
CommiMion .nd "'ndowner epprt:lllll IOf ItII! now route OOIm. proc&eding with a1l)' lurtMt 
conslrul::tion. t<eystona shell be responslble tor any C(l6ts """ 1119 lan<lowner is Ie"" ... obligated to 
Incur as a <XIIlSeQUenoe 01 the disturbance 01 a protecte<1 culturel rNOtll'Ce as a res\J~ 01 Keystooe's 
c:or\$lruC6cn or mainU!na_ activities . 

44. )(eystone sI1a~ impIotment and comply with the foflowing j)IOCe(Iures regarding 
pahtontOiogical reilOuroeS: 

a) P rior to commencing construction. Keystono shatt condue-t a r~eralUte reviaw and 
r&a>rds search, and oonsuh with !he BlM and Mu&eum a! Geology at the S.D. Sc:t-ooI at 
MiI'lllS and Techno;:,yy ("SOSMr) to iden!iI',t known loss. sites akin\! the pipelir.e rouIO and 
identify ~tiOns a! surface exposures 01 palt!onlolo\Jically sensitive rock lOrTrllltion. using 
the BLM's Potal11ial Fossil Yield Classification sVSlem. Any area _ 10 trenctling will occur 
into !lie Helt Creek Fotmelion stlatt be considen!<1 a high probabiLily ........ 

b) I<e,.stone shal al its expens<'! COnduct a pre-consttuclion field sU"""y ot eacIl 811'la 
OcIontified bV such review and COOSIJltatioo as a known aile or hiIIh proba~iIy area .... itI'IIn the 
construcjon ROW. Following BLM lluidollines as mod~led by the provi!;ions 01 Condition .... 
including the u"" 01 BLM pennilMd paleorl101og;slS. ar ... s with expo.s.ures of high "IIOSIIM!V 
(PFYC Class 4) and WI<y high sensitMfy (PFYC Class 5) rock Iotmalions shall be subject 10 
• 100% padestrial j ield wrvev. while arefts wah e><pOSu ,&s of mode""telv ....... ilive roci< 
lonnalions (PFYC Class 3) shaft be &pOI·checked tor OCCUmll"lC<!S of sciemilically or 
economicaly sI(ToiIieant surface IoMits and eviQe.ncoo 01 subsurfaoo lossils. Scientilicalfyor 
econornicaly significant ""rface fossi ls """I be avoided by tIM Projec1 0' mi~9"!ed by 
coIIecting!hem;1 a"Oidance is oot feasi~e. Following BLM guidelines fe, the assessmen1 
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and mitigation of paleootologiclll ",,,,,urnes. sciftntitically si~mc.nl paleontological 
reSOlJICOS are defined as rare ..... n~tmte !o$$ils IhIIt ere identitiabie tola;<()r"l ood element 
"I\d common ..... rteImI\e fossils ttlal ara identifiable 10 IaXOn and element and thai ha~e 
sc .. n~fic ,_rch value ; end ..,ientibJly IIOI&WOrthyoocoml.-.:::e&oI irr ... r1eb<ate, plant and 
~ fossils. F08$illocalilies ara delined as 1ha ~ic and SlrIl!Vnophie locations at 
..... Clltossi\s are found. 

c) Fol lowing the complelion of t&ld surveys, KeYSlone shlill prep!l,e lind tile with the 
Cam\j$!;iOn II paleontological "'SOUfl,lfl mmgetion plan. The mitigat!c:n ptan shlln specify 
""",liming locations, and include 8LM permilled moMOfS lind proper ernJIIo1"'8 and 
oontraclor trllining to idernily any p"'1eon1Ologica1 re6O<JfCeS 6iscove,,,,, durin B conSllUcIion 
lind !tie procedures 10 be fo/ lowe<j folOllMg such discovery. Pllleontoklgic:at monitoring wil 
tlIl<e place In e ... as within Ihe OOII5lA1dion ROW llIat are underlain by 'ock !ormatioll6 with 
hiO'l sensi1M!y (PfYC Class 4) and very high sansilMly (PFYC CIaos 51, and in areas 
unde~ain by rock lormaOOos wi!h ".:>derate senr.ilivi!y (PFYC Class 3) where sfgnlti<:8rT\ 
tossis were id&ntif~ clu-ring l;eld 5l.O'V8y8-. 

d) H duringoonslnJClion. Keystone Of its a9llnls discove< what maybe II paleonlological 
,esource of e<:Onome sigNficance. cr 01 scm' ilio:: slgnilicance, 8$ <!emed in subparagriOPh 
(b) above. Keystone <>< its conlracton Of r>gen15 9MII imrnftdielely ~ """" allilal!><)t!ion 
of II\e sitll end. ~ Q(l priwto land, noti!y the aHeded landownet(s). Upon such II di$eOvllry. 
KIIJ'Sklne'a prr laonlolop monitor witl evatuatll whelhlr the disocwery is of ~ 
s9'lilieance, or 01 scientific silJ1if1cance liS deflMd in $lJbpalllgrapll (b) aboo ...... 11 an 
1!Olt\OI1I1ea11y 0' scientif"'" ill' siunfficant paleonlological resource ill discovered on !!tale lard, 
Keystone ...... notify SDSMT and ~_on federa l Janel, Keystone "; l nol.'ly the eLM or other 
led$tal agency. In no C8S6 aI\e"_I(ej'$tooe return any e.<eavated fess:ts 10 !;he lreneh. " a 
qua,Oed and BLM-permitled.Pl'l8Qf"iOIogiSl, in COI\6\1ltation ";th 1ha 'andowoer, BLM, Of 

SOSMT ""temlines l1\li1 an eoonomt;:aIly ef sc:Ientllically s;gnllicanl paleonlDioQiclll ...sou rca 
;. ",es~nt, K&ysIOne shell ""'-'etop 8 plan that is "",~bIy IIcceplllblato!he IIIndowner($), 
BI.M, or SOSMT, as applicable, to 80c0nYn0da\e the salva!le 0' avoidance 01 \he 
prrleonloIogical rlMOUroo to protect or miIigetB damege to the resoo """. The responsiWity lor 
OOIldutting such measures and payilg the ooets auocltt&d with sucI1 m&8SUfeS, wIlelhel 
on pri\lal8, .!ate 011"""181 tand, ot\el be bome by KayslOM 10 the 6 ..... 1I.ten1 ttlal au"" 
, ... ponsibO lity and costs would be required I<> bQme by Key5lone on 6lM mllnaged lends 
pu-wantlO eLM regula~ons and guiHlfne-s, including the BI.M Guidelnes lor ASfesa.->i 
ar>d Mit;g8lion 01 Potential Impacts 10 Palaontofogical Resources, e~cepl 10 the el(lOOl 
!ftClual~ In8f>Propriala to tile l ilulliion In the casto of p'ival~ land (e.~, museum curation 
00$1a would not be peld by KeyslCne in situations wherll posMssion 01 lhe ~red 
10000~s) was tumed owr 10 th" landowner- as opposed to curaticln !Of th& pOOlic). If such a 
pltn ..... n r"quite ll mIl!eriallyd<fl"'otnIrou!C!han ttlat approwd by the Commission, Keys1on!> 
sMM obtain Commission approval tor the new m<lia belOfe ~ing wi1h any further
co'l$UUC'lon. Keystone sheW, upon diicov&ry ;ond selvage of paIeonlOlogieal resou ""'"' 1IiI:he, 
d ... tog pra-(;()n5tNclion Aur;revs or a:>nsln,lClion and monilorino on pri.-ate iand. re!um any 
fossil> in i!s po&se-ssion to the landowne,of record 01 the land on whic/1lhe foesil (5 found. H 
onstate lind, the fossits al'<l III asao:::iateddata and <Iooum&nlll!ior1 \'11(: be transfemod to the 
SDSM; ~ on fe<lef8lland, to the BlM. 

I) To too extantlh8! Keystone or its <lO<I!r8ctors or ageots hllve o:mtrcl ove, &CC8 .... 1O 
5u:h information, KeyslorlCl sha~, aJId shall rflquite its contradOrB lind a\l6llts to, tree! the 
k>CIIb'ra of sansrtive al'<l valuabte re&eurces as confkle<"lba l w>d lirrit pul)jjc acce .... to this 
inl<><malion. 
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VII. Enlon;:ement and Llebility 101 DamAge 

45. Kevs~ shan ",pa i' 01 ,eplACII 811 property removed Of dAmtI~ during an pha!.es 
01 comlnJc1ion IlIld operation of 1h\I proposed lIaMmis$k)r1 ladlily. including bulllOT limited to. 81 
lanoes, ;a18ll and uti liI\'. W,,"', supply. irrigation Of draina.ge sys1e!ns. KeystOne shall oompMSa\e "$ owners lor dama""" Or "'""" thai CIIr"IfIOI be fully ", ..... <IIed by repair 01 replacement. such as 
10$\ prod1.lClMl\l and ~f09 and filleslock losses or Ioas (It value to a Pllleontologocal f&SOurao 
damAged by constf1JClic>n Of other actiVilies . 

46. In 1h\I eveN Ihal a PIIfr.cm's we~ is contaminated as " resu~ 01 cor"lWUction 0< 

pipeline cperation. Kays1OI1e shaU !>8Y all COSlI assOOal"d ",,",h linding and p<o>'idIrrg a petrn8""n1 
Wal&f8uppIy thol is at lea,,! 01 slmiIa. quality and quantity; and "nyOlha. related dama~. inclWing 
but nOllim~ed to any COf\!l&queno&a. modical 0' Olherwi$e, related to wale, con1amirla~on. 

47. Any damag& lIlal OI:<:UI"S as a resu~ of soil disturbance en a persons' property Shall 
be P<lid fo, by Keys.IO<>e. 

48. NCI penon YI4I1 be held responsible !of a ~ leak ItIatOCClJrs as a resukof hi!/her 
no rtrl8l I"rming p'''CIioos ove, lI>e lOp of or near th& pipeline. 

49. K9')'SIOf16 £haU pay oommemalt,ll4lasonablR OO&IS 8IId in(Iermi1y and hold the 
landowner harml&&S to< any icm. damage. claim o. action reslAting lrom Keystone·s use of the 
a_menl. ineludin{l any l8Sulling lrom any ,~ease 01 regulated sl.t>9lIInces or lrom abendonm8!l\ 
of the hl<:~il\', exOOlllIO Ihe .x1ent such loss. damage claim or aclion Jewll5 from \he gross 
""gligeoos or wil l,,1 miseonduCt of the landowoor or i1s agenlS. 

so. The CommlSSion·s complooinl proclOSS U l ei IorIh in ARSD 20,' 0:01 _II be 
available to IandClw_l"S. Olhe, PCISOI'lS .ustairWlg or 1Il198.l&ned with damage or!he OO'>SeQUenc&S 
01 Keystooe·. lailure to abido by1hoo conditions of lhis perm~ Of OIhetwise!Laving Slandiog toob1ain 
enlO<e&J\'lllni o lIN! conditions 01 \his Order and PIIm"IH. 
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